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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation is an attempt to articulate the conviction, born of ten years of intensive 

experience in learning and practicing to be a dance performer, that the dance performer, 

through collaboration with the choreographer, makes an important contribution to how 

we can and do understand artistic dance performance.  Further, this contribution involves 

on-the-fly-thinking-while-doing in which the movement of the dancer’s body is run 

through by consciousness.  Some of this activity of “consciousness” in movement may 

not be part of the deliberative mentality of which the agent is aware; it may instead be 

something that is part of our body’s natural and acquired plan for how to move in the 

world that is shaped by years of artistic and cultural training and practice.  The result is a 

qualitative and visceral performance that can, although need not, be a representation of 

some deliberative thought or intention that a dancer can articulate beforehand.  It is also 

the sort of thinking movement that in many cases can be conceived as expression; an 

utterance of dance artists that is not limited to the communication of emotion that can be 

appreciated and understood, at least in principle, by a public or audience.  What this 

means for the Philosophy of Dance as Art includes the following: 1) there may not 

always be a stable, fixed “work” of dance art that can be identified, going forward, as the 

only relevant work on which critical and philosophical attention should be focused 

because of variable, contingent and irreducibly individual features of live dance 

performances, attributable in large part to the efforts, style and improvisation of particular 

dance performers; 2) the experience of dance artists is relevant to understand dance as art 

because experiential evidence of practice can supplement and ground the appreciable 

properties that we can detect in artistic dance performances; 3) artistic dance performance 
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can be conceived as expression without being expressive of either an artist’s felt emotion 

or of human emotion in general – no particular content is needed as long as there is a 

content; 4) artistic dance performance conceived as expression can, but need not, function 

as representation in both the strong (imitative) and weak (referential) sense; and 5) 

artistic dance performance is real, not illusory and not necessarily either a transformation 

or transfiguration of the real.  Dance as art, like theatre, like music and even, perhaps, 

like painting, sculpture and architecture, although in less clearly artist-present, 

extemporaneous and embodied ways, is human-constructed, human-understood, human-

driven and a full, rich, interactive and meaningful part of human life. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
Dance is underrepresented in the philosophy of art that is currently practiced in 

Analytic Aesthetics, a philosophic methodology that arose in Western European 

universities.
 1

   The reasons for this are varied.  Some say, for example, that it is due to 

the exclusion of dance from the 18
th

-century system of the fine arts.
2
  Others say that 

dance’s origins as part of religious and pagan rituals and its continuation as a social and 

communal practice make it part of ordinary, and not properly “artistic” life.  Lurking in 

the background is an old, persisting idea that the purpose of dance is to satisfy interests 

that are predominantly prurient rather than artistic, therefore putting dance as a whole 

into a category that is more appropriate for sailors’ dance halls than for aristocrats’ 

concert halls.
3
  Since one predominant trend in Western concert dance has been to put 

primarily the feminine or effeminized body on display for the male gaze there also have 

been some who have associated dance with the low and corporeal rather than the elevated 

and cultivated.
4
  Further, while ballet training might be considered acceptable for young 

girls from fine families to learn (at least as a way to learn posture and grace), white 

European culture has often made it uncomfortable for boys who are concerned with 

                                                           
1
 I have capitalized “Analytic” here to refer to the methodological tradition of Analytical philosophy that is 

associated with Bertrand Russell’s method of breaking down complex systems of thought into simpler 

elements that allow the relationships between them to be analyzed.  For more on Analytical philosophy in 

general see Thomas Baldwin’s entry entitled, “Analytical philosophy” (1998) in E. Craig (Ed.), Routledge 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy. London: Routledge. Retrieved October 05, 2010, from 

http://www.rep.routledge.com.libproxy.temple.edu/article/DD091.  
2
 See, for example, Francis Sparshott’s “The Missing Art of Dance.” 

3
 A dance studies scholar might ask why dance need be put into one category or another at all and why we 

cannot acknowledge that dance is in both in a non-dichotomous way.  This is part of the difficulty of 

acknowledging what philosophers of art often do (categorize works into “art” and “not art”) in a way that 

does not speak to dance studies scholars, in which these categories are unnecessary and often obfuscating. 
4
 See David Michael Levin, “Philosophers and the Dance.”  It should also be noted here, however, that in 

some periods of Western culture only men were allowed to perform onstage, even in female roles.  For a 

feminist analysis that questions the primacy of the male gaze see Ann Daly’s "Dance History and Feminist 

Theory: Reconsidering Isadora Duncan and the Male Gaze" in Gender in Performance: The Presentation of 

Difference in the Performing Arts, edited by Lawrence Senelick. See also Sondra Horton Fraleigh, 

introduction to The Meaning of Body, particularly at xxx. 

http://www.rep.routledge.com.libproxy.temple.edu/article/DD091
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preserving a heterosexual sort of masculine image to learn and develop an interest in and 

mastery of an art that requires one to wear tights.
5
  Most Analytic philosophers of art, 

then (who unlike dance studies scholars are predominantly male), have had little or no 

firsthand “studio” experience of artistic dance and so dance just does not spring to mind 

when they think about what it means to make and perform art.
6
   

What this means for someone who primarily identifies as a philosopher who 

wants to engage in the conversation about philosophy of art that is happening in Analytic 

Aesthetics and who wants to concentrate on dance as art is that she is necessarily engaged 

in the building of an as-yet fledgling branch of philosophy.  This offers both opportunity 

and risk.  The opportunity is to carve out a niche for dance that can enrich and elucidate 

the field of philosophy of art as a whole and for the philosophy of the performing arts in 

particular.
 7

 One difficulty is that the body of literature belonging to Analytic philosophy 

of dance is so small that there is little work on one major focus of this dissertation: how 

the contribution of the performer affects our understanding of dance as art.  Another 

                                                           
5
 Anyone who recalls the original movie Fame will remember the character Leroy’s aversion to wearing 

tights (men are uncomfortable with showing the sexual revealingness of this practice costume, I presume). 

The movie (and now Broadway musical) Billy Elliot provides a good fictional account (that rings true to 

life) of how boys who do ballet are often treated and ridiculed by their peers and families.  New York City 

Ballet dancers Edward Villella and Jacques D’Amboise have also provided well-known accounts of the 

difficulty of growing up in ballet (having to fight other boys to show they weren’t “girly men” etc.) See, for 

example, Villella’s autobiography, Prodigal Son.  Jacques D’Amboise also instituted a school program in 

dance education that also seeks to expose more children (and especially boys) to dance.  For more on this 

see his book, Teaching the Magic of Dance. 
6
 By “philosophers of art” I am using an institutional term to mean those who have grown up in the 

Western “Academy” (have advanced degrees in philosophy from credible universities, have ingested the 

traditions and methods of the field, etc.) Francis Sparshott, in his book, A Measured Pace, is to be 

applauded for making a heroic effort to frame the philosophical issues surrounding dance but without 

enough development, critique and articulation of the basic framework he has provided from others not 

much has been done to move it forward.  In that book Sparshott suggests (in his introduction) that one not 

need to know an art personally to write about it philosophically but many scholars may find the prospect of 

approaching any discipline without at least a firsthand “feel” for it to be too daunting to attempt.  
7
 By “performing arts” I am using a term that is in use in the artworld to mean those artistic genres that 

typically and traditionally are presented to the audience through a performer during a live performance that 

takes place in a concert space or theatre.  These include dance, music, and dramatic and comedic theatrical 

performances.   
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difficulty is that to give the philosopher with little or no exposure to dance as art a 

“sense” of what we are talking about, some video clips and introductory language will 

need to be employed at a level that may be too basic for the dance studies scholar. On the 

other side of the equation, certain philosophic terminology and concepts (like “artistic 

properties” for example) will have to be handled with clarity and care so that dance 

studies readers without backgrounds in Analytic Aesthetics are not lost. 

In short, it is part of the work of the philosopher of another field (like dance or 

science) to show how one’s theories contribute to recognized ongoing discussions in 

either philosophy or the field at issue or (ideally) both. This puts the dance philosopher 

who wants to communicate with Analytic Aesthetics at a creative interdisciplinary 

crossroads that must borrow from Analytic philosophy of art, from dance practice and 

performance and from other fields of dance study in an effort to bring these fields 

together.  Analytic philosophies of art that begin with the analysis of ontologies of art that 

were written with the paradigmatic mimetic arts of painting and sculpture in mind, for 

example, tend to prioritize metaphysical and logical analysis of arguments about the 

nature of dance works of art understood as texts, for example, and follow dance critics in 

placing heavier focus on the perception and contemplation of dance works of art by the 

spectator.  Dance choreographers and performers, on the other hand, and dance studies 

scholars, are more likely to start with specific aspects of dance practice rather than on the 

concept of art – focusing on particular dance works or choreographers or performers or 

genres in terms of movement analysis, educational, cultural, social or historical 

components or effects, and on the lived kinaesthetic and spatio-temporal experience of 

the dancers themselves.
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In general those who identify primarily as Analytic philosophers of art discuss the 

ways in which dance is similar to painting, sculpture or literature and, in some later cases, 

music, but short shrift is given to the philosophic significance of the features of dance 

that arise through the dance artists’ contribution to making and finalizing dance works 

during the course of studio collaboration, rehearsal and performance.
8
  When other genres 

of art are viewed as paradigmatic, comparing dance with them squeezes dance into a 

category that is not a perfect fit.  This often results in the idea that dance is less than the 

standard or norm for art, when in actuality dance has features and attributes that are 

different from but equally as valuable as those of traditional painting and sculpture – not 

least of which is that the medium, materials, and site of the work are the dancer’s own 

minded body and self.   

If we assume that dancing involves some sort of central doing agent (however we 

want to characterize this, whether through the agency of the mind, brain, neurons, spirit, 

self, etc.) this will involve not only the “what is dance” question of the metaphysical 

ontology of art but also tread on the “what is the nature of conscious activity” question of 

the philosophy of mind and the “art as communicative expression” theory of philosophy 

of language. To contain the scope of this dissertation, I will acknowledge the 

intersections with these areas when they arise but will just suggest directions for further 

research without doing any in-depth analysis.
9
  In Chapter 3, for example, I will discuss 

                                                           
8
 Exceptions to this include David Davies, in his recent book, Philosophy of Performing Arts, and Renee 

Conroy. 
9
 The careful reader will notice, particularly in Chapters 1 and 2, that even though I claim not to be offering 

a metaphysical ontology of dance as art I do often offer my account as a counter to certain metaphysical 

claims about either dance as art as a whole or as what counts as dance works of art.  In future work this 

theory will need a deepening and developing of what, exactly, I think the precise metaphysics of dance as 

art (as practice) and dance performances (whether or not these will be characterized as “works” or 

“products” of practice) must be.  In this dissertation the farthest I go is to posit that both dance as art and 

the performances that are part of that practice are cultural rather than natural kinds.  My intention here is to 
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the myriad ways in which “expression” is used in the philosophy of art in general and in 

dance theory and practice without delving deeply into the concept of expression as it is 

used in the philosophy of music or in the philosophy of language.  Similarly, Chapter 3 of 

this dissertation will show how the “embodied” or “extended” mind theory, if true, is 

consistent with the way dance practitioners and theorists view and experience dance but 

this will be done without providing any rigorous support for that theory as a wholesale 

philosophy of mind. 

The major reason that I have undertaken this dissertation topic is that I have an 

intuition, born of ten years of intensive experience in learning and practicing to be a 

dance performer (primarily in neoclassical ballet) that the performer’s work makes a 

difference to the resultant performance and thus should matter to a philosophic 

conception of the nature of artistic dance performance.  I am referring here to what the 

performer does and how these actions contribute to and explain the performance that 

critics and audience can access; I am not primarily seeking to describe the conditions and 

structure of the performer’s consciousness as it relates to the world.
10 

  

                                                                                                                                                                             
show that one of the features of culture is that it is constantly moving, changing and growing and is never 

static for analysis the way fixed entities are.  As Amie Thomassen has pointed out (see “The Ontology of 

Art” and “The Ontology of Art and Knowledge in Aesthetics”) even stable products of culture (like 

dollar bills for example) do not remain the same for long – the value of the dollar can change with inflation 

for example – because they remain cultural products interpretable and re-interpretable by a changing 

culture.  What this means at present is that treating dance “works” as fixed objects is insufficient to 

recognize that dance performances are a moving, shifting part of danceworld culture and practice.  All that 

is said here, then, is what this account of dance and the understanding(s) it imparts makes impossible, and 

that are the nominalist accounts of dance as art and the “symbols of the real” account provided by Susanne 

Langer that Arthur Danto. 
10

 This marks a difference between the Pragmatic approach and that of both Husserl, and, arguably, 

Merleau-Ponty.  For more on this see Sandra B. Rosenthal and Patrick L. Bourgeois, Pragmatism and 

Phenomenology: A Philosophic Encounter, 108-110.  For an intriguing article on the similarities and 

differences between Husserlian and Merleau-Pontyan approaches in seeking the conditions and structures 

of consciousness see Joel Smith, “Merleau-Ponty and the Phenomenological Reduction,” Inquiry 48, No. 6 

(December 2005): 553-571. 
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I have chosen to focus on a practice-based, Pragmatic account (that also includes 

some analysis borrowed from and in response to theories in Analytic philosophy) of what 

the dance choreographer and performer contribute to dance as art rather than the 

Merleau-Pontyan phenomenological account favored by most dance scholars for a 

number of varied reasons.
11

  First, Pragmatism is a method that I believe sits in the 

middle between Analytic philosophy and Continental phenomenology, taking the best of 

both worlds and therefore, I hope, also being well-situated to communicate with and be 

understood by both.  Like Analytic philosophy, for example, Pragmatism seeks 

explanation rather than description of the concepts and phenomena under consideration.
12

  

Pragmatism also makes use of the experimental method of modern science, putting the 

phenomena out in the open, in the “real world” for analysis, dissection and evaluation.
13

  

This is not just an “in our heads” kind of analysis but assumes that dynamic events, like 

dance, exist in the real world.  This means that to some degree Pragmatism endorses a 

kind of realism, even though it has constructionist, mind-infused aspects as well that 

seem to also embrace aspects of idealism.  In this experimentation, for example, 

Pragmatism prioritizes the human agent’s “lived experience” as rich, important and 

justifying, and in this way follows the insights of Continental phenomenology even 

though the Continental phenomenologist’s focus is on this experience for its own sake, 

                                                           
11

 Some good books on dance from the Merleau-Pontyan phenomenological perspective include those by 

Maxine Sheets-Johnstone, particularly The Phenomenology of Dance and The Corporeal Turn: An 

Interdisciplinary Reader, and Sondra Horton Fraleigh’s, Dance and the Lived Body.  See also André 

Lepecki’s essay, “Inscribing Dance.”  A primer on how to learn more about this method of research and 

analysis can be found in Max van Manen’s book, Researching Lived Experience. In addition to Merleau-

Ponty dance scholars study the phenomenology of Husserl, Bergson and the Dutch school (such as Van den 

Berg, Beets, Langeveld, Linschoten and Buytendijk
 
).  

12
 See Rosenthal and Bourgeois, Pragmatism and Phenomenology, 44 and 176-177.  As Rosenthal and 

Bourgeois also point out, however, even though Merleau-Ponty focuses on description this does not mean 

he would be opposed to explanation provided that it is one that is rooted in description of lived experience.  

Ibid., 190-191. 
13

 See ibid., 18.  See also their cite to John Dewey, The Quest for Certainty (New York: G.P. Putnam’s 

Sons, 1929, 1960) on the same page. 
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and to understand the nature of Being, rather than for the more Pragmatic purposes of 

understanding phenomena in the explanatory sense.
14

 It also follows Merleau-Pontyan 

phenomenology in at least these ways: 1) denying scientific theories that separate mind or 

thought from the physical; 2) rejecting Husserl’s neo-Kantian method of “bracketing” 

real experience in order to find the transcendental conditions of human consciousness; 

and 3) finding that our perception and experience is of the real world – that our actions 

and behavior bring our perceptions in touch with the real, not just appearances provided 

by “sense data” in the form of “representations.”
15

  I also believe that Pragmatism is a 

particularly good method for understanding the “studio point of view” that this 

dissertation will champion since Pragmatism focuses on the dialectic between self and 

world that I think is the key to understanding both artistic creation and appreciation in 

dance.
16

 This is an intentional rather than causal relation with the world, here too 

embracing the phenomenological approach as it appears in both Pragmatism and 

Merleau-Ponty.
17

   

Here is an example that I hope will inform the spirit of the governing intuition in 

this work.  It comes from my own life experience, and it is told in the first person, but my 

focus for purposes of this dissertation is on that intersection between what I felt and what 

was put out to be perceived by others.  I once worked very hard with a choreographer on 

a solo dance piece that I was to perform to a Brahms symphony in D minor.
18

  The first 

dance movement consisted of nothing but raising one arm slowly, followed by a slow, 

                                                           
14

 See ibid., 18-19, 29-30, 185, and 191. 
15

 For point 1) see ibid., 16, 33, citing John Dewey in Experience and Nature and 43, citing Merleau-

Ponty’s Phenomenology of Perception.  For point 2) see ibid., 108-109.  For point 3) see ibid., 26-29, 33, 

83 and 114. 
16

 See ibid., 6, citing John McDermott, The Writing of William James: A Comprehensive Edition (New 

York: Random House, 1967). 
17

 See ibid., 21. 
18

 Brahms Symphony No. 2 in D, Op. 73 - II. Adagio non troppo.  
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sustained movement forward and then back again with my whole body.  This was a piece 

that was designed to work with and in the music – my whole body, limbs, trunk, torso, 

face, space around me, needed to appear to be full of the warm sound of the music.  The 

music, and the movements, made me feel a bit sad, and something in the transaction 

between the sadness I felt and the movement I not-fully-consciously performed while 

experiencing that feeling of sadness showed in my movements and made itself 

perceptible to the choreographer.  “No!” he said.  “I can see what you’re doing [note here 

that he said ‘doing’ not ‘feeling’] but my vision for you and for this piece is not sad.  

Think regal.  Think royal wedding.  Think, slow, sustained, deep-resonating joy.”   

To do what the choreographer asked of me took a significant amount of 

emotional, mental and physical adjustment on my part, and this adjustment had to be 

made quickly, without a lot of thought and preparation.  Here I had to rely on my dance 

training as an interpretive artist, funded by years of practice, effort and repetition in 

making this sort of adjustment, so that “habit”
 
could take over and I could rely on the 

learned intuition I had developed through this training to make the transition needed to 

produce a different kind of movement.
19

 There was certainly an internal intuitive and 

experiential component to this process – I had to listen to the music differently, actually 

hear something different in it, and then feel (think?) that difference in my body (for 

example, in that one rising arm).  But this process had an important learned component as 

well; I had been taught by this choreographer and others to use the experience of what I 

felt in the service of my dance practice.
20

   

                                                           
19

 This is an important hallmark of classical American Pragmatism. 
20

 It should be noted here that this is merely one method in the dance repertoire for effecting the expressive 

change the choreographer was looking for here – it is not the only way this change could have been effected 

but it was the one that in my experience was successful for me so it is the one I employed. 
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This adjustment, this doing, was my work as a performer, my practice, and it 

required a complete engagement with everything I knew and everything I could do from 

both my experience as a dance performer (how to move my arm in exactly the right shape 

through space in the precise timing the choreographer and composer had prescribed) and 

as a person (to pull from my experience as a person in the world who had witnessed royal 

processions and weddings in plays, movies, operas, other ballets, Lady Diana and Prince 

Charles’ wedding on television) to inhabit the right movement for the performance.  It 

required both a shift in my state of being and in what I was doing and how.  The shift in 

perceivable movement was incredibly subtle, even minute, but as soon as I had tried the 

movements with the new intention and state of minded body five or six times, as soon as 

I felt and performed regal joy – bringing together what the arm movement looked like in 

the mirror with the expression on my face, with the sense of joy moving in my muscles 

along with my envisioning of myself in a long, gorgeous gown with a crown on my head, 

the choreographer said, “Yes!  That is it.  That is what I want.  That is the meaning of the 

piece.”   

Given the level of performing artist that I was, who I was and my natural abilities 

and propensities used in conjunction with what I had learned in the dance studio, I could 

not have changed the quality of my movement, the pregnancy of it with a different sort of 

feeling by approaching or performing it from the standpoint of following a pre-set plan, 

either of the movements in a real royal wedding or of the choreographer’s demonstration.  

Following the choreographer’s plan was involved (the making sure the visual, spatial 

position of my arm in the mirror was exactly the same as before and as choreographed, 

for example) but something richer, internal, inside-out, performer-integrated-self-
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connection-to-world is what created the dance movement sought by the choreographer; 

those with deeply joyful qualities of intentional presence, weighted tension, resonance, 

and fullness.  This process may have had some similarities in another performer who 

might perform the same piece but it would not have been identical because the filter of 

that individual performer’s dance and personal experience would have been different.  

That performer would not, could not, have been me.
21

 It is this reflection that will inform 

my discussion of the limits of imitating personal style in Chapter 3 of this dissertation.  

How can one describe exactly what had changed that the choreographer (and 

ideally the audience, at some later time) could perceive?  If one measured the height of 

my arm, the space it took, it would have looked exactly the same performed with 

melancholy or with regal joy, perhaps.  What this means is that looking at the movements 

qua physical movements alone, as Monroe Beardsley has pointed out, will not get us to 

an understanding of what makes a dance art or of the features of a dance that we want to 

say are “artistic” (such as, for example, graceful, forceful, communicating the intention of 

a character to go hunting and so forth).
22

  Some account of the artists’ intentionality, 

which in dance as in other performing arts includes the intentions of the artist-performers 

as well as the artist-choreographers, will be necessary.  Further, it seems at best 

incomplete, after viewing the performer’s contribution in this way, to consider as 

overridingly important (“essential”) features of a dance work of art to be those that could, 

at least in principle, be reduced to the concrete particular of a notated score.
23

 

                                                           
21

 I have been advised that this idea may share certain similarities with Rudolph Laban’s theory of 

movement and performance and this is something I plan to flesh out more fully in subsequent work. 
22

 See Monroe Beardsley, “What’s Going On in a Dance?” 
23

 This is the “nominalist” view held by Nelson Goodman in Languages of Art (see, in particular, 178 and 

212) and Graham McFee, Understanding Dance, which as David Davies has pointed out in Philosophy of 

the Performing Arts (at 122) was also defended by McFee in 2007 in an unpublished paper presented at the 

American Society for Aesthetics Pacific Division meeting at Asilomar, CA, in March 2007 entitled, 
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This is the intuition that informs this work on dance—that there is something 

(“think of this, not that,” for example) that is part of the conventions and practice of the 

sort of expressive dance piece I was learning to perform and part of the way these 

conventions and practices were assimilated into the final performance work that were due 

to my own effort and contribution and that were as important to how that work was 

perceived by an audience qua dance work of art, as those that could be notated as part of 

the score of the work.  There is an individuality to each dance performer, that I want to 

say is something salient to pay attention to in understanding the kind of art dance is, that 

is not something the choreographer could have specified or notated even if in my case he 

was able to prompt certain reactions and qualities from me by using certain images.
24

  I 

don’t mean to suggest that everything I thought and felt during that performance could or 

should be seen by the choreographer and audience (no one’s thought, even embodied, is 

100% transparent) but it made enough of a difference to make a difference in the 

resultant performance.  What the performance is, then, is what is perceived but it also, in 

my view, belongs to me and can be, to some extent, identified with my contribution along 

with that of the choreographer, Brahms, the orchestra playing the piece, and the 

conventions, practices and context that made the performance possible. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
“Performing danceworks: some conceptual concerns.”   McFee also reiterates this view in his most recent 

book, The Philosophical Aesthetics of Dance: Identity, Performance and Understanding (see in particular 

Chapter 1, §2 and Chapter 2), referring to a dance as a singular “performable” work that a dancer 

“instantiates.” Both Goodman and McFee do acknowledge that a lot happens in performances that change 

the audience perception of the works, but in their view these would seem to be superfluous and non-

essential additions to the core essential features of the score that identifies the work.  David Davies’ 

account in Philosophy of the Performing Arts, which understands that there may be such things as work-

performances, is better, in my view, for capturing performer-important dance works than these score-based 

nominalist views. 
24

 In making this an “account” of dance as art instead of an “ontology” I am trying to get away from 

defining the essential features of what a dance work of art is or isn’t.  My point here is not to say that the 

work is always the performer’s work, that each performer’s performance makes a new work, but simply to 

make the more general claim that whatever the “work” is depends on, is filtered by, and is, in part 

perceived do to this irreducible agency of the performer. 
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The above example, in a nutshell, is exactly the sort of information that I think 

“the studio point of view” can provide to those who want to understand dance as art.
25

  

But, of course, it is just one example that I could have provided among many, and there 

are many components to the practice of dance performance besides the expression of an 

emotional quality in movement that are instructive to a philosophy of dance.  Another 

difficulty of constructing an account of dance as art that begins with the dance from the 

studio point of view, for example, is that one must pay attention to the extemporaneous or 

improvisational features of what the performer does since this can have a great effect on 

the nature of the dance performance and how it is perceived.  Philosophies of art based on 

painting and sculpture have little or no resources for handling this aspect of dance.   

The philosophy of music is better equipped for handling the performative, active 

corporeality of dance as art, particularly if one considers song, where there is no separate 

“instrument” apart from the performer’s own body (or self or embodied mind).
26

  Indeed, 

the correlation between dance and music may be quite close in other ways as well, 

allowing for a great deal of work to be done in comparing and contrasting the two genres.  

In the ontology of music, for example, it is easier to credit the nominalist tradition in 

which musical works are considered concrete particulars reducible to scores.
27

  This is 

because in musical practice, it is typical for composers to write scores for musical works 

                                                           
25

 It should be mentioned here that the phrase “studio point of view” as used here and “studio-based 

account” as used in my title is meant only to highlight the extent to which this dissertation focuses on what 

the dance artists do in both the studio and on the stage to make the dance performances that are often the 

most important way for audiences to access dance as art.  No in-depth empirical studies will be offered and 

this is not a signal that this dissertation follows the work of Susanne Langer, who coined the phrase “the 

studio point of view,” in any significant way. 
26

 See, for example, Philip Alperson’s article, “The Instrumentality of Music,” particularly at page 39, 

where he discussed the ways in which throat singers use their bodies to make new musical tones possible. 
27

 See Andrew Kania’s Stanford Encyclopedia of Philosophy “Philosophy of Music” entry on what he calls 

the fundamentalist debate in musical ontology, in which he cites Nelson Goodman’s Languages of Art, 

Stefano Predelli’s 1995, 1999 and 2001 articles in The British Journal of Aesthetics, and B. Caplan and C. 

Matheson ‘s article, "Can a Musical Work be Created?" in The British Journal of Aesthetics 44 (2006):113-

34.  
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that serve as the written guide for the performers.  In the artistic dance world, in contrast, 

the vast majority of choreographers simply do not “compose” in notated form, nor do 

dance performers typically learn new works from notated scores, although a score may be 

used by choreographers and dancers who are attempting to restage a historical work that 

was notated for purposes of preservation.
 28

  This will be shown more fully in Chapter 1, 

when some examples of organic, collaborative, choreographic practice are provided.  

Even during the restaging process, however, for the most part artistic dances are 

still usually taught person-to-person from the memories of former dancers of the works, 

through spoken and bodily communication (that includes “marking” – an informal 

abbreviated way of showing movements and language with the hands and feet).  

Videotape, digital recording and various computer programs are also used to retrieve and 

recreate past dance works, particularly because they can capture whatever qualitative 

aspects of dance that notated recordings cannot.
29

  Qualitative forms of dance notation do 

exist that include, for example, a form of Laban-based notation called “effort shape” or 

“motif writing” but this is a kind of shorthand notation that captures only affective and 
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Labanotation (after its originator, the early 20
th

 century Hungarian choreographer Rudolph Laban) is 

perhaps the most well-known form of dance notation.  A definitive overview of Laban Movement Analysis 

can be found in Irmgard Bartenieff’s textbook entitled, Body Movement: Coping with the Environment. See 

also the website of The Dance Notation Bureau (http://www.dancenotation.org/) for an example of an 

organization using Labanotation for preservation and restaging.  Another form of dance notation is the 

Benesh notation system.  For more information on this see “The Benesh Institute and Benesh Movement 

Notation” for the Royal Academy of Dance website (URL = http://www.rad.org.uk/article.asp?id=114).  
29

 For a fairly recent article on how technological innovations may assist dance notation see Sandie 

H.Waters and Andrew S. Gibbons’ “Design languages, notation systems, and instructional technology: A 

case study”  in Educational Technology Research and Development 52, No. 2 (2004): 57-68. Karen Bond 

has also told  me in an email communication of 11/15/11 that “video can tend to flatten expression” but that 

she believes that “stylistic differences between individual interpretations could be picked up by a trained 

videographer.” 

http://www.dancenotation.org/
http://www.rad.org.uk/article.asp?id=114
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motivational aspects of movement; it cannot show us the movements and qualities 

together the way person-to-person or video can. 
30

  

And yet, as I have already claimed and will continue to reiterate throughout this 

dissertation, there are some important-to-dance-as-art qualities of dance performances 

that even if captured by recording cannot be reproduced, either by other dancers or even, 

in some cases, by the same dancer on a subsequent night.
31

  One of the things valued by 

those who love dance as art, particularly in its performance aspect, is this irreducibility – 

one needs to be there, live, to witness a singular event and moment in artistic dance 

history.  This particular aspect of performance, even though musicians have a score to 

work from, is undoubtedly true of musical and theatrical performance as well, as well as 

of many forms what we think of as “performance art.” 

Another way that dance is more like music than like painting or sculpture is that 

the dancer’s moving/thinking “mindbody” (by which I mean a system of movement that 

includes trained and instinctual bodily awareness that is neurologically connected and 

continuous with mentality and can therefore can be seen as both “minded” and “bodily” 

in one inextricable relation I am calling, following John Dewey, “mindbody”) produces a 

performance that is not reproducible in exact form in subsequent performances.
32

   The 

live performance is temporary, fluid and transitional and yet it grounds and connects the 

work of the choreographer and the performer(s) to the perceiving audience and is run 

                                                           
30

 For a good primer on this and other forms of dance notation see The Dance Notation Bureau’s manual 

entitled “A primer for movement description using effort-shape and supplementary concepts” by Cecily 

Dell, published by The Dance Notation Bureau in 1977.  To quote Professor Karen E. Bond from Temple 

University’s Dance department in a private communication with me in the Spring of 2011, “Effort-shape is 

the qualitative analysis system that captures the mover's intention or ‘inner attitude’ to the motion ("effort") 

factors of space, weight, time and flow, and their spatial affinities.”  
31

 This quality has been called by Renee Conroy (at the American Society for Aesthetics Asilomar meeting 

in the Spring of 2011) and others as the “ephemeral” aspect of dance performance. 
32

 For more on Dewey’s naturalistic approach to avoiding mind-body dualism see John Dewey, Experience 

and Nature. 
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through by the culture, history and context in which the work happens in a thoroughgoing 

way.   

All this is by way of explaining why, instead of beginning by canvassing the 

literature on the ontology of art my dissertation will start, rather than end, with dance.  I 

will start with a sampling of some accounts of how dances have been performed and 

made from the perspective of a few of the major 20
th

 century performers and makers of 

dances: Suzanne Farrell, Dorothy Bird, Carolyn Brown, Judith Jamison, George 

Balanchine, Martha Graham, Merce Cunningham and Alvin Ailey.
33

  This is to provide 

the reader with some real-life artistic dance examples to keep in mind when the theory 

building begins.  I am also choosing to highlight those aspects of what these dance 

choreographers and performers do that is either a communicative and/or expressive in 

nature; those particular works intended to affect and reach either an actual or potential 

audience by at least anticipating or encouraging a kind of “artistic regard,” to borrow a 

phrase from David Davies, for their work.
34

   

I am not here going so far as to claim that all dance that is considered “art” in the 

dance world after the post-modern era has this communicative and/or expressive 

intention or function, although such arguments have been made by philosophers who I 

will cite in Chapter 2, the chapter that discusses some of the more potent ways that dance 
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 I have chosen these choreographers and dancers both because they were major 20
th

 century figures whose 

legacies still continue today (their work has stood the test of time) but also because these choreographers 

and dance performers have written about their artistic process in a form that we can access.  Of course there 

are many, many others who belong on this list as well, and those selected are not meant to be paradigmatic 

of the full range of what choreographers and dancers contribute to what dance as art is or can be – this is 

just a sampling. 
34 See David Davies’ Philosophy of the Performing Arts. Here something should be said about how I will 

use the terms “communicative” (in Chapter 2) and “expression” (in Chapters 3 and 4) in slightly different 

ways.  I will use “communicative” for those artistic dance performances that are intended to connect with 

and relate to an actual audience and “expression” for the lesser notion that an artistic dance performance 

that is put out into the public sphere that does not require an actual audience but instead requires only that it 

is something that could, in principle, be taken up by a potential audience.   
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as art can engage and connect with an actual audience.
35

  Dance as art is too vast for me 

to try to subsume all of what it is and can be under one definition or function.  I also am 

not interested in spending my time in the future declaring dance works “art” or “not art” 

according to whether or not they intend (consciously or not) to communicate with an 

audience.  Larry Lavender, a dance professor and practitioner at the University of North 

Carolina, Greensboro, for example, has told me of a dance work he choreographed that 

took place in a busy public area that was not designated as a concert space for artistic 

performance.
36

  There the dancers danced a choreographed piece but whether or not they 

were perceived by an audience, and how, was entirely left up to the people passing by.  

Do I really want to say this sort of work is not art?  Or pretend that this work has an 

underground, artistic intention that it be regarded as art?  Or say that it is “art” when the 

passersby attend to it and “not art” when they are not? No.  My philosophic interest lies 

elsewhere – in those cases where audience engagement of a certain kind is intended and 

desired and what happens that affects dance works of art when this is the case.
37

 

                                                           
35

 I am thinking here of Paul Thom in For an Audience: A Philosophy of the Performing Arts, Gary 

Iseminger in The Aesthetic Function of Art, and John Dewey in Art as Experience, for example.   
36

 This took place in an email communication that he posted to me and to the DancePhilosophers listserv in 

the Fall of 2011. 
37

 It should be mentioned here that here, too, as in the case of metaphysics, I borrow piecemeal from 

various Analytic philosophies of art without providing a fully-worked-out theory of what, exactly, the 

structure and content of dance as art must be.  Philip Alperson has pointed out, for example, that I use 

various components of an institutional theory of art that is similar to that provided by Gary Iseminger and 

Arthur Danto (“something that is intended for artistic regard”) and yet at other points seem to suggest that 

the “art” in dance as art is in the experience of it in performance and/or in its perceptual properties.  Here, 

again, my answer. One of the reasons that I have not provided a precise definition of what, exactly, the 

“art” is in “dance as art” is that one of the primary hallmarks of the pragmatic method I am using for this 

dissertation is the focus on practice.  What happens in artistic dance practice in the danceworld is that just 

about anything a dancemaker wants to put in a concert space for an audience is accepted by the danceworld 

as art.  For me to say that it needs to do this or that to be art would be to set up the possibility that my 

theory would shortly be contradicted by some new dance (or by existing dances of which I am unaware).  

When I point to dance as art as something that is offered as appreciative regard, or something that is 

experienced in performance or something with appreciable properties that can be critically evaluated I am 

simply pointing to certain salient features of danceworld practice that I want to discuss and bring to the 

fore.  A full philosophic theory of dance as art in a way that focuses on a precise and fully explanatory 
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Further, I do mean to hold that a substantial and philosophically significant part of 

what has been considered valuable about dance as art throughout the course of Western 

history does have this communicative and expressive function.  This is the sort of dance 

as art that I find particularly interesting and that, in my view, provides something 

palpable about the experience of a live artistic dance performance that is simply not seen 

by traditional theories of art based on painting and sculpture in which the artist is not 

present, the art-making is not seen or witnessed by the audience, and where the audience 

perceivers can view the work in a detached, contemplative way that is more controllable 

by them in terms of how long they will look at the work(s), where to stand to view the 

works, what features to attend to, and so forth.  

Using examples of artistic practice and performance like the ones I will use in 

Chapter 1, drawn primarily from autobiographical accounts, also adds an interdisciplinary 

aspect to his project that is not just between Analytic philosophy of art and dance 

scholarship but one that includes the ordinary language used by non-academic dance 

practitioners as well. The danger here is that similar or identical words can and do 

overlap without meaning precisely the same things in all three arenas.  The term 

“embodied,” for example, is often used in ordinary dance practice discourse or in dance 

scholarship simply to point out that meaning-making in dance occurs through the body, 

or to focus attention on the corporeal aspects of dance making and movement.
38

 The 

“embodied mind” to which philosophers refer, however, usually means a specific account 

                                                                                                                                                                             
concept of art which evaluating, comparing and contrasting other accounts of dance as art is not to be found 

here, despite this dissertation’s title.  Again that is a project, perhaps, for a different and later work.  

 
38

 The loose usage of this term among dance and theatre scholars was a topic of discussion at the Congress 

on Research on Dance and American Society of Theatre Research joint conference entitled “Embodied 

Power: Work Over Time” that took place at the Seattle Renaissance Hotel from November 18-21 of 2010. 
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of mind as extended beyond the brain to include the body, its schema and its extended 

relations to the world outside of the body as well.   

As may be clear by now, this project is seeking to bridge the gap not just between 

two disciplines (dance scholarship and philosophy) but between three (dance scholarship, 

philosophy and dance-making/dance-performing practice).  When there is not an exact 

match from one discipline to another in the sense and semblance of an idea or term, 

something of the gestalt of the language of each discipline and the values underlying 

them will have to be carefully assembled and interpreted.  Throughout this dissertation, 

then, I will attempt to incorporate these different “languages” into a contemporary 

philosophical account of dance as art that does not do violence to the origins, histories 

and traditions of those other disciplines and traditions.  I simply ask the reader to extend 

some charity and some room for experiment to this project, and to refrain from judging it 

too harshly or too restrictively from either dance scholarship or philosophy of art 

perspectives. 

In a nutshell the claims of this dissertation include these: 1) that the contribution 

of the dance performer is crucial to a full understanding of one kind of thing dance as art 

can be when it is communicative and/or expressive; 2) that this contribution comes not 

just from the performers’ rational or propositional “conceptions” but through the moving, 

thinking work of his or her own minded body and self; 3) that this “self” or “mindbody” 

is itself a hybrid of artistic and non-artistic training, skill and development within the 

context of culture and history; and that 4) the kind of dance as art that is intended for 

audience appreciation and understanding has the benefit of connecting the intentions of 

the dance makers and performers with the work as it is perceived so that the experience 
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of art includes the mutually satisfying shared and communal aesthetic of the artists’ 

giving and the audience’s grasping of an intended artistic expression. 

My aim is to explain the practice of doing and making communicative and 

expressive dance as art that can be seen in the product of the dance performance rather 

than seeking to understand the structure and nature of the conscious action that takes 

place during this doing and making.
39

  Further, this dissertation intends to embrace the 

Pragmatic idea of fallibilism, that one’s attempts to do and make something may fail and 

that what matters, ultimately, in dance as art, is not what one tries to do but what one 

ultimately accomplishes.  Finally, this is consistent with a naturalistic account of a dance 

performance as something that is before us for analysis and experimentation.
40

  The self 

under consideration on this perspective is a self available to all selves in the world.  

As I have mentioned earlier, this project of viewing dance from a practice-based, 

interdisciplinary and yet philosophical perspective that borrows heavily from some of the 

major tenets of American Pragmatism and yet is also consistent with Analytic philosophy 

in structure and Merleau-Pontyan phenomenology in its validation of lived experience is, 

as far as I am aware, unique in its approach, its scope and in its application to dance.  

Indeed, I know of no other sustained work that makes use of the Pragmatic hallmarks of 

situated practice, experience, unification of self, and experimental problem solving to 

discuss dance as art, although some (Mark Johnson, for example, in The Meaning of the 

Body) have mentioned in passing that someone ought to do this.  Further, this is one of 
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 It should be noted here that some scholars have found Heidegger, Gadamer and Schutz to be 

phenomenologists who were also interested in the self as it relates to the world – I do not mean to imply 

here that this is exclusive to Pragmatism. 
40

See Hilary Putnam’s “Pragmatism and Moral Objectivity” for what he says are the four major hallmarks 

of pragmatism, two of which are listed as willingness to embrace fallibilism and what he calls “the primacy 

of practice.” For more on this see Sandra B. Rosenthal and Patrick L. Bourgeois, Pragmatism and 

Phenomenology, 30 and following. 
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the few non-Continental accounts of dance as art that gives full weight to the “studio 

point of view.”
41

 

In short, then, this dissertation makes the claim that the studio point of view is a 

valid one for understanding dance as art as long as this point of view relates specifically 

not just to what the studio participants feel and experience but to what they do that results 

in appreciable artistic properties.  As Susanne Langer has pointed out in her book, 

Feeling and Form: 

Just as the philosophy of science required for its proper development the 

standpoint of the scientist, not of men like Comte, Buechner, Spencer, and 

Haeckel, who saw ‘science’ as a whole, but without any conception of its 

real problems and working concepts, so the philosophy of art requires the 

standpoint of the artist to test the power of its concepts and prevent empty 

or naïve generalizations.  The philosopher must know the arts, so to speak, 

“from the inside.”
42

 

 

Following Langer here, I claim that the choreographers and dancers working on dance-

making in a studio have an idea of what they are doing as a practice that relates to the 

resultant dance performances that can be described in terms that can be understood in a 

basic way by even those without either extensive lived experience of artistic dance 

performance or a deep understanding of what this is in phenomenological terms.  What I 

am thinking of is an account of dance practice from the choreographers and performing 

artists that says something like, “When we do this, in this way, with this in mind, this is 

what happens and this is the result that you can point to, see and appreciate in the 

resultant dance performance.”   

                                                           
41

 The “studio point of view” is the term used by Susanne Langer in Chapter 2 of Feeling and Form (see 

page 15) to characterize the point of view of the artist making the artwork, a view that she believes (and I 

agree) is often opposed to or in tension against the critic’s point of view. 
42

See introduction to Langer, Feeling and Form, ix, and 14-15. 
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My hope is that this sort of analysis will provide a connecting bridge between the 

experiences of the selves who are dance-making and doing, the experience of the 

audience who is apprehending the dance performance as it is unfolding, and the post-

experience critical and appreciative reflection of the dance makers, doers and audience 

members who can later, in abstraction, point out that “this is what is there to be seen in 

the dance performance that is the focus of social/historical/cultural critical and 

appreciative practice.”
 43

  The connecting link, I suggest, is something like this: “This is 

the practice and process; these are the qualitative techniques, methods and procedures by 

which the artists (choreographers and performers) create an experience that is not 

identically felt or perceived but that can be shared by artists and audience together during 

the course of a dance performance.” 
44

  

 The sections of this dissertation are presented in the following order: The first 

chapter begins with an outline of the role of dance performer and choreographer and then 

shows some examples of how an artistic dance is typically made and performed by these 

practitioners.  With these examples in mind the rest of Chapter 1 asks what this 

contributes to an account of dance as art that could be relevant to the efforts of Analytic 

philosophers of art who want to know what makes something a “work” of dance art for 

purposes of identification, authenticity and the metaphysics of art.
45

 Without providing a 
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 For more on this see chapter V of Maxine Sheets-Johnstone’s book, The Phenomenology of Dance, 

particularly at 72-75. 
44

 Another benefit of this approach is that it may help to make at least some salient components of 

phenomenological accounts of dance understandable to Analytic philosophers. This idea is heavily 

influenced by Joseph Margolis’ attempts to make a sort of Pragmatic philosophic approach the vanguard 

that can join together Continental and Analytic philosophy in order to move it forward into the 21
st
 century.  

See, for example, his book Pragmatism’s Advantage. 
45

 Here I am thinking of Nelson Goodman’s efforts to define a dance “work” of art in his chapter on 

authenticity and forgeries in Languages of Art and of David Davies’ attempt to define a dance “work” of art 

in his Philosophy of the Performing Arts that is respectful of actual artistic dance practice. 
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fully worked out metaphysical account itself Chapter 1  posits that this account of how 

dance performances come into being and are performed shows that there may  not always 

one, stable, fixed “work” of dance art that can be identified, going forward, as the 

relevant work on which critical and philosophical attention should be focused. Finally, it 

will suggest that this is due to the variable, contingent and irreducibly individual features 

of live dance performances, attributable in large part to the individual efforts, style and 

improvisation of particular dance performers. 

By the end of Chapter 1 a rough account of the sort of studio contribution to 

dance as art on which the rest of this dissertation will focus is in place.  Chapter 2 moves 

us from the studio to the context of the dance-performance stage and viewing audience – 

to the moment that takes place in many experiences of communicative dance as art in 

which the artist(s) offer their work to the audience in a live performance and the audience 

apprehends and responds to that work.  Chapter 2 depends on one or more  concepts of 

art in which art is seen as a practice that is a cultural kind in which a certain institutional 

framework comes into play to guide how an audience is to view and experience dance 

performances that are offered to them for appreciation as dance works of art.  It is shown 

how, in danceworld practice, dance artists often do intend this appreciation, and indeed 

that dance criticism depends, in part, on the possibility of being able to appreciate and 

experience dance works of art in something like the way they are intended to be 

appreciated and experienced.  This establishes one strain of dance as art a communicative 

practice, with “communication” defined loosely conveyance and sharing of a meaningful 

content of experience that need not be articulate or well-defined.  Chapter 2 ends by 

providing an account of the experience in Pragmatic phenomenological terms that brings 
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in theory from C.S. Peirce, John Dewey and Joseph Margolis that show that experiences 

of art can and often do have epistemic, semiotic and communicative, functions and value.  

By the end of Chapter 2, the outline of my entire theory of dance as art will be in place, 

with work to take place in the remaining chapters to flesh out further the studio-based 

components of this theory. 

Chapter 3 of this dissertation focuses, in particular, on how artistic dance 

performance might be conceived as expression.  Part I surveys the history of the idea of 

artistic dance as expression and discusses how my account is consistent with or differs 

from other theories in the tradition.  Part II then sets forth and defends the following 

claims: 1) that artistic dance performance conceived as expression is both the natural and 

culturally emergent, intentional and minded action of dance artists as evidenced through 

their use of improvisation and style, 2) that it can be communicative in the ways 

demonstrated in Chapter 2, and 3) in its minimal form it is consistent with the claim that 

artistic dance need not be self-expressive of an artist’s felt emotion. 

Chapter 4 goes on to discuss how this artistic dance performance conceived as 

expression relates to the concepts of representation, reference and reality as they have 

been discussed throughout the history of Western artistic dance theory.  First, this chapter 

shows the ways that artistic dance performance as expression can function as 

representation in both the strong (imitative) and weak (referential) sense.  It then goes on 

to show how this sort of expression can also be a presentation or utterance that does not 

represent anything.  Finally, it shows how in all three cases artistic dance performance as 

expression is real, not illusory and not necessarily either a transformation or 

transfiguration of the real.  Once it is seen how there is no insuperable disjunction 
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between an artistic dance performance that is expressive and one that is representational 

Chapter 4 concludes with some guidelines for how to approach artistic dance theories and 

performances in light of this new understanding. 

This dissertation concludes, in Chapter 5, with a summary of all the sub-

conclusions and moves that took place in Chapters 1 through 4 in order to determine and 

set forth, once again, what the benefits are to the philosophy of art, the philosophy of 

dance and, possibly for other dance-relevant fields, to understanding Western artistic 

dance in this way.   It is my hope that by the end the reader will see that once one is able 

to understand the extent to which artistic dance can be communicative, expressive, 

moving, temporally fluid, embodied and self-driven continuous it will be clear how 

limited the efforts to understand artistic dance by reference only to its textual, scored and 

notated “works” and the history and relationship between these works really is.  It will be 

understood that dance as art, like theatre, like music and even, perhaps, like painting, 

sculpture and architecture, although in less clearly artist-present, extemporaneous and 

embodied ways, is human-constructed, human-understood, human-driven and a full, rich, 

interactive and meaningful part of human life. 
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CHAPTER 1: HOW STUDIO PRACTICE CAN AFFECT DANCE AS ART 

 
This chapter attempts to begin to answer the question, “What is dance as art?” by 

looking at how many artistic dance performances, the primary way in which most dance 

works of art are experienced, come into being.  We will begin by showing how some 

professional 20
th

 century artistic dance performers and choreographers have made their 

dances.  To assist this endeavor a brief outline of what many artistic dance performers 

and choreographers do, supplemented with examples from these practitioners, will be 

provided as preliminary evidence in support of this dissertation’s account of dance as 

art.
46

  This methodology assumes that evidence from the practice that one is writing a 

philosophy of is relevant to, although not entirely determinative of, the validity of a 

philosophic theory.
47

  Finally, an attempt will be made to show what kind of theory of 

dance as art may follow naturally from this method and which sort of theories are 

necessarily excluded.   

I. SOME EXAMPLES OF WHAT DANCE PERFORMERS AND CHOREOGRAPHERS DO 

THAT IS RELEVANT TO UNDERSTANDING ARTISTIC DANCE  
  

To assist those readers without a dance background I will first provide a brief 

description of the dance performer’s role as it can be extrapolated from the sample of 20
th
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This dissertation makes the commonsense assumption that the choreographers and dancers and works 

they have created that are exhibited in this chapter are dance artworks because they are assumed and 

considered to be such in dance world practice. Practice is a common way that philosophers of art allow a 

“pragmatic constraint” to affect our view of artworks.  See, for example, David Davies’ Art as 

Performance, 18-19, where he lists Jerrold Levinson, Gregory Currie, Robert Stecker, Stephen Davies, 

Richard Wollheim (implicitly) and Arthur Danto as subscribing to some version of this practice-based view 

of what sort of things we call artworks. 
47

 For more on the relevance of practice see Gary Iseminger, The Aesthetic Function of Art, particularly at 

Chapter 4.  It is also relevant to consult dance practice here, I claim, because one focus of the philosophy in 

this dissertation is to provide an account of dance practice and dance works of art and it is practitioners who 

are closest to these concepts in their lives’ work since it is dance artists’ actions that bring a dance work 

into being.  For corroboration of this latter idea see Graham McFee, “Dance,” 686, and see J.O. Urmson’s 

“The Performing Arts.”  
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century dance practitioners on which this dissertation will focus.  I will then do the same 

for the role of the choreographer.
 48

  Following these lists will be these choreographers’ 

and dance performers’ accounts of making and performing specific dance works that 

demonstrate how the listed components of what they do have operated in concrete 

instances.
 49

  I have chosen to intersperse the experiences of performers and 

choreographers, rather than separating performers and choreographers completely, 

because much of what is made for performance in dance practice occurs within the 

relationship between the performer and choreographer.  If their roles are treated too 

discretely an understanding of the synergy between these two might be lost.  Additional 

examples and reflections from dance practitioners will be interspersed throughout the rest 

of the dissertation as they come up but these initial ones should provide some basic 

grounding for my preliminary account of what we can know about dance as art once one 

views it as comprised of artistic dance performances that are constructed through the 

work of dance artists.
50

 

 

 

                                                           
48

 These lists were extrapolated from the performers’ and choreographers’ sources to be listed subsequently 

and from my own knowledge and experience as a former professional-level ballet dancer. They are here 

just to provide a benchmark orienting guide for readers with little or no knowledge of artistic dance. 
49

 For these I have chosen some of the best-known dance 20
th

 century choreographers and performers of the 

Western dance as art tradition because I am using a concept of art that has developed in Western 

philosophy. This is not to suggest, however, that there is not also a strong dance as art tradition in the East; 

I just am not certain that applying a Western philosophy of art to this tradition would be appropriate or 

beneficial.  It should also be noted here that the majority of the dance practitioners I have chosen for this 

chapter were at the height of their fame 30 or more years ago.  I have not chosen them because they are 

necessarily better than more contemporary artists but because their work can be considered “classical” in 

the sense that it has stood the test of time and endured beyond any flash-in-the-pan critical acclaim.   
50

 It should be noted here that while my focus is on what choreographers and performers do another 

important aspect is who they are (as artists).  To include these aspects in my lists, though, would make the 

analysis too cumbersome and, perhaps, too pathological/psychological.  The importance of the qualitative 

“who” question will come through more fully when we discuss self and self-expression in later chapters. 
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a. Dance Performer 

  

 The dance performer is the one onstage who executes or performs the plan for the 

dance that the choreographer has structured.
51

  In general the dance performer: 

1) learns at least the preliminary outlines of the piece from the rehearsal 

director, usually via  a combination of verbal cues and visual 

“marking,” a process of communicating the structure of the dance 

through abbreviated movements of the hands and feet;
52

 

 

2) is responsible for making sure that the choreographer’s “vision” for the 

piece (both in general and as to specifics – see 7 on choreographer’s 

list, below) is communicated to the audience to the best of his or her 

abilities; 

 

3) uses, to a greater or lesser extent, his or her expressive, interpretive 

and/or other artistic and natural abilities to supplement or go beyond 

the choreographer’s guidelines for the piece;
53

 

 

4) works with the artistic director(s), who are often the choreographers 

but need not be, through an often collaborative process of feedback 

and effort (rehearsal) in order to get closer and closer to successfully 

achieving the performance goals the choreographer has for the dance; 

 

5) effectuates the performance through his or her mindbody;
54

 and 

 

6) is the one whose mindbody is the primary conduit of the dance as it 

can be experienced and appreciated in performance.
55

 

                                                           
51

 It should be noted here that in the dance world what I am calling “dance performers” or “artistic dance 

performers” are often simply called “dancers.”  I am using the longer terms to distinguish the artistic dancer 

from the social dancer, since social dancing (arguably) has less of an intention to perform for others or to 

offer something for artistic appreciation. 
52

 These lists are comprised both from the sources I have consulted on their artistic practice from George 

Balanchine, Alvin Ailey, Merce Cunningham, Martha Graham, Suzanne Farrell, Judith Jamison, Carolyn 

Brown and Dorothy Bird but are also culled from the professional dance experiences that I had myself 

during the approximately same time period (the 1980s).  See bibliography for details on the sources 

consulted. 
53

 Judith Jamison recalls how much less freedom she had when working with choreographer John Butler on 

Facets (1976) than she had had with Alvin Ailey.  She recalls: “John was very specific on 

characterizations, as opposed to Alvin, who gave less information.  Alvin gave me the freedom to add my 

own nuances; John had already choreographed every last gesture.”  Judith Jamison, Dancing Spirit, 156. 
54

 By this term I mean that a body is not just a physical thing like a puppet but is conditioned by, motivated 

by and infused throughout with mind. 
55

 This list cannot be exhaustive because choreographers and performers can and do work together however 

they want – there are certain traditions but there are no set requirements that cover all artistic dance since 

one ideal of art-making is that artists should have full or nearly full creative freedom. 
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In general, then, the dance performer’s primary role can be viewed as that of effectuator 

or doer, although, as will soon be apparent, there are usually some aspects of making 

dances (through interpretation or improvisation, for example) involved in this 

performing/effectuating as well. 

b. Choreographer  

 

In general, the choreographer is either the individual or group author of the dance 

to be shown in performance.  The choreographer’s role is that of “dance-maker” – the 

only necessary condition for this title being that his/her creative effort provides the 

beginnings of an artistic dance performance in the form of a plan that is substantially 

different from any other performed piece already in the dance world.
 
 In addition the 

choreographer may do some or all of the following: 

1) decide what steps or movements will be performed (this can be done 

either ahead of time or on the fly as rehearsals get underway);
56

 

 

2) arrange the order of the steps or movements (this can be done either by 

using some form of outline prepared ahead of time or not);
57

  

 

3) invent/create new movements, steps, and styles as needed, or 

variations on existing movements, steps and style in the genre of 

artistic dance in which s/he has been trained or has been working;
58

 

 

                                                           
56

 The same sources were consulted here as for the dancer performers’ list.  See, supra, note 7 above. 
57

 In general notation in dance, if it occurs, takes place after a work has been completed unless someone is 

trying to restage a work that has already been notated.  Graham McFee notices, as I have, that as of today 

(he is writing as of 2001 but it is still true as of 2011) that “most dances are never notated.” Graham 

McFee, “Dance,” 691.  For a good synopsis of how dance notation is insufficient to the task of providing 

anything equivalent to a musical score that can constitute “a performable work” see Davies, Philosophy of 

the Performing Arts, 120-128. 
58

 Some dance studies scholars might say that if 1-3 on this list were done without more the dance-maker 

would be engaged in “composition” rather than “choreography.” I am using the term “choreography” 

broadly here but want to just note that much more can and should be said about composition and 

choreography and their differences and similarities than the scope of this dissertation will allow. 
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4) choose the music (if any) that will be played for the performance and 

decide how any music used will be presented (it could be live, 

recorded, played onstage, etc.) and/or work with a composer on 

creating new music for a dance;
59

 

 

5) select which dancers from those he/she has available will be cast for 

the first production of the piece (it is not the usual case for a 

choreographer to make a dance, even to offer freelance to a company 

or to submit for a choreography competition, without showing it as it 

is danced, either in a live or recorded performance) and teach those 

dancers the steps to be performed; 

 

6) make a dance “on” or with or for a particular dancer whose particular 

style or attributes lend itself to the quality desired for the dance;
60

 

 

7) serve as the rehearsal director for at least the initial performance(s) of 

the piece, providing feedback on how the dancers are performing the 

movements and specifying the qualities, style, other features of 

performing that s/he would like to be employed in the piece in order to 

fulfill the performance goals s/he has for it;
61

 and 

 

8) provide guidance on how s/he wants the sets, lighting, costumes, and 

any other parts of the production that will affect the viewing of the 

dance and/or collaborate with set designers and costumers on these 

designs. 

 

The choreographer may also cast her- or himself in the piece but what s/he does in the 

course of performing is acting in the role of dance performer rather than choreographer. 

                                                           
59

 Stravinsky and Balanchine worked together in this way as did Alvin Ailey and Duke Ellington (see for 

example Alvin Ailey, Revelations, 106-108) and Merce Cunningham and John Cage. 
60

 To say that a choreographer makes a dance “on” a dancer is a colloquial way of speaking in the dance 

world that began in a time when there was less concern about the objectifying surface connotations of 

saying that one is making something “on” someone else.  Martha Graham often spoke of making dances 

“on” her own body.  Dancers Suzanne Farrell and Merrill Ashley spoke of Balanchine making ballets “on” 

them.  And Alvin Ailey says in his autobiography, Revelations, that he built the St. Francis of Assisi ballet 

he made for the Lester Horton company “on” Jimmy Truitte. Alvin Ailey, Revelations, 65. Cf. 

choreographer Antony Tudor, who was known for wanting the dancers in his ballets to convey only his 

style, not their own. See, e.g., Antony Tudor as quoted by Jack Anderson in Selma Jean Cohen, ed., Dance 

as Theatre Art, 178: “If I’ve given you a role and you do the movements for that role exactly the way I tell 

you to do them, you will master that characterization—you can’t fail….But they must do it exactly as I 

want it.” 
61

 In many cases a well-known choreographer starts his/her own company as the performance vehicle for 

his/her work and is therefore both the company director (not just the rehearsal director) as well as the 

choreographer for the majority (if not all) of the pieces that are part of that company’s repertoire. 
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In general, then, the primary role of the choreographer can be viewed as maker.  It 

should also be mentioned here, however, that no choreographer works in a vacuum.  As 

will be shown more fully in later chapters (particularly Chapter 2), while some 

choreographers do not consciously use, incorporate, comment on and reference the work 

of their predecessors (although many do), their work is still often the subject of 

interpretation within the context of what has gone before and what is happening currently 

in dance.  Another way of putting this is that artistic dances as shown in performances 

can have “relational properties,” those features that derive part of their meaning from 

their relationship to other dances in their genre.
62

  Further, as will be explored more fully 

in the next chapter, neither dance artists nor performances are developed in a vacuum but 

have cultural, societal and historical influences that operate to determine, at least to some 

extent, their meaning.
63

   

Let us turn now to a closer examination of what some artistic dance practitioners 

do that affects what they make (artistic dance works of art shown in performances).  We 

begin with what the selection of dance performers I have chosen have recounted about 

their studio work with choreographers while making dances and then follow with a 

correlative account of these choreographers’ dance-making practice. 

 

 

 

                                                           
62

 For more on relational properties see Peter Lamarque’s article, “Work and Object.” 
63

 The idea that we are always “situated” in some context and that nothing happens outside of an interactive 

context of some sort (either between human beings or human beings and their environments) is part of the 

pragmatic perspective and tradition. 
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II. DANCE PERFORMERS SUZANNE FARRELL, DOROTHY BIRD, CAROLYN BROWN AND 

JUDITH JAMISON  
 

a. Suzanne Farrell (1945-  ) 

 

Suzanne Farrell was trained by George Balanchine at The School of American 

Ballet and The New York City Ballet.  She was one of Balanchine’s choreographic 

“muses” – a dancer with a particular, musical style that Balanchine helped to develop and 

that he used to create many of the ballets that became hallmarks of his signature, 

neoclassical style.
64

  Here Farrell describes what it meant to her to be a trained 

Balanchine dancer: 

While most ballet dancers in the world were performing the nineteenth-

century classics—Swan Lake, Giselle, The Sleeping Beauty—I was 

dancing the twentieth-century classics—Apollo, Symphony in C, 

Liebeslieder Walzer.  Because I worked for Balanchine I was never asked 

to fit into the mold of the world’s idea of a classical dancer with her grand 

demeanor, polite arabesque, and rounded elbows.  Instead of perfecting a 

precedent, I was encouraged—as were all of Balanchine’s dancers—to set 

one, if I dared.
65

 

 

 The excerpt, below, is an example of a stylistic collaboration between Balanchine 

and Farrell that took place during rehearsals for Don Quixote (1965) taken from Farrell’s 

autobiography, Holding on to the Air.  It shows how learning the role of Dulcinea (as 

Balanchine choreographed it) helped Farrell to develop a personal performance style, but 

one that was heavily influenced by Balanchine’s influence and aesthetic.  She 

remembers: 

The beginning [of Dulcinea’s Third Act variation] was difficult, full of a 

repeated rhythm that I had to absorb into my body without the aid of any 

conventional ballet steps.  “I want pulsing, pulsing,” Mr. B said, and it was 

for me to lunge, fall, withdraw, reach out, yearn, stretch, spin, and tighten 

                                                           
64

 See Farrell, Holding on to the Air. 
65

 Ibid., 108. 
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with the music.  In the course of these rehearsals we first developed what 

came to be called my “off-balance” movement.  It was to be much 

commented upon and seen as one of my trademarks. 

….when I did a high kick or fast inside turn I would put so much energy 

into it that my recovery was not always perfectly “on-balance.” I was 

unafraid of falling—which was crucial for this kind of attack—and as I 

scrambled to regain my “center,” Balanchine became intrigued watching 

my various recovery techniques. 

He found square, proper, academic dancing “boring as hell,” and one 

day as I fell out of a turn into a backbend lunge he said, “Can you do that 

again, can you fall more … lean more … bend more?”  I said, “Let me 

try,” and he countered, “Is it impossible?” 

….Mr. B wanted me to be “off-balance,” and it was surely one of the 

most unorthodox requests any well-trained ballet master could make.
66

 

 

This excerpt goes to show the extent to which the practical restraints of working with a 

human body (a high-energy kick can make the supporting leg unstable) can affect the 

resulting work of art – the off-balance look created by letting the supporting leg move as 

it is inclined to as the result of a high kick was in this case the result of a performer’s 

attempt to adapt to the choreography that becomes part of the dance’s style.   

One can see now, perhaps, why in this case thinking of a dance “work” as a 

notated accounting of steps would be inapt.
67

  Instead of teaching the performer from 

notated steps here Balanchine (the choreographer) made the steps in conjunction with 

Farrell (the performer) by watching the performer’s minded movements as he directed 

them and seeing what qualities they conveyed.  Farrell’s contribution was thus vital to the 

performance that resulted.  Balanchine’s Don Quixote, at least, would have been different 

                                                           
66

 Ibid., 109. 
67

 To be clear: In dance world practice when notation is used it is to usually done to document dances as 

they are being made (or after) and these are made by a notator, not a choreographer.  Some choreographers 

do graphically plan their dances on paper (and some of these have been published), and some have made 

use of Laban’s system in thinking about and planning their dances (such as using his space harmony scales) 

but there is no common practice of dancers using a system of notes that would be equivalent to musical 

notes.  Thanks goes to Karen Bond for her help on this. 
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if the choreographer had made it while working with another dancer.
68

 This illustrates 

how crucial it is for choreographers to choose (and in some cases develop) dance 

performers who can enhance and extend, or co-create, rather than hamper, their visions. 

b. Dorothy Bird (1912-1996) 

 

Dorothy Bird was a British-Columbia-born dancer who studied ballet and various 

forms of Western European emerging modern, gestural and experimental dance at the 

Cornish school in Seattle before taking a summer master course with modern dance 

pioneer, dancer, teacher and choreographer Martha Graham in 1930.
69

  Bird was so struck 

by Graham’s overpowering magnetism and style of movement that when Graham’s 

summer stay at the Cornish school was over she accepted Graham’s invitation to continue 

to study at The Martha Graham School of Contemporary Dance at the Neighborhood 

Playhouse in New York City.  Subsequently she performed with The Graham Group, the 

company that was later to be called The Martha Graham Dance Company.   

Bird’s experience with Graham came at a time when Graham was just beginning 

to develop, with the editing help and advice of her musical director, Louis Horst, her own 

singular technique, style of movement and repertoire.
70

  Bird was by no means a “muse” 

of Graham’s (indeed, as Graham says in her autobiography, Blood Memory, it seems the 

primary inspiration for Graham’s choreography was Graham herself), but Graham had 

                                                           
68

 For footage of Farrell dancing Balanchine ballet see Anne Belle and Deborah Dickson’s film Suzanne 

Farrell: Elusive Muse  (DVD, 1969). Here is also an excerpt from her dancing in Romeo et Juliette with 

Maurice Béjart’s Ballet of the 20
th

 Century.  The Balanchine “off-balance” style she developed is apparent 

here: You Tube, URL = http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWzBy3uYjwI, accessed 1/17/11. 
69

 This entire section on Dorothy Bird is culled from chapters 1-5 of Dorothy Bird’s autobiography, Bird’s 

Eye View. 
70

 See, for example, description of choreographic collaboration between Graham and Horst in ibid., 74-75 

and 78. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SWzBy3uYjwI
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few students more devoted to learning and perfecting her technique in both class and on 

stage.
71   

One of Bird’s earliest memories of working with Graham was of being chosen to 

perform in Seven Against Thebes (1930) at the end of a summer course she took with 

Graham at the Cornish school.  Bird describes in her autobiography how Graham 

attempted to capture something of the feeling and narrative of Aeschylus’ play through 

two-dimensional images that Bird says were intended “to capture the flat, two-

dimensional quality [not of the classical Greek statues but] of the earlier, more primitive, 

Greek friezes.”
72

  Bird recalls how during the course of this choreographic endeavor 

Graham worked on two-dimensional exercises in class that she used to prepare the 

dancers for the movements they would perform onstage.  Graham, according to Bird, also 

did this to test out movements on dancers to see how their bodies might adapt and 

respond to the new movements in choreographically interesting ways. Bird says: “She 

[Graham] remarked that not only in class, but in rehearsal too, she was always watching 

for ‘accidents’ that might suggest something more unexpected than what she had 

planned. To know that Martha was always watching for an instinctive muscular response 

that she could incorporate into her choreography was exciting…”
73

 

In addition to seeing what “instinctive muscular responses” could be incorporated 

into her choreography Graham also used dance performers’ individual movement style – 

that personal movement quality that is individual to each dance performer – to serve or 

                                                           
71

 See initial chapters of ibid. 
72

 Ibid., 47, bracketed material mine.  This is a good example to remember for chapter 4, where the idea of 

“representation” will be discussed.  Depicting or evoking or referring to an image from another work in this 

way is, arguably, one of the ways that artistic dance can “represent” something else. 
73

 Ibid., 47-48. 
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complement the choreographic effects she sought.
74

  Bird recalls that although she 

learned and studied for a role in Graham’s dance, Heretic (1929), Graham decided that 

“my movement quality was not ruthless enough for me to perform in this dance.”
75

 Bird 

recalls the way Graham used individual performers’ movement styles, abilities and 

overall “look” in her choreography this way: 

Each new favorite [dancer] had their time in the sun, as special talents 

were uncovered and utilized….Martha Hill excelled at the fast, sharp, 

percussive rebound into the flung movement done so close to the ground 

in the difficult low-slung hip swings and hinges.  Only Martha Hill’s 

student from Oregon, Bessie Schonberg, came close to performing those 

difficult movements well.  After these two left, the low-slung hip swings 

were soon dropped….The narrow, slim, almost boyish form of Lillian 

Shapero produced taut restricted movements that thoroughly suited 

Martha’s choreography.  Ethel Butler’s wild abandon and sturdy stance 

were employed.  Sophie Maslow—feminine, proud, aloof, independent—

was perhaps the most often used. The very young, tigerish Anita Alvarez 

added an exciting way of ripping up space, low to the ground….Anita’s 

smoldering temperament contributed a new note.
76

 

 

The above examples show how the artistic properties of Graham’s dances were affected 

by the dancers she used.
77

  The low-slung hip swings used by Martha Hill and her 

student, for example, were simply not used once there were no dancers who could 

perform them.  The more adverbial qualities of Shapero, Butler, Maslow and Alvarez also 

affected the overall gist or feel of the Graham pieces they performed.  This goes to show 

how profoundly individual some aspects of dance performance are, and the extent to 

                                                           
74

 A far more in-depth discussion of style will take place in this dissertation’s Chapter 3. 
75

 Bird, Bird’s Eye View, 72.  There is video footage of Martha Graham performing “Heretic” (which web 

posters have estimated was performed in 1931) at Ovation TV: http://wn.com/OvationTV, accessed May 

22, 2011.  From Martha Graham: The Dancer Revealed. 
76

 Ibid., 106-107, bracketed material mine. 
77

 By “artistic property” all I mean is, “roughly, an attribute, characteristic, feature, trait, or aspect” that 

belongs to what we understand as dance as art.  For a concise account of properties in general see the 

definition of “property” in The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, edited in general by Robert Audi, 

Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1995, 657.   
77

 Jamison, Dancing Spirit, 139.  Bracketed material mine. 

http://wn.com/OvationTV
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which the job of a good artistic dance choreographer or teacher is to help a dance 

performer to bring out or develop certain capacities.  Further: these desired choreographic 

qualities or movements are not always made by a choreographer but are instead often 

found in the dancers that have them. 

c. Carolyn Brown (1927-  ) 

 Carolyn Brown was one of the initial dancers with The Merce Cunningham Dance 

Company when it began in the early 1950s and she stayed with the Company for more 

than 20 years. Cunningham, a former Martha Graham Company dancer, is known for 

being an extremely influential innovator in contemporary dance and has been credited 

with “modernizing modern dance” by developing a unique dance-for-movement’s-sake 

aesthetic in dance as art.
78

  In her autobiography Brown says that one way Cunningham 

let dance simply show itself was to allow the individual movement and presence qualities 

of individual performers show without any sort of interference or guidance as to the 

adverbs of the way they must move.  Here Brown describes how Cunningham allowed 

dance performers to contribute their individual movement quality  

and style to his work in Suite by Chance (1953): 

…curiously, there was a similarity to the work of the abstract 

expressionists—in the taking of risks, the venturing beyond the already 

known, the naked exposure of the self—despite the fact that the chance 

means that Cunningham employed were the complete antithesis of the 

subjective, inner-searching creative process used by the expressionist 

artist.  It was not, however, the self-exposure of the choreographer that 

was offered but that of each of the dancers, including Cunningham 

himself.  He didn’t ask for or want conformity either to his way of moving 

or to some abstract ideal; he wanted the individuality of each dancer 

revealed through the movement material itself.
79

 

                                                           
78

 See, in general, Roger Copeland’s book, Merce Cunningham. 
79

 Carolyn Brown, Chance and Circumstance, 39. 
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On first blush this may sound as if it is the “movement material” takes highest priority.  

Indeed, at first Brown acknowledges that she felt “baffled and disappointed,” presumably 

by Christian Wolff’s electronic music, which she describes as “commissioned especially 

for the dance” and yet “difficult—even unpleasant—to listen to” and by “the work as a 

whole,” which to her seemed “incongruous and inscrutable.”
80

  

Perhaps Brown was used to more assistance and guidance on movement quality, 

either from the music or from the choreographer’s direction or both, than she encountered 

with Cunningham.
81

 Suite by Chance was also the first dance that Cunningham had 

choreographed in which all the spatial and temporal components were derived through 

what would later become Cunningham’s famous “chance operations,” a process in which 

he used methods such as flipping a coin to determine the sequence and type of 

movements to be used.
82

  “And yet,” Brown goes on in her account, “when I learned the 

dance [Suite by Chance] and eventually performed it…, I loved the space and time it 

allowed me to be myself…”
83

 

Indeed, Cunningham confirms that one of the reasons he used Brown in his pieces  

was because of her individual contribution to his dances.  Cunningham says: 

Walkaround Time [1968] was made … with [dancer] Carolyn Brown 

very clearly in mind, the images she produced.  The solo she danced in 

such a luminous way was central to the first half of the work.  There was a 

movement she did, which I had not choreographed, but knowing Carolyn, 

I realized it was there for a reason, not decoration.  I watched and 

understood.  She needed it to support herself from getting from one 

                                                           
80

 Ibid., 30.  
81

 Ibid., 39.  
82

 Copeland, Merce Cunningham, 23.  For more on chance operations see Cunningham’s The Dancer and 

the Dance. 
83

 Ibid.  
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complicated balance to the succeeding one.  It came out of necessity.  It 

was beautiful and expressive.
 84

  

 

This passage bears some similarity to Dorothy Bird’s account of how Graham was often 

inspired by watching how individual dancers moved in order to accommodate new or 

unusual or otherwise difficult choreographic requirements.  There are also echoes here of 

Suzanne Farrell’s account of how her attempt to handle difficult Balanchine movements 

resulted in the “off-balance” style that became a hallmark of Balanchine’s neoclassicism.  

For purposes of this dissertation, however, the point is that these accounts show that what 

dance performers do, and what intrinsic dance movement quality they have developed 

from both natural and learned capacities, affect what is shown and seen in the resultant 

performances.  It is not choreographers alone who make artistic dance and what is 

“made” is often a use of what is already there in the trained dancer rather than the 

creation of something entirely new.   

d. Judith Jamison (1943- ) 

  

Judith Jamison rose to stardom as a soloist in The Alvin Ailey American Dance 

Theatre.  After Ailey’s death in 1989 Jamison became the director of the Company and 

ran it until July, 2011, when choreographer Robert Battle took over at Jamison’s request.  

Jamison’s breakout performance was in Cry, first performed in 1971 and dedicated to 

Ailey’s mother, Lula Cooper, as a birthday present.
 85

 Her incredibly strong, expressive 

performance in that dance became one of the hallmarks of the Ailey legacy.  I was unable 

                                                           
84

 Merce Cunningham, The Dancer and the Dance, 115. For a video example of this dance see 

http://prelectur.stanford.edu/lecturers/cunningham/, scroll down and click on the video box on the right.  

Stanford Presidential Lectures in the Humanities and the Arts. Merce Cunningham in Conversation with 

John Rockwell. http://prelectur.stanford.edu/lecturers/cunningham/, accessed January 17, 2011. 
85

 Ailey recalls in his autobiography, Revelations, that when he was a boy in Texas his mother had worked 

long hours as a maid in wealthy white people’s houses to support him (his father had left them when he was 

two) and was once raped by four white men on the way home from work.  

http://prelectur.stanford.edu/lecturers/cunningham/
http://prelectur.stanford.edu/lecturers/cunningham/
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to locate any public access film footage of Judith Jamison performing Cry but here is an 

excerpt performed by Donna Wood of Ailey company (I believe in 1982): URL = 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3qk4vS33aGE.
 86

 The tension and weight in her body, 

the slow, regal, dignified movement punctuated by quick torso contractions of pain 

demonstrate the burden and dignity of recent post-slavery African-American women that 

Ailey conveyed through this piece. 

Although Jamison’s performance of Cry was singular (and indeed, Jamison says 

in her autobiography that audience members asked the box office if Jamison was 

performing it before deciding whether or not to see it) the dance also stood on its own, a 

structure that could be used and danced by any deep-feeling, deeply expressive dancer 

performer who could access the spirit of “all black women everywhere.”
87

  As Jamison 

notes: 1) “The dance [Cry] has passed from dancer to dancer, from generation to 

generation.  Cry is about the dance and the dancer, but the dance holds up by itself;” and 

2) “Roles are not possessed.  Dancers are important but dances don’t live unless they’re 

performed.  If you don’t do it the way the choreographer wants you to do it, the dance 

isn’t going to last.  The dance needs to continue.”
88

 

 And yet, Jamison does acknowledge that when Ailey made Cry her performative  

contribution influenced the final outcome.  She reflects: 

I added nuances to Cry that Alvin liked and left in the ballet.  

Therefore, they get passed on to each woman who learns it, even if I’m not 

the teacher. In the second section, during the pause between “I saw a man” 

and “take a needle full of hard drug,” [for example,] I looked to my side, 

rather than down.  Alvin liked the change and said, “Leave it in.” 
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 You Tube, accessed 8/15/11. 
87

 See Jamison, Dancing Spirit. 
88

 Ibid., 133 and 152. Bracketed material mine. 
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If I had finished on a phrase too soon, I would bring my arms in 

slightly and then stretch them out.  That was not choreographed.  I had put 

it in because I had arrived too soon.  It was the most natural thing in the 

world for me to do without changing the shape of what Alvin wanted.   

It’s the tiny details I did naturally that Alvin would take advantage of, 

and incorporate into the ballet.  The steps are all his.  I did not 

choreograph Cry.  It was not a collaboration.  Alvin gave me the steps and 

I did them in my own way.
89

 

 

Indeed, sometimes Ailey would make a piece for one dancer but then switch dancers if he 

noticed another dancer had something to add that changed the nature of the piece in a 

desirable way.  Jamison recalls this happening to Ailey’s dance, “Fix Me, Jesus” (part of 

Revelations): 

Consuelo Atlas did a wonderful “Fix Me, Jesus.” That’s when I got 

“bumped” from the role.  Connie had an incredibly flexible back.  That is 

when “Fix Me, Jesus” changed.  Connie could arch all the way back so 

that the top of her head almost touched the floor.  The original “Fix Me, 

Jesus” had a T position, a Horton-technique position, without any arch in 

it.  That’s the way I used to do it, on whom the movement was made.  

When Connie came along, she had a truly flexible back.  Alvin saw new 

possibilities.  What she did was absolutely valid.  She took the movement 

to its conclusion.  I wish I’d been able to bend back that far. When Alvin 

saw her do that I was immediately shifted into another role.
90

 

 

There are a number of conclusions that could be drawn from the above examples but I 

would like to focus here on two: 1) An individual dance performer can be chosen by a 

choreographer for her ability to convey an idea or quality to an audience that the audience 

can apprehend.  Jamison, through her stature, her presence, and her ability to both 

understand the experience of African-American post-Civil War women and to 

communicate it through dance to others contributed to the success of the dance, Cry, and 

                                                           
89

 Ibid., Dancing Spirit, 139.  Bracketed material mine. This appears to minimize Ailey’s role as 

choreographer to step composer but I imagine that if pressed Jamison would clarify that of course Ailey did 

more than just provide her with the “steps” – I think she is being too casual here and means simply that he 
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90

 Ibid., Dancing Spirit, 116-118. 
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made it an experience that dance audiences sought not just for the choreographic 

structure of the piece but for the particular interpretive contribution that Jamison brought 

to the role. 2) A dance performer’s unique contribution to a dance can inspire a 

choreographer to change the structure of the piece in order to enhance or highlight that 

contribution.  Here Atlas’ super-flexible back provided Ailey with the ability to deepen a 

movement and thereby highlight its temporal and spatial length and concomitant 

expressivity.  Again, in both circumstances the resultant dances and performances would 

not have been what they were in the absence of these individual performers’ 

contributions but something else, and something different. 
91

 

 We turn now to a discussion of how many choreographers make dance as art 

available to the public through their dances. 
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 The examples of performers’ contributions to artistic dances provided here have focused on solo rather 

than ensemble performances because it is easier to demonstrate how a solo performer can have a significant 

effect on the artistic properties of a dance.  It is true, however, that much of the artistic dance done in 

concert, like the corps de ballet, has a particular aesthetic of uniformity where one is supposed to suppress 

personal style and expression and interpretive artistry to have one’s arm at exactly the same height as the 

girls’ to your left and right.  Not everyone gets to be Judith Jamison in Cry! Notwithstanding this aesthetic 

of uniformity, however, my claim is that even ensemble performances change the choreographer’s original 

plan because of dynamic and thought-movement-on-the-fly contributions at both the individual and 

collective level.  The contribution of the performer is not nil in the case of ensemble work for three reasons: 

1) group performances, like solo ones, are imperfect so uniformity will not be total, 2) even corps dancers 

(even The Rockettes!) have slight individual differences physically and stylistically that affect the overall 

whole, and 3) sometimes the performers onstage are so sensitive to the nuances of the audience and of the 

others in the group that the ensemble dance evolves, through feedback from both the audience and the other 
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significant, on the whole, than those of more highly skilled, more individually featured, artists.  (Thanks 

goes to both Miriam Solomon and classical pianist and professor William Westney for bringing this issue 
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III.  CHOREOGRAPHERS GEORGE BALANCHINE, MARTHA GRAHAM, MERCE 

CUNNINGHAM AND ALVIN AILEY 
 

a. George Balanchine (choreographer and inventor of the “neoclassical” ballet 

style, 1904-1983)
92

  

 

George Balanchine is one of the best-known ballet choreographers of the 20
th

 

century, primarily because of the vast repertoire of ballets that he created and adapted for 

the highly successful and enduring company he founded with Lincoln Kirstein, The New 

York City Ballet.
93

  Balanchine is also often considered a “formalist” ballet 

choreographer, by which I mean that he is concerned with structure, with timing and with 

kinaesthetic effects but has shown very little interest in the “emotion” or “drama” of the 

Imperial Russian ballet style in which he was trained.
94

   

The best performances of Balanchine ballet are not accessible online but must be 

viewed either live or on video or DVD.
95

 This short excerpt of a video taken in 2003 

when some New York City Ballet dancers went to present Balanchine work in St. 

Petersburg, however, should suffice to give the reader unfamiliar with Balanchine ballet a 
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 Balanchine was born in St. Petersburg in 1904.  He learned ballet at the Imperial Ballet Theatre in St. 

Petersburg (now Leningrad) under the reign of Tsar Nicholas II, where he both boarded and was taught his 

academic subjects.  He also trained as a musician at the St. Petersburg Conservatory. During the 
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Ballet Russes and brought him to America in 1933.  Together they founded the New York City Ballet.  For 

more on this see URL=http://www.nycballet.com/company/history/balanchine.html. 
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 See ibid. 
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Balanchine’s Tchaikovsky. See also Sondra Horton Fraleigh’s Dance and the Lived Body. 
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City Ballet, Dance in America 1979, DVD version 2004). 
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sense of his style:  http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBAq5vY9waU.
96

 The video does 

not list the name of the main piece shown here but it is clearly one of what dancers have 

called Balanchine’s “leotard ballets,” in which dancers wear very plain white or black 

leotards and no skirts or sleeves or poufs so that only the clean lines of their bodies are 

shown.  The video shows a few salient aspects of Balanchine’s neoclassical style and 

attempt to break from the classical tradition including the following: 1) the dancers have 

long hair in high ponytails that swing as they change direction rather than the traditional 

low, nape-of-the-neck bun, 2) the dancers exhibit fleet footwork rather than the slower, 

more deliberate way of moving often seen in classical ballet is exhibited, 3) the dancers 

have sharp elbows and changes of direction, creating a sense of fast linearity, 4) the 

performers have determined and stiff rather than placidly smiling facial expressions, 5) 

the overall qualities are of glass and steel, manmade discord and machinery rather than 

the Romantic peasant idyll shown in many classical ballets.
97

 

In general, Balanchine made ballets that either illustrated or provided a 

counterpoint to music he chose along with sharpness of attack, quickness, lightness, 

elegance, elevation, novelty, precision, structure, form, organization but above all the 

energy that makes his brand of fleet beauty possible.
98

  “’Why relax? Why take it easy?’ 

Balanchine asked his dancers. ‘What are you saving yourself for? Do! Now is the time! 
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 Kultur Films, Bringing Balanchine Back, You Tube, URL = 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zBAq5vY9waU, accessed 1/16/11. 
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Relax is for the grave...’”
99

  The techniques Balanchine developed to get his dancers to 

move in this energized way became the foundation for his neoclassical style of ballet.
100

   

We turn now to selected 20
th

-century choreographers from the modern and 

contemporary dance worlds. 

b. Martha Graham (dance performer, choreographer and teacher and 

creator/innovator of a new technique and movement vocabulary, 1894-

1991)
101

 

 

Martha Graham, along with Isadora Duncan and Ruth St. Denis, is considered one 

of the founders of American modern dance but Graham preferred the term 

“contemporary” for her work instead.
102

  Indeed, her work was innovative and new in 

style of movement but the themes it expressed were usually classical, in the sense that the 

“ballets” (this is what she called them) she choreographed were often representative of 

Ancient Greek and other tragic, historical narratives.  Her contemporary innovation was 
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 Schorer, Suki Schorer on Balanchine Technique, 13. 
100

 Dance critic Edwin Denby found Balanchine’s style to be particularly suited to New York.  For more on 

this see Denby’s essay, “A Letter on New York City’s Ballet,” originally published in The New York Times. 
101 Bio statement for Martha Graham summarized from Martha Graham, URL = 

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/americanmasters/episodes/martha-graham/about-the-dancer/497/, Martha Graham 

Biography. URL = http://www.biography.com/articles/Martha-Graham-9317723 and Graham’s autobiography, 

Blood Memory: Martha Graham was born in Allegheny County, Pennsylvania and grew up on the West coast. She 
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ballet dancer) at the Mason Opera House in Los Angeles in 1911. After that Graham started taking dance classes as 

junior college and then at the Denishawn School run by Ruth St. Denis and her husband, Ted Shawn, the first dance 

school in the U.S. that offered training in folk, classical, experimental, Asian and Native American dance forms. 

Eventually, Graham performed with the Denishawn Company and became a teacher at the school, winning 

particular critical acclaim for her performance as an Aztec maiden in Xochital, a piece choreographed for her by Ted 

Shawn. In 1923 she left Denishawn and went to New York City, where she performed in some vaudeville reviews 

and began to choreograph. She shocked the world in1927 with the guttural and visceral Revolt, set to the avant-garde 

music of Arthur Honegger. Eventually she formed the now famous Martha Graham School for Contemporary Dance 

and The Martha Graham Dance Company in New York. 
102

 PBS and The Kennedy Center, for example, have called Martha Graham “the mother of modern dance”  

because of the great impact her over 200 works had on the dance world.  See URL= 

http://www.pbs.org/wnet/americanmasters/episodes/martha-graham/about-the-dancer/497/ and URL = 

http://artsedge.kennedy-center.org/multimedia/series/AEMicrosites/martha-graham.aspx. 

See Martha Graham, Blood Memory for her preference for “contemporary.”  
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not choice of subject matter but the novel way in which she explored human conflicts and 

deep emotions (particularly strong women’s) in hard-hitting and gruelingly physical 

ways. As she reports in her autobiography, Blood Memory, Graham expected her dancers 

to move from an internal, primal place within. “She never would have been a great 

dancer,” she once said to a friend after one of the Graham dancers had disappeared from 

the company during a tour of Tokyo. “She doesn’t move from her vagina.”
103

  

Graham’s style is also physically and emotionally weighted; it uses the floor a 

great deal, both going deep into it and out of it, as if the floor were not to be abandoned 

for the heavens (as in Romantic-era ballet) but embraced as Earth mother.  Falling and 

getting up again, for example, are important components of Graham School training.  

“My dancers never fall to simply fall,” Graham has said.  “They fall to rise.”
104

 

The following video clips should serve to give the reader unfamiliar with 

Graham’s work at least a minimal sense of her aesthetic of enhanced and strengthened 

natural movement and energy- and emotion-filled intention and weight. The first shows 

Graham performing her ballet, Lamentation (choreographed in 1930, filmed here in 

1943): http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pb4-kpClZns.
105

  Here Graham moves in a 

shroud-like dark costume reminiscent of the ones worn by women in Ancient Greek 

sculptures.  The material is stretchy and thin and yet she moves with the exaggerated 

heavy burden of deep emotional grief. The second is from her Company’s production of  
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 Martha Graham, Blood Memory, 212. 
104

 Ibid., 253. 
105 Accessed via You Tube, January 17, 2011.  
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Clytemnestra (choreographed in 1958, filmed in 2009): 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HKjFdmIlVMs&feature=related.
106

 Here the dancers 

move into and away from the floor as if on pulleys, with the movements smooth but 

clearly effortful and fraught with tension.  This is an aesthetic in direct opposition to the 

18
th

 and 19
th

 century one of woman as light and ethereal sylph. 

One can see, in the clips above, the extent to which Graham’s own muscular, 

emotionally tense and extremely dramatic movement style is reflected in her company’s. 

This may be due, at least in part, to the fact that Graham usually choreographed by using 

her own performer’s mindbody; she almost never – and then only when forced by her 

own limitations – choreographed any movement she could not do herself or that felt 

awkward to dance herself.
107

 Above all, Graham wanted passion and intensity of 

intention from her dancers.  As she remembers in her book, Blood Memory: 

Agnes de Mille would audition large groups of people, and would 

always make the first elimination by watching their walk.  It tells 

everything.  I tell my students to walk across the room as if their hearts are 

on the wall.  If this does not enliven them I add, “Remember, one day you 

will all die.” That usually does it.
108

 

 

What does it mean to take a walk, an ordinary movement, and do it “as if your heart is on 

the wall”?  One answer might be that it heightens and enriches the experience of the 

walk, both for the performers and the audience.
 109
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c. Not so for Merce Cunningham, below, a dancer and choreographer who 

wanted not to heighten anything through dance, but to show dance as 

movement without dramatic purpose or intention.Merce Cunningham (dance 

performer, choreographer and creator of a new technique, 1919-2009)  

 

According to the short biography provided by his Company’s website, 

Cunningham “expanded the frontiers not only of dance, but also of contemporary visual 

and performing arts. His collaborations with artistic innovators from every creative 

discipline [such as Jasper Johns, Robert Rauschenberg, David Tudor and others] have 

yielded an unparalleled body of American dance, music, and visual art.”
110

  The 

collaboration for which he is best known, however, may be that with life partner and 

musical composer John Cage: 

Together, Cunningham and Cage proposed a number of radical 

innovations. The most famous and controversial of these concerned the 

relationship between dance and music, which they concluded may occur in 

the same time and space, but should be created independently of one 

another. The two also made extensive use of chance procedures, 

abandoning not only musical forms, but narrative and other conventional 

elements of dance composition—such as cause and effect, and climax and 

anticlimax. For Cunningham the subject of his dances was always dance 

itself.
111

  

 

Cunningham performed with the Martha Graham Dance Company for six years before 

starting his own company in 1944.  He created not only dances but “events,” since he did 

not believe that a theatre was the only place dance could take place.
112

  He also denied 

that actual audience attendance was needed for theatre dance to exist.
113
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 Merce Cunningham Dance Company, “About Merce,” URL = 
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One explanation of the difference between Cunningham’s style of dance and 

others’ has been explained by Cunningham this way: 

In most conventional dances there is a central idea to which everything 

adheres.  The dance has been made to the piece of music, the music 

supports the dance, and the décor frames it.  The central idea is 

emphasized by each of the several arts.  What we have done in our work 

[referring to composer and set designer as well] is to bring together three 

separate elements in time and space, the music, the dance and the décor, 

allowing each one to remain independent.  The three arts don’t come from 

a single idea which the dance demonstrates, the music supports and the 

décor illustrates, but rather they are three separate elements each central to 

itself.
114

 

 

To orient the reader unfamiliar with what this looks like, here is a short clip of The Merce 

Cunningham Dance Company performing The Coast Zone (choreographed and filmed in 

1983), http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBcwL8ROBAk&feature=channel.
115

 Here 

one can see that each dancer is moving in a particular pattern, and that there is music 

playing, and that a certain spatial arrangement of dancing bodies is developing, but none 

of it appears to be integrated or orchestrated to create something together.  Indeed, 

Cunningham’s emphasis on keeping each element of the piece separate that he describes 

in the quote above is, indeed, perceived as separate rather than ensemble.   

The effects of separate orbits, independence and haphazardness among the 

different components of the dance achieved by Cunningham are clearly tied to his artistic 
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process.  Here is one description of how Cunningham used “chance,” for example, to 

arrange a sequence of steps and dances in Torse (1976): 

I figured out the phrasing and the continuity ahead of time, before the 

dancers came to rehearsal.  Not, of course, the way they would dance the 

phrases, but the phrases themselves.  …. There are sixty-four phrases, 

because that’s the number of hexagrams in the I Ching.  The phrases are 

formed like the numbers themselves.  For example, one has one part in it, 

two has two, three has three, up to sixty-four.
116

 

 

Cunningham then organized the dancers and their movements (each one constituting a 

“part”) this way: 

I made a space chart and a movement chart, both in sixty-four distinct 

units, and I had to deal with them both ...  Then there would come up the 

possibility of exits or entrances or the possibility of a duet and that’s done 

by tossing coins, according to which some dancers leave the stage or not.  

I would toss a coin to see what to do.  That’s how those trios and duets 

appear in the piece.  What it amounted to was a continual change.
117

 

 

From these examples, one can see that in order to appreciate Cunningham’s pieces for 

what they are it might help those intending to understand them to withhold any 

preconceived notions about what to expect from a performance of dance as art that are 

based on either classical ballet or early modern dance.  Indeed, some have pointed out 

that in terms of modernity Cunningham’s work has more in common with Bertolt Brecht 

plays, where there is “autonomy of sound, movement, and décor,” than in the more 

thematically unified, emotionally expressive or narrative-structured “modern” dances of 

Duncan, Denishawn or Graham.
118
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Torse, like Cunningham’s other “chance” pieces, have what Cunningham scholar 

Roger Copeland has called “the aesthetic of collage.”
119

  As described by Copeland: 

“almost every aspect of Cunningham’s oeuvre is informed in some way by the collage 

aesthetic: the chance operations he utilizes for linking together disparate fragments of 

movement, the decentralized way the dancer’s bodies are distributed throughout the 

performance space—even the spectator’s choices about where and when to focus visual 

and auditory attention.”
120

  Merce Cunningham’s dances, then, shook up and rearranged 

the expectations of what dance as art could or should be and enabled dance movement to 

be experienced from an unusual and fresh perspective.  Here the ideas of the dances, such 

as change and independence and collage, come forward and the individual performance 

style of his dancers recede. This is not to say that they are not there; just that Cunningham 

dance does not seem to make as much use of this aspect of artistic dance performance as 

the other choreographers mentioned in this chapter. 

We turn now to Alvin Ailey, who I have placed after Graham and Cunningham 

for the purpose of showing that the emergence of new movement techniques and styles in 

the dance world do not invalidate or displace the older ones; they simply add to the 

repertoire of what has come before.  In other words, in the dance world Balanchine, 

Cunningham, Graham and Ailey were all successful and well-known presenters of artistic 

dance in New York in at least the 1960s, 70s, 80s, and yet each differed widely from one 

another and from the many, many others who have been left out of this dissertation for 
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space considerations.  Each of them added to, rather than limited, the repertoire of what 

artistic dance can be. 

d.   Alvin Ailey (dance performer and then choreographer 1931-1989)
121

 

 

Through his company, The Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre, Alvin Ailey 

primarily represented his own African-American experience, doing so with training 

funded by early 20
th

-century social dance, Horton technique, jazz and ballet.  His 

movement style was also influenced by Katherine Dunham and Martha Graham.
122

  

Ailey’s work is arguably more classical than Cunningham’s in the sense that it is highly 

theatrical and more overtly audience-inclusive.  One of its innovations is in its uncanny 

ability to invoke certain forms and feelings from non-theatre-dance venues (like the 

church or the fields or the juke joint) and bring an enriched and recognizable experience 

from these venues onto a stage for the express purpose of being experienced by an 

audience. 

His masterpiece, Revelations (first performed in1960), accompanied by spirituals 

and gospel songs arranged by Brother John Sellers, became one of the best-loved and 

most-enduring American dances of 20
th

 century (and indeed it is still performed 

frequently today).  Here Ailey shows a kind of artistic dance that is communal, social, 
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historical and familiar, including dancers and audience both into “the bosom of 

Abraham”
 
 through a celebration of our shared emotional life. Two video excerpts from 

Revelations follow.
 123

  The first shows “Pilgrim of Sorrow,” Part I of Revelations 

(choreographed in 1960, filmed in 1982): 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ce5pQkUZdWI, which includes "I Been 'Buked,” 

"Didn't My Lord Deliver Daniel," and "Fix Me, Jesus."
124

 In the first of the three pieces 

the dancers begin in one group, as does a church choir, moving together in a unified way 

with large, wing-like arm movements that suggest the flocking and soaring of birds. The 

movements have the large, space-consuming, full-soul breadth that are entirely controlled 

but which suggest abandon, in a style that blends with, rather than working in 

counterpoint to, the music.
125

 This piece establishes his group as a community; as a 

physical and spiritual whole. 

The second, Section 3 of Revelations (choreographed in 1960, filmed in 1982), 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DT8SX35m0lU&feature=related, references the 

Southern roots of the African-American experience more explicitly than does Section I.  

It opens with “Sinner Man,” and goes on to show "The Day Is Past and Gone," "You May 

Run On" and "Rocka My Soul in the Bosom of Abraham."
 126

 “Sinner Man” evokes the 

fear and desperation of the escaped slave through the passionate, running, skidding, 

sliding into-the-floor and out-again, frenetically spinning and jumping movements of 
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 The “bosom of Abraham” is quoted from “Rocka My Soul,” one of the pieces in Ailey’s work, 

Revelations. 
124

 You Tube, accessed January 18, 2011.  It was filmed at City Center in New York. 
125

 This aspect is reminiscent of how Dorothy Bird describes the early Martha Graham technique she 

learned in the 1930s in the first few chapters of her book, Bird’s Eye View. 
126

 You Tube, accessed January 18, 2011. It shows the third section of Revelations: It was filmed at City 

Center in New York. 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ce5pQkUZdWI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DT8SX35m0lU&feature=related
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bare-chested men in black who are clearly being chased by unseen pursuers.  “The Day Is 

Past and Gone,” “You May Run On” and “Rocka My Soul,” show a Southern church 

community, one with which most of us growing up in the United States are familiar: a 

happy, boisterous group on a Sunday; the ladies wearing their “crowns” – their finest hats 

– for the occasion, using fans to keep from sweltering in the pews, and bringing their own 

chairs for the post-church picnic outside.
127

  There is bickering among the members, 

shown by vigorous head shaking, lifting of skirt hems by the women to keep them from 

being trampled in the dirt, and many, many other familiar social, body-language gestures 

from African-American culture.  Ailey’s artistry is shown in his ability to avoid mimicry 

and expand the movement vocabulary of the culture he draws from in a smooth and 

continuous way. In sum, Ailey’s brand of dance as art, as shown by Revelations, made 

dance for the stage, and enlivened it with lights, costumes, and scenery, but in doing so 

brought the social life from which it was derived close to us.  Ailey, then, provides a 

prime example of how dance as art can be representational in a meaningful way.
128

 

IV. PRELIMINARY CONCLUSIONS FROM THESE EXAMPLES OF DANCE PERFORMANCE AND 

CHOREOGRAPHIC PRACTICE  
 

What the above sections show is that both dance performers and choreographers 

may contribute substantially and significantly to how a final dance is performed, although 

this may be to a greater or lesser degree depending on the type of artistic dance that it is 

and the choices the choreographers make to either enhance or minimize performers’ 

individual contributions.  The dance performers do not just add something on top of the 
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 “Crowns” is the title of a play by Regina Taylor.  She has used the title for the elaborate hats African-

American women have traditionally worm to church. 
128

 More on representation will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
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choreographer’s work, but often are part of making the work what it is in an organic and 

ongoing way.  These nuances added by dance performers can happen both during the 

rehearsal process and during the course of “growing into a role” through repeated 

performances.   

 What’s more, the above examples serve to show to what extent choreographers 

and performers are paying attention to movement style, the qualitative way the steps and 

movements are performed, and not just to which steps and movements of the dance 

vocabulary are performed and in what order.
129

 Even for the formalist choreographers 

like Balanchine and Cunningham, choice of dance performers, and their individual 

contributions, is important.  (Note that Cunningham’s “chance” operations did not 

include choosing who to hire as company members.)  

The focus on the studio point of view here is to show how fully and deeply dance 

works and performances come into being through the minded doing and making activity 

of skilled and trained human artist/persons.  On this account, the sort of action that results 

in a dance structure or performance is similar to John Dewey’s descriptions of the 

situated human being who acts to overcome obstacles and solve problems in the course of 

his or her ethical life.
 130

  Like Dewey’s moral agent the artist’s work in doing and 
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 As Jamison reflects on p. 113 of Dancing Spirit:  

Alvin always used to say about me, ‘I like the way she moves so much because each 

movement is justified.’ There was no wasted movement.  There was always a beginning, a 

middle, and an end.  It came from somewhere and it went somewhere else.  It’s important for 

dancers to understand what happens in between the steps.  The transitions are just as 

important as the arrival at the next picture.  They are the glue that holds the dance together.  

Alvin called it ‘rubato.’ I call it connective tissue.   

Style will be discussed more fully in Chapter 3. 
130

 I presented a paper on this for the American Society Aesthetics annual meeting of 2009 entitled, 

“Towards a Deweyan Theory of Performing Arts Practice.” The text of this paper can be found on my 

website, URL = http://artistsmatter.com, under the “My Writing” tab. It relies on Dewey’s Art as 

Experience, Experience and Nature and Lectures on Ethics, among others. 

http://artistsmatter.com/
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making artistic dance is typically deliberative, imaginative, active, interactive (at least 

with other dancers onstage and musicians, if any, but often with the audience as well) and 

character developing in a way that unifies the subjective and experiential with the 

outwardly practical and active.
131

  Further, in Dewey’s system there is no real distinction 

in kind between moral, professional and artistic action; selves act and express in the 

world from our full repertoire of all the developed skills and intuitions our lives’ 

experiences have given us.
132

 

Lack of knowledge about the dance artistic process makes it easier for 

philosophers to deny the validity of the studio point of view in understanding dance as art 

and how to conceive its products as evidenced in its performances.  When presented with 

testimony from artists about what they do some philosophers might object that one or 

both of the following two fallacies come into play: 1) the “genetic fallacy,” which says 

that the idea that what we can know about the nature of an entity by reference to its 

origin(s) is true necessarily is fallacious and 2) the “intentional fallacy,” the false idea 

that one always has true knowledge of the nature of what one is doing by reference to 
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 Such unification of seemingly opposing dualistic forces (overcoming what he says is Plato’s legacy) is 

typical for Dewey.  See, for example, Art as Experience, 271-273, which repeats the conclusions of his 

early psychological paper on The Reflex Arc Theory that decried the common notion of the reflex arc as one 

that viewed sensory stimulus, central connections and motor responses as “separate and complete entities in 

themselves” (erroneously) instead of “as divisions of labor, functioning factors, within the single concrete 

whole,” making a circuit rather than an arc and an organic unity rather than a reflex.  John Dewey, “The 

Reflex Arc Concept in Psychology,” 358 and 363. See also Dan Sudnow, Ways of the Hand: A Rewritten 

Account, in general, for an additional perspective on what is wrong with the traditional conception of the 

reflex arc theory (there is evidence of how jazz musicians acquire the skills to play complicated “jazz 

sentences” that contradicts the empiricist idea that skills are formed from associations of experiences or 

from a linear sequence of neural connections, the old idea of “the reflex arc”).  
132

 See Melvin Rogers, “Action and Inquiry in Dewey’s Philosophy,” 90. See also Thomas Alexander, 

“John Dewey and the Moral Imagination,” 383. 
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what one intended to do.
133

  My response to these possible objections is simply to say that 

neither fallacy applies to my limited claim that artistic practice provides valid evidence 

for accounts of dance as art when there is a clear link between what dance artists say they 

are doing and what can be demonstrated to exist in the product of that work as we can 

and do apprehend and experience it.  Nothing in either fallacy prevents this possibility.
134

   

Rather than privilege the perspective of those who make and perform artistic 

dance, however, my goal is merely to include it as part of the process and practice of 

dance-making and performing that we consider when attempting to understand dance as 

art.
 
 My point is that “practice” when applied to artistic dance should mean both the 

studio practice of choreographers and dance performers AND the critical/appreciative 

practice of audience members.
135

   Dance studies scholars already include studio practice 

as a vital and relevant source of information about dance and see no reason to justify this 

inclusion in any way.
136

  It is only those theorists trained primarily in philosophy or in 

criticism who sometimes neglect the perspective of those who make and perform artistic 

dance.
137
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 “Genetic fallacy” arose originally in Morris Cohen and Ernest Nagel’s An Introduction to Logic and 

Scientific Method, 388.  For a concise description of the “genetic fallacy” see Simon Blackburn’s Oxford 

Dictionary of Philosophy, 155.  For more on the intentional fallacy see W. K. Wimsatt, Jr. and Monroe C. 

Beardsley’s essay, “The Intentional Fallacy.”  
134

 “Apprehended” here mean accessed via sensory perception but also “understood” or “interpreted” or 

agreed to be existent artistic properties of those works via what David Davies’ calls “the pragmatic 

constraint” of critical and appreciative practice. (For more on this see his book, Art as Performance.) 
135

 Cf. David Davies, who agrees that “artistic practice” must serve as the touchstone for our philosophical 

theorizing about art but his view is limited to the audience perspective – his point is that whatever is treated 

as artworks in our artistic practice are indeed artworks.  Davies, Art as Performance, 17-18. 
136

 The Dance Research Journal, for example, publishes many rich and deep accounts of dance as art from 

the studio perspective. 
137

 Even though Susanne Langer champions the studio point of view in some respects she also claims that 

the experiential feeling of dancing blinds dancers to the truth that they are involved in the presentation of a 

virtual entity (see Feeling and Form).  I have also had private conversations with art and with dance critics 

(Arthur Danto and Marcia Siegel among them) who claim that artists are often so focused on themselves 

http://www.answers.com/topic/morris-cohen-1
http://www.answers.com/topic/ernest-nagel
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We turn now to the question of how this studio-based account might affect dance 

as art as it is understood by Analytic philosophy. 

V.   CONCLUSION: WHAT UNDERSTANDING OF DANCE AS ART ARISES FROM THESE 

EXAMPLES? 
  

Reflect for a moment on the video clips of the dance performances shown in the 

sections above.  Now think about the performers’ and choreographers’ accounts of the 

process they underwent to create these performances.  My claim is that the starting place 

for understanding dance as art is to see how a dance performance is at once the 

culmination of the studio work of performer and choreographer along with the new and 

developing things that happen to change the work during the course of performing the 

piece over time.
138

   

That is the starting point, but it is not the whole story.  It is not the whole story 

because I believe that dance as it is experienced as art is also what it is partly because of 

the context of its performance and by its ability to be appreciated by an audience.  

Chapter 2 of this dissertation will discuss these aspects more fully as they exist in 

communicative dance as art.  This Chapter 1, then, does not provide the basis for an 

entire account of dance as art (that will be cumulative throughout this dissertation), but is 

                                                                                                                                                                             
and their work and their fears and their egos that they cannot always be trusted to fully understand either 

what their work really is or what significance it has for the art or dance world.  I do not deny that this may 

be true in some cases.  It is for this reason that the dance practice perspective must be subject to 

demonstration and evaluation rather than accepted wholesale. 
138

 This is in wholehearted agreement with Chris Challis, who acknowledges that “dance meaning is not 

generated by choreographers alone: choreographers make their work on dancers, dancers bring to it 

knowledge and experience of interpretive practices, and their ability to give believable performances is 

important to dance identity and existence.” Challis, “Dancing Bodies,” 144.  See also Fraleigh, Dance and 

the Lived Body, 50 (“the dancer always gives the choreographer’s composition visible form and interprets 

it…”).  
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merely designed to show what aspects of the account, starting in this way, from the studio 

to the result on stage, necessarily emerge. 

 To begin, it seems clear that if one starts with understanding art as a process and 

practice of doing and making one is not talking solely about the body of static artworks 

that exist in the world (like a collection of paintings in a gallery, for example).  One is 

also not talking about mountains or sunsets, entities that can exist without human activity 

or intervention.  On this account artistic dance focuses on the fact that art is not 

discoverable but is, instead, made in an art-making process and practice.  Further, as will 

be shown more fully in Chapter 2, dance is influenced by human culture (what provides 

schools and methods of artistic training, for example).  Dance as art can thus be 

conceived as a process that culminates in artistic dancesthat exist for the most part in 

performances.
139

   

 But what is the dance that is produced?  Must it be, in all art-relevant cases, the 

dance plan or score?
140

 Of all the choreographers, above, it was only Cunningham, 

remember, who had a mathematical formula (which he usually notated in sketch form) 

for his dances, even if some sections relied on chance operations.  However, we also saw 

that he allowed space for individual contributions to his plan for the dance if it made 

interesting dance performance phenomena emerge.  Balanchine, Graham and Ailey, by 

contrast, typically used no detailed or written choreographic plan at all for dance 
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 For a good discussion of “kinds” of art see Amie Thomasson, “The Ontology of Art and Knowledge in 

Aesthetics,” The Journal of Aesthetics and Art Criticism  63, No. 1 (Summer, 2005), particularly at 221. 

This view of art as cultural artifact-making is consistent with Joseph Margolis’ theory that X is an artwork 

if it is a physically embodied artifact (like an utterance or a self) with “Intentional” properties (semiotic 

features that exist as a result of, but are more than, the self’s cultural development). See, in particular, his 

What, After All, Is a Work of Art, 67-100. 
140

 This is Nelson Goodman’s idea in Languages of Art. 
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movements, and would just arrive in the studio with a few ideas in mind ready to 

customize for the dancer(s) at hand and evaluate and change as they went.  It would 

seem, then, that in many relevant cases (such as Balanchine’s Don Quixote, Ailey’s Cry, 

Graham’s Seven Against Thebes) individual choices and intuitive styles of the dance 

performers affected the appreciable properties of these dances.  A dance conceived as an 

artistic work that can be identified in its art-relevant sense by its notated score, then, 

seems insufficient to explain how the experience of what is seem in performance differs 

from what is recorded about it pre-performance.  As for what can be recorded post-

performance, in a videotaped recording for example, this too seems insufficient to 

characterize all that can be appreciated in the future by different performers performing 

that structure, often adding their own qualitative shadings and nuances in different 

contexts. 

A better answer, then, based on this studio-based account, would be that artistic 

dances are accessible to those who seek to understand them by all the performances of 

the dance structure as they both are and can be performed.  There is a structure, no doubt, 

as Jamison has pointed out about Cry, that exists no matter who is performing it.  It is 

also true, however, that the Cry experienced with Jamison dancing is distinguishable 

from the Cry experienced with Donna Wood performing the lead.  Understanding dance 

as art, then, involves understanding that categorizing artistic dances only by reference to 

their named “works” is difficult because this does not capture the vital sense in which 

their performances are untidy, fluid and change over time.  Here it is helpful to 

acknowledge, perhaps, that we might be able to pinpoint a certain dance for identification 
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at its inception and at certain points other points of time in the history of  its 

performances but may not be able to do this in all cases for all time going forward. 

Sadly, Jamison’s and Woods’ Crys are not both available to show here but 

compare this clip of Tiffany Bilodeau’s “Dying Swan variation,” found at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY2h0-lBK5s  with Nina Ananiashvili’s version: 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFJGhQYex-E, both dancing to the same 

choreography by Michel Fokine.
141

  Each shows a different swan, with different effects, 

the differences seen more clearly by expert viewers, perhaps, but detectable by non-

practitioners as well.  There is a “movement personality” difference, a term I have made 

up to denote the difference a different artist performing the same role can make.  

Bilodeau’s swan seems healthier and more robust, the quality of movement coarser and 

less delicate.  Ananiashvili’s is sharper and finer.   

One might also compare Maya Plisetskaya’s Dying Swan at 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcDwxJMxm8w&feature=related with Natalia 

Markarova’s: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJrJFk7UrYQ (these too performing 

the same Fokine choreographic plan) and note that there are yet two more distinct swans 

on stage. 
142

  Plisetskaya’s movement quality conveys strength to a greater degree than 

Markarova’s which, arguably, conveys a grief pitched at a higher note.  I may not be 

using critically accomplished language to describe these differences but I claim that these 

qualitative differences in “movement personality” are differences in the artistic properties 

(understood as those features that are relevant to the appreciation and experience of the 
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 You Tube, accessed 1/20/11. 
142

Plisetskaya clip accessed via You Tube, 10/12/11. Markarova’s accessed via You Tube 1/20/11.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YY2h0-lBK5s
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mFJGhQYex-E
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hcDwxJMxm8w&feature=related
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AJrJFk7UrYQ
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dance as art) of the Fokine variation.  You have seen Swan Lake, no matter which dancer 

performs it, but there is also a sense in which THE Swan Lake you have seen has varied.  

What’s more, this matters to audience members in the dance world, many of whom 

choose to see a dancer’s version of Swan Lake, and not just Swan Lake in general.
143

   

In terms of individuation, then, you have seen Swan Lake no matter who has 

performed it, but it is also appropriate to say you have seen Swan Lake performed by 

Markarova or Swan Lake performed by Plisetskaya and that when you do so you are 

specifying two different Swan Lakes.
144

  Similarly you could say you have seen The 

American Ballet Theatre’s Swan Lake or The Kirov Ballet’s Swan Lake and be 

distinguishing two separate artistic dances instantiated by the two performative 

presentations/experiences of them even if both versions use the same Fokine 

choreography.  In other words, in practice dances are individuated both by the original 

choreographic structure (signified by the name identity of the work and choreographer) 

and by the performed instances of that structure.
145

  Indeed, the first is contained in the 

second, although the second (the particular performances) are not identical to or 

synonymous with the first. 
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 See Challis, “Dancing Bodies,” 144, who notes that the audience responds to different performers’ 

interpretations and come to see their particular interpretations. 
144

 When I suggest that dance world practice should ground what we mean by dance as art I am tacitly 

agreeing with Thomasson’s idea that we should attempt to understand “art” by “analyzing the conception 

embodied in the practices of those competent speakers who ground and reground reference of the term.” 

See Amie Thomasson’s “The Ontology of Art and Knowledge in Aesthetics” in The Journal of Aesthetics 

and Art Criticism  at 226. 
145

 This is consistent with Graham McFee’s idea that “with dance, as with music, there are at least two 

‘objects of appreciation’: the work itself and tonight’s performance of it” and I agree with him that no 

dance can be appreciated apart from a performance of it.  See McFee, “Dance,” 684-686.  This structure 

need not be a score but it could be what would be notated if it notation were adequate to record it and if 

such notation captured the features minimally necessary to identify the work with its title and 

choreographer. 
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In terms of an account that reflects this Swan Lake unity, and dichotomy, then, we 

need an account that recognizes both the dance that remains no matter who is performing 

the piece, but that also recognizes the performance component that is variable, and in 

some ways ephemeral, but no less important to making dance the kind of art form that it 

is notwithstanding.  It is this performance component, this doing, the dancing that is often 

in part a making as it is a doing, that I claim forms the crux of what I am trying to convey 

about artistic dance as art that I argue should be addressed in any philosophical 

discussion that attempts to provide a deep and rich account of dance as art.  I am not here 

referring to what is “essential” in dance as art and what is not.  That sort of discussion, in 

my view, is not important because the question of what makes something art is, in dance 

world practice, not usually a crucial or important one.  Instead it makes more sense 

according to artistic dance world practice to ask what sorts of things one should think 

about if they want to know something about what artistic dance has been, is and can be:  

What does it do well? What doesn’t it do well? What is there to be seen/appreciated in it? 

What constitutes my appreciation/experience of dance as art as either dance artist or 

appreciator or both?  These are the sorts of questions that are most relevant to dance as 

art as it is practiced, performed, appreciated and experienced – not whether any given 

dance is or is not art.   

Once this is seen there is no longer any need to discuss necessary and sufficient or 

essential and non-essential features of dance as art. Whatever can be notated in scores as 

enduring and repeatable “works” in a Goodmanian sense may be “necessary” in a 

practical sense (not a metaphysical one) to identifying a work’s choreographic plan (to 

those choreographed features of Swan Lake) but these notations are not sufficient to 
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cover the constantly changing and newly emerging aspects of individual style and 

improvisational features that often exist in artistic dance performances.  “Essential 

features,” in terms of discussing dance works of art, even when these can be identified 

both structurally and qualitatively, are thus limited in what they can tell us about what 

matters to what we can and do understand about dance as art.  Dance as art is not 

something to be conceived of in abstraction.  Its purpose, its function and its existence, in 

a large portion of dance world practice, is in the appreciation and experience of the 

performance. 

What this mean for the Analytic philosophy of dance as art is that any dance 

“work” of art that is sufficient to characterize and include, even in germ, the crux of what 

matters most in the danceworld, is not something that can be fixed or made stable for all 

time.
146

  Dance historians and librarians can record performances and “scores” of either 

their performances or plans for performances and pin down what dances have been in the 

past in particular settings and at particular moments in time.
147

 They can also identify 

certain features (in hindsight) that have remained or that have continued in subsequent 

performances.  They cannot predict with precision everything that does and could and 

will matter to the experience and appreciation of that dance as it exists in future 

performances. 
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 David Davies comes close to this view but does not seem to endorse it wholesale.  He puts it this way: 

“There is certainly the appearance of an active tradition of dance works upon which choreographers are 

able to draw.  But the ephemeral nature of much dance performance calls into question whether it always 

makes sense, here, to think of enduring and reperformable works that inform the creative activity of 

successive generations.” Davies, Philosophy of the Performing Arts, 128. 
147

 It is true that dance notation is getting better and better at what sorts of things it can pin down for 

historical preservation.  The point here has been and continues to be that capturing a past event does not 

mean that a new performance can recreate it because some important features of each work are dependent 

on the changing, variable contingent nature of the performance – things that include style, improvisational 

elements and the particular contingencies of the performance context and audience. 
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Instead of a dance “work” we need a flexible, provisional “account” (not a true 

“definition”) that, in accordance with the practice shown in the beginning of this chapter, 

provides that a dance is often a contingent, continuing and changing offering of the 

makers and doers as it has been shown and as it emerges in its performances.  The 

“dance” is , in many cases, simply what is known by and continues through its 

performances.   In short, an artistic dance usually does include a creative plan or outline 

for the movements and steps in it and it is also, at the same time, whatever it is through 

the changing and variable intentional activities of the performers and events that bring 

this outline into the perceivable, appreciable, experiential world.  What this means, on my 

view, is that performance matters, in either minimal or profound ways, to understanding 

dance as art.  The choreographer’s construction or guidelines (and remember this need 

not be a formal structure made beforehand or notated in any way), if one exists, is part of 

but not fully determinative of what we should think about when we want to understand 

dance as art. 

The beginning of my studio-based account of dance as art has now been provided.  

First, on this account one way that dance as art can be viewed is as the practice of making 

dances for or in performance.  Second, the product of this practice can be viewed as often 

having at base some sequential and qualitative structure that is developed through a dance 

performer’s and/or choreographer’s studio practice that is effectuated during performance 

for an audience.
148

  Third, this performance, one that can (at least in principle) be 

perceived and experienced by an audience, may have qualities and features that are 

                                                           
148

 This is intended to include dance improvisations that take place on a stage without specific studio 

rehearsal or planning of the piece. Here background studio work from past pieces and practices is what will 

inform the resulting artistic dance.  
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important to our understanding of dance as art that would not be there except for the work 

of the dance performer and choreographer.  The studio examples have shown how an 

underlying choreographic structure is made and prepared for performance by dancer(s) in 

variable ways but have also shown the extent to which what the dance performer actually 

does during a performance is crucial to what the work is as evidenced by how the work 

can then be experienced, understood and perceived.   

 In sum, I believe that if Analytic philosophers want to get their arms around dance 

as art they must take seriously the idea that the process and practice of the dance making 

and performing that affect the resulting performance are crucial for obtaining the deepest 

and best understanding the nature of dance as art that can be had.  This is more important, 

I suggest, then the “what are the essential features without which a dance work couldn’t 

be art” question.
149

 My claim here is that one cannot understand dance as art in any deep 

way or in a way that answers to danceworld practice when one considers an artistic dance 

only as a formal object, either in embodied, notated form, or as a structure of movements 

or steps, or as a symbol of virtual power, or as the sign of a law of natural expression, or 

as the “meaning-bearing expression of a choreographer,” or as the mere arrangement of 

pleasing shapes and lines.
150
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 Indeed, Mark Johnson holds that all art, not just dance, is a constructive, “enactive” process. See Mark 

Johnson, The Meaning of the Body, ix.  This process-based sort of ontology has been, as Nicholas Rescher 

has pointed out in his books on process ontology as a metaphysical perspective, something that is consistent 

with the focus of many American pragmatists (who tend to focus on dynamic movement and change).   
150

 Sondra Horton Fraleigh considers dance at the site of a dancer’s body to be both an “it” (the dance as a 

dance object) and an “I” (by which I think she means a consciousness or Being), both of which consider 

dance to be an object-entity rather than a process-entity.  See Fraleigh’s Dance and the Lived Body, 36. For 

an account of dance as a structure of movements and steps see Davies’ Art as Performance, 56 and Nelson 

Goodman’s account of dance in Languages of Art. For an account of dance as a symbol of virtual power 

see Susanne Langer’s chapter, “Dance as Virtual Power,” in her book, Feeling and Form.  Michel Fokine 

held the normative view that dance should be the sign of “the laws of natural expression.” See Selma Jean 

Cohen, ed., Dance as a Theatre Art, 103. Chris Challis has the view that dance is the “meaning-bearing 
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So far, however, this studio-based account of dance as art seems stuck in the 

studio or in a performance onstage with a “fourth wall” that excludes the audience.  It is 

also not yet clear how the dance performers’ and choreographers’ work relates to the 

historical, societal and cultural context of its making and appreciation. The next chapter 

will discuss one way that dance as art can relate to its appreciators, an audience and 

culture.   

 

                                                                                                                                                                             
expression of a choreographer” (see Challis, Dancing Bodies, 143).  Finally, see Théophile Gautier’s view 

that dance is “simply the art of displaying elegant and correctly proportioned shapes in various positions 

favorable to the development of lines” in Selma Jean Cohen’s Dance as Theatre Art, 86. 
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CHAPTER 2: WHEN STUDIO MEETS AUDIENCE 

The previous chapter of this dissertation was an attempt to ground an account of 

dance as art in the world of the dance studio by focusing on what choreographers and 

dance performers do, and the synergistic relation between the two, that results in an 

artistic dance performance.  The main focus of Chapter 1 was to demonstrate the studio 

side of what I will call the “dance-as-art equation,” which can be viewed as having two 

related components: a studio/practice side and a spectator/appreciation side, with the 

dance performance linking the two in the middle.  In this chapter I will now elaborate 

upon ways that artistic dance performance often involves and includes an audience.
1
  I 

will also posit that most artistic dance performances are live and take place in a cultural 

context that 1) includes one or more concepts of art and 2) contains “selves,” of both 

artists and audience members that are influenced by both the dance and non-dance culture 

in which they are developed.  This context, I will argue, facilitates institutional practices 

of performing and receiving dance artworks and provides the conceptual background 

against which artistic dance criticism can take place.
2
 I will then show how an artistic 

                                                           
1
 In addition to my dissertation committee I would here like to thank David Davies, James Hamilton, 

Theodore Gracyk, Renee Conroy, Kristin Boyce and Margaret Moore for their helpful comments and 

guidance when I presented a version of this chapter at the American Society for Aesthetics meeting in 

Tampa in October of 2011.  I would also like to thank Brandon Polite, Ingrid Albrecht and Wes Skolits for 

their comments on the version of this chapter that I presented at the Illinois Philosophical Association 

conference in November of 2011. 
2
 Philip Alperson has pointed out to me (during my dissertation defense that took place on March 23, 2012 

at Temple University in Philadelphia, PA) that there is much that can and should be said about this cultural 

context of art that this dissertation does not mention.  How are we to explain, he has asked, the situation 

where an audience goes to see a performance of William Shatner not for any experience of appreciable 

features of that performance but simply because it is William Shatner, the actor famous for playing Captain 

Kirk in the television series Star Trek? There, Alperson points out, we have an artistic performance that 

includes cultural features and considerations not in evidence in this dissertation – or at least for which no 

explanation is offered.  I have no doubt that in addition to this well-formed example there are others that 

could provide cultural phenomena that would bear upon the context of art for the performing arts that 

include dance.  All I can answer here is to say, once again, that this dissertation does not attempt to say 

everything that can and should be said about dance as art.  I have focused on a more-often neglected area of 

dance as art, some salient aspects of what the choreographers and performers do that speaks against the 

current theories of Analytic dance as art, because it is a perspective that comes most naturally to me from 
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dance performance event can be viewed as both a communal and an interactive relation 

between artists and audience.  My claim is that when audience attention is engaged, 

active and both inherently and consciously interpretive it allows at least some minimal 

level of communication to take place.  Finally, I will provide support for this view 

through a Pragmatic phenomenological account of this experience as one that is at once a 

felt, lived experience and that has a public, qualitative and semiotic structure.
3
    

I.  ARTISTIC DANCE IS A CULTURAL PRACTICE 

 Artistic dances are not natural objects, like non-human-made mountains, lakes 

and trees that could exist on earth without the conscious activity of human beings.  What 

this means for a theory that intends to “know” something about artistic dance as art and 

about the product of this practice (dances and performances) is that it is inappropriate to 

apply “the discovery view” of science and empirical investigations, according to which 

“the world contains a broad range of fully determinate, mind-independent facts …,” to 

artistic dance.
4
  This will cash out more fully later in this chapter, when Pragmatic 

phenomenology is brought to bear on the experience of artistic dance..   This is done, in 

part, because “lived experience” in Pragmatic phenomenology is conceived at the level of 

epistemic inquiry – it is not concerned, as in Husserlian phenomenology, with the interior 

nature of conscious activity but instead seeks knowledge in the intersection and 

                                                                                                                                                                             
my own experience of performing artistic dance and because I think it is relevant to the full understanding 

of dance as art, which I agree as a comprehensive account would need far more said about culture than I 

include here. 
3
 It is the public nature of the dance performance that is one of the reasons I have chosen a Pragmatic rather 

than Merleau-Pontyan phenomenological account of dance as art.  One important way that Pragmatism 

differs for Phenomenology, as Sandra Rosenthal and Patrick Bourgeois have pointed out, is that experience 

is “shot through with the dynamics of experimentation.” Rosenthal and Bourgeois, Pragmatism and 

Phenomenology: A Philosophic Encounter, 30.  On my view this “experimentation” takes place during 

rehearsal and performance in artistic dance practice – it is where what the dance artists do is tested against 

how it is will be perceived by a prospective audience. 
4
 See Amie Thomasson, “The Ontology of Art and Knowledge in Aesthetics,” 221. 
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interrelation between the person and his or her environment that can be tested and 

evaluated.
5
   

a. Dance as Art Relies Upon Some Understanding of What It Means for 

Something to be called “Art”  

 

It is fairly common to hear the claim that the historic roots of dance are pre-

language – that it emerged as part of the evolution of the human being as gesture before 

the spoken word.
6
 The sort of Western dance as art of which I am writing, however – the 

sort of “theatre” dance that was performed for audiences for primarily artistic and/or 

aesthetic purposes (rather than for primarily entertainment, social or religious purposes) – 

began with the idea of dance as a possible “fine art,” a concept that began sometime in 

the 18
th

 century with the emergence of Romantic ballet.
7
 When I refer to “dance as art,” 

then, I intend to capture something of its history and origins as dance and also something 

of its history and origins as the sort of art that can be contemplated and evaluated as part 

of a culture-making and culture-bearing part of Western civilization.
8
 What this means is 

that to fully get one’s arms around the concept “dance as art” one should, ideally, know 

                                                           
5
 Rosenthal and Bourgeois point out that both Pragmatic phenomenology and Merleau-Pontyan 

phenomenology broke away from early Husserlian phenomenology, which devolves into a form of 

transcendental idealism in which what matters most is the conditions of interior, subjective human thought.  

See Rosenthal and Bourgeois, Pragmatism and Phenomenology: A Philosophic Encounter, particularly 

Chapters III and IV. The main difference between Pragmatic phenomenology and Merleau-Pontyan, they 

claim, is that Pragmatism embraces and focuses on the experimental attitude of the scientific method (what 

exists in the world, which includes evidence of our lived experience of it, and how do we test and evaluate 

it?) and Merleau-Pontyan phenomenology does not, with his focus more on the nature of perception and on 

how we connect with the natural world in bodily ways.  See Rosenthal and Bourgeois, Pragmatism and 

Phenomenology: A Philosophic Encounter, particularly Chapters I and the Conclusion.   
6
 See, for example, Mark Johnson, “Merleau-Ponty’s Embodied Semantics – From Immanent Meaning, to 

Gesture, to Language;” and Brian B. Shulman and Nina C. Capone, Language Development: Foundations, 

Processes, and Clinical Applications. 
7
 See Selma Jean Cohen, Dance as Theatre Art. See also, Francis Sparshott, “The Missing Art of Dance,” 

where he shows that 18
th

 century dance theorists such as Etienne B. de Condillac and Jean-Georges 

Noverre argued that dance be included on the list of fine arts put forth by Paul Oskar Kristeller in his “The 

Modern System of the Arts.” 
8
 See G.W.F. Hegel’s Lectures on Fine Arts for more on the 18

th
 century idea that the fine arts are part of 

the development of Western culture and civilization. 
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something about the other components of the “artworld” and what it is that makes dance 

part of that world as well as what makes it part of that world that I call the “danceworld.”  

Here I am following something like Arthur Danto’s theory of the “artworld” in 

The Transfiguration of the Commonplace in which the artworld is an institution 

comprised of artists, patrons, critics and curators (among others) that decides what counts 

as art and what doesn’t and in which those it deems artistic dances  are evaluated 

according to the other dances that have also been included.  My idea is broader than this 

one because I think the dance world is more informal than the artworld since the issues of 

authenticity and forgeries are less pertinent for it and there is little or no economic 

practice of collecting dances that depends on certification by experts.  The “dance 

world,” then, would include whatever is commonly conceived of as dance as art by the 

consistent inhabitants of that world – at the very least this includes that which is 

presented in a concert space for an audience. Further, by “danceworld” I mean the 

“dance-as-art-world” – I do not intend to include everything that is certainly dance in 

Western history, like social dance that would include square dancing and wedding 

dancing and dancing in nightclubs, or the sort of dance that is primarily spiritual or 

therapeutic or enjoyable just for itself.  These sorts of dancing are distinguishable from 

dance as art, in my view, or what I have been calling “artistic dance” for short because it 

is a practice that offers its dance performances as candidates for artistic appreciation or 

regard.
9
   

Understanding some of the origins of both art and dance as art is not enough 

because a full and thorough understanding of “dance as art” also requires some 

                                                           
9
 “Candidate for artistic appreciation” borrows Gary Iseminger’s language in The Aesthetic Function of Art, 

(see in particular his chapters 4 and 5) and “artistic regard” is David Davies’ way of characterizing this in 

Philosophy of the Performing Arts. 
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knowledge of how the concept has developed over time, to include postmodern dance for 

example, and how later dances depend upon, respond to, comment on, and/or break from 

the dances that have preceded them.  Artistic performances have meaning, this chapter 

will claim, not just because of the properties that can be perceived in them by the 

“innocent eye” but also because of those properties that are put into the dance 

performance and perceived by participants who share certain cultural and historical codes 

and understandings.
10

 To appreciate an artistic dance performance in a way that sees “all 

there is to be seen in it” therefore requires also being able to supply the contextual 

framework in which it is to be understood.
11

  Philosophers of art call the properties that 

an artwork has that can be compared with other works in its category or genre “relational 

properties.”
12

  As we will see a bit later in this chapter, this means that both artistic 

dances and performances that are narrative and representational and intend to “move” 

audiences emotionally and those postmodern works that react against this history can thus 

be conceived of as part of the repertoire of artistic dance.  In short, a full understanding of 

a second type of dance (such as postmodern) depends, in part, upon understanding a first 

type (such as rhetorically dramatic).  

                                                           
10

 For more on the “innocent eye” in the perception of artwork see Danto’s article “The Pigeon within Us 

All: A Response to Three Critics.”  The “historical codes and understanding” I am referring to here are 

something like Joseph Margolis’ “Intentional properties” in his chapter, “What, After All, Is a Work of 

Art?” in his book by the same title.  For more on the semiotics of dance from the anthropological 

perspective see Judith Lynne Hanna’s “Semiotics and Dance” and The Performer-Audience Connection: 

Emotion to Metaphor in Dance and Society. 
11

 See Danto, The Transfiguration of the Commonplace. 
12

 For more on this see Peter Lamarque’s Work and Object. 
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b.  The Culture that Informs this Concept of Art Influences the “Selves” of Both 

Artists and Audience  

 

In the late 19
th

 and early 20
th

 century John Dewey blended the concept of mind 

with the physical in what he called the “unity of the self.”
13

 This unity of perception is 

what makes the experience of art, and particularly of dance as art I contend, into an 

experience that can be perceived holistically.
14

  Since the late 20
th

 century, beginning 

perhaps during the “semiotic” period of resurgence in the 1970s, Joseph Margolis has 

been broadening this concept of the self to include the cultural world, saying that this self 

is what Marjorie Grene has called a “second-natured” self, by which he means “an 

ineluctable hybrid” of our natural capacities that have become an inseparable part of our 

Intentional capacities (such as language) learned by our growth and development within a 

cultural world.
 15

  “Intentionality” with a capital “I” is Margolis’ word for the culturally 

funded, minded capacity that is public and in the world, existing in our “utterances” as 

Intentional properties (properties such as representationality, expressiveness, etc. , that 

are not merely physical properties but require some level of cultural understanding in 

order to identify).
16

 “Utterance” is a term of art Margolis uses “to range, without strain, 

over any and every culturally informed and culturally qualified action and activity, as 

speaking, baking bread, making love, dancing, playing the piano, painting a painting…”
17

 

For Margolis, these properties exist and are discernible (in the sense of being 

perceivable in a broad sense of perception that is not limited to “mere” sense 

impressions) in utterances that result in such diverse entities as “artworks, conversations, 

                                                           
13

 See Dewey, Art as Experience, 15 and 46 and Dewey, “Ethics,” 290-291.  
14

 See Dewey, Art as Experience, 259. 
15

 Joseph Margolis, The Cultural Space of the Arts and the Infelicities of Reductionism, 7.  See also 

Margolis, What, After All, Is a Work of Art in general, in particular at 70 and 92.   
16

 See Margolis, The Cultural Space of the Arts and the Infelicities of Reductionism, particularly at 10 and 

56-58. 
17

 Ibid., 57. 
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actions, deeds, manufactured goods, histories, traditions, institutions.”
18

 Dance, on this 

construction, is an “utterance,” both an Intentionally informed activity and the product of 

such activity.
19

 His theory is broader than mine in that he does not restrict his 

consideration of the Intentional properties of dance, as I have in this dissertation, to 

properties of artistic or concert dance, which I have done not because my theory (with 

some modifications and adjustments) could not also apply to social or other kinds of 

dance but for the following two reasons: 1) I needed to limit the scope of my analysis and 

examples in some focused way; 2) I am here offering my theory as part of the 

conversation in philosophy of art rather than to philosophy of mind or culture or 

language, although of course it bears on these areas as well.  As such, the relational 

properties under consideration, as I have mentioned earlier, are part of the Intentional 

properties of artistic dance performances, and the attention focused on apprehending 

them includes an awareness that one is appreciating something designed to be appreciated 

or regarded (explicitly or implicitly) as part of the repertoire of artistic dances in the 

Western canon. 

In addition to his work showing how culture is implicated in the development of 

the self Margolis also added to the classical Pragmatists’ idea of the sort of interpretation 

that takes place during the process of perception by making clearer that all experience is 

interpreted through the lens of the historied and “second natured” self.  In my view a live 

artistic dance performance demonstrates one way that mind, body and self fuse together 

to produce non-atomistic signs that are interpretable by the audience of a dance-world 

culture in an interactive relation that is qualitative, holistic and changing.  Artistic dance 

                                                           
18

 Ibid. 
19

 See, ibid., 60. 
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can therefore provide an ideal paradigm for the culturally situated Pragmatic perspective 

on the doing, making and experience of art.  

In artistic practice to be an interpreter, in this sense, is not to be a translator.  

Interpretation, as Joseph Margolis has demonstrated, is an encultured, intrinsic part of 

perception that one cannot help but do in the presence of an artwork or dance 

performance.  Understanding an artwork or dance performance is like understanding a 

language in this sense: it relies on culturally developed competences that allow us to 

recognize both the literal and emotional meaning of “go jump in the lake!” as well as 

what it means qualitatively and/or literally for the White Swan to flutter, sway and die 

after being betrayed by her aristocratic lover.
20

  On this account there IS no “innocent 

eye” unless one remains, cognitively and perceptually, a pre-cultural-experience infant.
21

 

Of course ignorance and lack of training in certain forms of cultural conventions and 

practices exists even in adults. But no one is a blank-slate appreciator because no man or 

woman is an island; we are social creatures who learn through social interaction and 

therefore approach everything we encounter in the world, including artworks, dance 

performances and other persons, with everything with which we have to approach them.   

What’s more, this interpreting “I,” whether artist or appreciator or both, is a 

hybrid “self” of his or her natural endowments, past experiences, memories, skills and 

abilities.  We intend things, both linguistically and artistically, in forms of 

communication such as “art, speech and deed” which Margolis says are the primary 

                                                           
20

 This is consistent with Margolis’ view that one “draw[s] on the resources of a common culture” to make 

one’s feelings known publicly, as one would when greeting another person with perceivable delight. Ibid., 

64. 
21

 Margolis locates the development of cultural competence with the acquisition, in childhood, of a first 

language. Ibid., 5.  I haven’t researched this area enough to pinpoint exactly how and when cultural 

competencies that enable one to apprehend artistic meanings takes place.  That we do have such 

competencies, and that they are part of the experience of art, however, seems more than obvious. 
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“utterances” that encultured persons use to make ourselves understood.
22

  Further, when 

we do so in art or dance, when we put things in the artworks or dance performances that 

can be apprehended and understood, features such as line and rhythm, what we have done 

is coded the work with what Margolis has termed the “Intentional” properties that are 

created from our competent use of all the cultural signs and symbols we have learned 

throughout our lives.
23

  I may dance “freely” in a series of what feel like completely 

unfettered and uninhibited movements.  But when I do so using arabesques, piques, 

pirouettes, and other coded movements learned in dance class, on the street and in social 

gatherings, I am dancing what I want to dance to someone else in a cultural language.  It 

feels “free” only because I have become fluent in dance. 

II.   AN ARTISTIC DANCE PERFORMANCE CAN, AT LEAST IN PRINCIPLE, BE 

UNDERSTOOD 

 

 In this section my claim is that the reason dances, known primarily in danceworld 

practice through live performances, can be critically evaluated as art is due to the fact that 

they are both intended to be, and in fact can be, understood by the appreciators that I am 

here calling an audience.  This assertion relies on two underlying premises: 1) that, in 

fact, in many cases dance artists do intend a certain kind of audience regard and 2) that 

this audience regard is necessary to sustain the existent danceworld practice of dance 

criticism. 

a. Dance Performances Are, in Most Cases, Intended for Artistic Appreciation 

 

As shown in the dance practice examples provided in Chapter 1, artistic dance (as 

opposed to the kinds of dancing that have guiding primary purposes and functions that 

are not artistic) is theatre or concert dance that is performed with the idea that there will 

                                                           
22

 Ibid., 10. 
23

 See, ibid. 
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be appreciators that I am calling the audience.
24

 As dance scholar Chris Challis has 

observed, “the audience is the third [the first being the choreographer and the second 

being the performer] active participant in the [dance as art] enterprise.”
25

 An audience is 

simply part of the artistic endeavor of the live performance that is the hallmark of the vast 

majority of what we know as dance as art.  Further, I agree with Ramsay Burt’s 

provisional definition of live performance, which he calls “a situation that enables a 

collective and reflexive awareness to develop between audience and performers.”
26

 

Indeed, I would go further and call that “collective and reflexive awareness” part of what 

it means to have an experience of a performing art. 

Sondra Horton Fraleigh is a contemporary dancer, choreographer and theorist 

who acknowledges that dance world standards of evaluation are often based on whether 

or not the dance artists are successful in their ability to communicate with an audience.
27

  

She says, “A good dance moves the dancer and the audience toward each other – they 

find a common ground when the dance is successful.”
28

 What it might mean for dance 

artists (by which I mean choreographers and performers) to communicate with an 

audience through dance is discussed more fully in the next chapters of this dissertation on 

expression.  Suffice it to say here that on Fraleigh’s view, and mine, artistic dance is 

intentional, expressive activity that is directed towards one or more recipients, even if all 

that is intended is for the audience to witness what the artists are doing and interpret it as 

                                                           
24

 Here I am hoping that my readers will understand (particularly those in the dance world) that this 

dissertation is based on the assumption that something can be said about dance as art that is different than 

what could be said about dance performed primarily for social, political, sexual (such as most common 

pole-dancing or lap dancing, for example), therapeutic or other reasons, although of course dance as art can 

have non-art purposes and functions as well. 
25

 Challis, “Dancing Bodies,” 144, bracketed material mine. 
26

 Ramsay Burt, “Genealogies of Presence,” 44. 
27

 See Sondra Horton Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 61. 
28

 Ibid., emphasis hers. 
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they will.
29

  If we are right then dance artists who wish to be successful (and I think this 

is most of them, whether they admit it to themselves or not, since at the very least one 

usually needs a certain amount of commercial success to be able to continue to make 

dance art) will and do take account of how their work is being received.  I think there is 

also a natural motivation, for all those who try to express something artistically, to be at 

least minimally understood and appreciated, at least by those audience members whose 

opinions are valued by the dance artists at issue. 

Danceworld examples of artists’ intentions for audiences to attend to their work in 

some way abound.  First, Alvin Ailey believed that it was part of his job as dance teacher 

and choreographer to help the dance performer “make contact” with the audience.
 30

  

Further, Ailey noted that some dancers are particularly able to do this and that when they 

do it is a result of putting their “selves” into the work.
31

 Martha Graham was another 

dance choreographer and performer who placed the audience at the center of her artistic 

dance practice. 
32

  Graham Company dancer and teacher Dorothy Bird recalls how 

Graham taught her dancers how to convey the idea of lifting a body and walking up a hill 

by using their arm movements in a way calculated to reach the audience in a particular 

way. “This arm gesture must communicate both enormous willpower and unbelievable 

physical strength,” Graham said. “Each of you must be strong enough to pull the entire 

audience with you, and carry them symbolically up the mountain slope.”
33

  The measure 

                                                           
29

 In Philosophy of the Performing Arts David Davies calls this sort of attention merely “artistic regard.” 
30

 Alvin Ailey, Revelations, 127.  The spelling of Judith Jamison’s shortened name is actually “Judi” (see 

her book, Dancing Spirit), not “Judy.” 
31

 See ibid. 
32

 See Martha Graham, Blood Memory, 254-255.  See also Martha Graham in Selma Jean Cohen (ed.), 

Dance as Theatre Art, 136. 
33

 Dorothy Bird, Bird’s Eye View, 31, quoting Martha Graham.  Emphasis mine.  See also Bird, 44, where 

she explains that Graham dancers “were to involve the audience, get them to crave for us to complete the 
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of success of the dance, then, in this case, was whether or not the audience was “with 

you” (the dance performer) in feeling the qualitative and symbolic import and meaning of 

what the dancer was attempting to convey.
34

 

 George Balanchine is another choreographer who consciously considered 

audience perception when making his work.
35

  “Audience must be aware that this is your 

leg and is going right there! Bam!” he once said in rehearsal.
36

 “Isn’t it selfish of you,” he 

said to his dance performers, “to expect three thousand people to sit and watch you lift 

your leg if you aren’t going to do it beautifully?”
37

 In addition, Balanchine educated the 

public and his audiences on his style of ballet and innovation so that they could better 

understand and appreciate it.
38

  

It may not be immediately apparent how postmodern artistic dance, such as Merce 

Cunningham’s style of dance that put together dance movement, music and visual sets 

and scenery via in collages, often using “chance operations,”  intends to involve or 

engage an actual audience. And yet, the Merce Cunningham Dance Company routinely 

and customarily performs in concert spaces for audiences.  Cunningham’s dance 

                                                                                                                                                                             
movement for them, strive to obtain a reaction on their part,” and 48, where she quotes Graham as saying, 

“The goal is always to evoke a kinetic response from the audience.” 
34

 Here I agree with dance scholar David Best, who holds that “meanings, whether of words or of 

movements, have to answerable, in principle at least, to public criteria.” Best,  Expression in Movement and 

the Arts, 43. 
35

 Bernard Taper reports in his biography that Balanchine would sometimes repeat a series of dance 

movements, often when there was a repetition of a musical phrase that accompanied it, “because he knew 

that audiences often failed to grasp what they were seeing the first time.” Bernard Taper, Balanchine, 257.  

Taper also notes that Balanchine has altered choreography to show off a particularly “fantastic” costume 

from the back. Ibid., 304.  NYCB dancer Merrill Ashley also says that Balanchine was particularly adept at 

seeing what the “effectiveness” of certain movements would be from the audience perspective without 

having to be seated in the audience.  Merrill Ashley, Dancing for Balanchine, 160.  The idea that 

Balanchine did aim for audience effects is here assumed by Ashley, but I think with justification. 
36

 Ibid., quoting Balanchine. 
37

 Ibid.  See also Solomon Volkov, Balanchine’s Tchaikovsky, who quotes Balanchine as saying that “we 

[NYCB dancers] try to dance not just well but a hundred times better – so that even the least 

knowledgeable audience will see that it’s good.” 
38

 See Taper, Balanchine, 372. See also New York City Ballet co-founder Lincoln Kirstein’s observation 

that “owing to Balanchine’s instruction, our public has become participant with our company.”  Ibid., 

quoting Kirstein.   
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company operates under a Western concept of performing art, I argue, by exhibiting itself 

in concert spaces that are reserved for observation and contemplation as part of the 

experience of art.   

For postmodern work like Cunningham’s my claim is that an actual audience is 

usually at least minimally relevant to making the dance what it is as art, something that a 

community and culture can claim as part of its legacy.
39

  If no one could view 

Cunningham’s dances as an audience member the relational and historical properties 

within it that locate it as a particular movement and series of moments in artistic dance 

history would evaporate.  This would be true even if every part of his dances were 

recorded or scored. 

Further, there is evidence that an actual audience’s approach does matter to a full 

appreciation of Cunningham dance. When dance theorist and Cunningham biographer 

Roger Copeland first noticed audience members at the Merce Cunningham Dance 

Company performances in the 70s wearing Walkman headphones to supply their own 

musical accompaniment to the dances exhibited he expected this to be accepted by the 

Company under the theory that audiences for their work should have maximal 

interpretive freedom and should never be told how to respond to their dance works.  

When Copeland asked Cage about it, however, Cage objected, saying “How do we know 

what these audience members are listening to? What if the sound they supply hasn’t been 

composed by chance operations?”
40

 This, among other things, led Copeland to the 

realization that Cunningham dance does have audience expectations for their work; they 

expect them to experience it openly and for what it is without bringing in background 

                                                           
39

 I agree with dance scholar David Best here, who holds that “art grows out of, and in turn contributes to, 

the life of a people in a community.” Best,  Expression in Movement and the Arts, 163. 
40

 Roger Copeland, The Modernizing of Modern Dance, 9, quoting John Cage. 
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material or preconceived expectations or narrative structure.
41

  Thus there is a preferred 

“way” to experience Cunningham dance, even if it is not one of the traditional ways that 

artistic dance had been approached in the past.
42

  

b. Artistic Dances Can be Appreciated by an Audience because They Contain 

Cultural Codes 

 

As seen in the previous chapter and section, when choreographers and dance 

performers make and enact an artistic dance what can be perceived and understood by the 

audience is often taken into consideration, even if this is not an explicit or recognized 

goal of the choreographer(s) and/or performer(s).
43

  In general, I think it also can be said 

that in these cases the hope is that the audience will see at least enough of what is there 

for them to see in the dance as it is performed to enable them to appreciate it. Seeing 

what is there to be seen is one goal of critical interpretation as well.
44

  

Communication and interpretation in artistic dance performance must exist at 

some minimal level or the work cannot be taken up enough in order to be experienced by 

an actual audience.  Further, if there is no thorough-going audience evaluation possible 

the work cannot become part of our cultural canon.
45

  I also agree with Sondra Horton 

Fraleigh here that such communication and interpretation “involves cultural values,” by 

                                                           
41

 See ibid. 
42

 Copeland also points out that even in Cunningham’s partnered dances the dancers do not look at each 

other or appear to be interacting and that “the audience’s attention thus shifts to what the movement ‘is,’ 

not what the movement ‘means.’” Ibid., 37. 
43

 David Davies would say this vehicle is made by the choreographer in what he calls a “generative 

performance” to make it “intersubjectively available.” See Davies, Art as Performance, 151. I think that 

what the dance performer does, both in the studio and on the stage, makes the vehicle what it is as well.  
44

 See, in general, chapter 4 of Arthur Danto’s The Transfiguration of the Commonplace. 
45

 It should be noted here that this runs directly counter to the claim of dance theorists who hold that one 

goal of postmodern dance is to decry or defy critical evaluation and, it may be presumed, also the idea that 

artistic dance need contribute to the development of culture or civilization. For more on how postmodern 

art – what Danto and others have called “post-historical” art (see Danto’s “The End of Art” and After the 

End of Art) – often consciously rejects critical evaluation see Larry Lavender’s, “Post-Historical Dance 

Criticism.”  
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which I mean that it involves culturally taught, inscribed and communally understood 

methods of making ideas, thoughts and feelings known.
46

  

 Alvin Ailey’s Revelations (1960) is one example of how the experience of dance 

as art may depend on understanding the historical, social and cultural qualities that exist 

in a given piece.  Pieces that draw upon a shared cultural heritage in this way are often 

easier for performers to interpret and perform and are also considered more “accessible” 

by audiences.
47

 One of the reasons that I believe Revelations has continuing broad appeal 

is because there is a great extent to which African-American, down-South church culture 

has pervaded the cultural consciousness of many people who lives in this country (and 

beyond) who are neither African-American nor from the South.  From Revelations dancer 

Judith Jamison’s perspective it was helpful that Ailey worked within images from 

African-American culture because she had grown up in this culture and thus found the 

images easier to access.  She reflects: 

He [Alvin Ailey] didn’t have to tell me too much.  I come from the 

generation of dancers with a minimum number of images.  For instance, in 

Masekala Langage [an Ailey dance piece based on the South African 

Experience]: You’re a frustrated woman.  You’re hot, you’re tied.  This is 

South Africa.  You can’t get out.
48

…. 

Masekala is also a reflection of the frustrations you have as an 

African-American living in the United States.  We’re still here, after all 

the turmoil we’ve had to endure.  Even though it’s about South Africa, and 

was choreographed before South Africa became a headline, it became 

universal in that it could apply to anybody’s frustration, to anybody’s 

feeling of being stifled.  Alvin was so good at that.  He understood that 

and was able to transfer that into movement.
49

 

 

                                                           
46

 Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 50.  See also Margolis’ What, After All, Is a Work of Art and The 

Cultural Space of the Arts and the Infelicities of Reductionism. 
47

 This is consistent with Michael Baxandall’s view that appreciating a work as a particular artwork 

depends on being able to grasp it as “something with a history of making by a painter and a reality of 

reception by beholders.” Davies, Art as Performance, 27, quoting Baxandall, Patterns of Intention, 7. 
48

 Judith Jamison, Dancing Spirit, 109.  See also 110. 
49

 Ibid., 111. 
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In this case Jamison, as dance performer, was able to not just “convey” hotness, and 

tiredness, but to bring the audience, imaginatively, into a hot and tired world that they 

could experience with her for a little while. 

When an artistic dance performance uses cultural symbols (and it is my view that 

it can never escape doing so entirely because moving bodies have meaning to those who 

view them that were learned in culture) the true meaning of these often can’t be “felt” 

unless they are first decoded.
50

 This means that there is a role for training, skill and 

reflection in the critical analysis part of the experience of the performing arts.  One can 

be a good or bad critic, and not all critiques are created equal.  One “good” critic is 

Arthur C. Danto, for example, whose reviews provide all the context a viewer might need 

in order to see the cultural and historical signs and symbols, along with any relational 

properties, that there are to be seen in a piece.
51

   

This does not mean, however, that one can understand a dance entirely once one 

knows its cultural and historical context.  In the sorts of dance as art performances 

demonstrated in Chapter 1, for example, where the dances are performed on a concert 

stage for audience appreciation, one needs at the very least a performing dancer onstage.  

                                                           
50

 Cf. Ernst Gombrich, who is quoted by Danto in Beyond the Brillo Box as saying in his book on the 

history of art, “There is no such thing as ‘art,’ there are only the individual artists.” Danto, Beyond the 

Brillo Box, 129.  In my view that is like saying there are private languages.  It misses the extent to which 

cultural and historical situatedness help us to both communicate and to perceive the product of that 

communication.  For a great discussion of how symbol use differs in different cultures (here the use of an 

ampersand in Paris and an exclamation point in New York on invitations to a high/low art exhibit) see 

“High Art, Low Art and the Spirit of History” in Danto’s Beyond the Brillo Box, 147-160. 
51

 See, for example, Danto’s numerous reviews in The Nation, or his most recent book on Andy Warhol. 

Indeed, Danto has also made a philosophical career by pointing out the interesting philosophical issues that 

arise when the paradigms for what makes something art change as new work emerges in art culture and 

history.  See, for example, The Transfiguration of the Common Place, The Abuse of Beauty, After the End 

of Art, and Beyond the Brillo Box. For more on relational properties see Peter Lamarque, “Work and 

Object,” Proceedings of the Aristotelian Society, New Series 102 (2002): 141.  His theory, in short, is that 

artworks are “cultural objects with essential intentional and relational properties,” by which he means that 

artworks have mind-independent meanings that are revised as new artworks are produced and the old ones 

are viewed in relation to the other artworks in the field.  
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There is something to be perceived in the center of the relevant context that is live and 

fresh – there is the “focus of appreciation” that the choreographer made and developed 

with the performer in rehearsal.
 52

 

The moment of connection between artist(s) and audience matters because 

ultimately, what both seek in a dance performance is a good experience, with our idea of 

what is “good” also run through and through with values learned in history and culture, 

both cumulative and individual.  Another whole chapter (or dissertation) could be 

dedicated to what makes an artistic dance “successful” but no matter which standard of 

“good” for dance is applied – it could be “ethereal” for ballet or “gut-wrenching” (for 

Graham) or “surprising” (for Cunningham) – many dance artists and audience members 

involved arrive with at least some expectations in hand as to what constitutes “good” for 

this genre at this time in this culture. They can also, in general, identify when a dance 

performance has succeeded or failed to meet these expectations. 

Recognizing that a dance performance is “culturally situated,” however, does not 

mean that the only thing one should do in the present of an artistic dance performance is 

look for cultural symbols.  Just as there are dangers and fallacies (as I have noted in 

Chapter 1) that can emerge from relying too heavily or exclusively on what artists believe 

they are doing there are also mistakes that can emerge from relying too heavily on just 

the communal or individual audience member’s understanding of the dance that they 

have seen and experienced.  Interpretations on all sides, whether they are from the studio 
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 I am borrowing this phrase from Davies’ Art as Performance, 50, even though Davies does not use the 

term in precisely this way. Davies would call the structure that the choreographer has made the “focus of 

appreciation” of an artwork but he also considers the performative process of specifying the focus of 

appreciation that the artist undergoes the “artwork” as well.  Ibid., 78.  I am in full agreement with Davies 

that the doing and making of art from the studio perspective matters but I think it is confusing and 

misleading to speak of this process as “performance” because it is a usage of the term that is at odds with 

what “performance” designates in art world and particularly dance world practice.  He clarifies this quite 

beautifully, however, in his book, The Philosophy of the Performing Arts. 
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or from the audience can be mistaken.  Just as dance practitioners can fail to realize their 

intentions, audience members can fail to a greater or lesser extent to see all that there is to 

see in a dance performance or perceive some things in the dance that simply are not there 

due to mistake or error (as when the audience members believes they have seen a hand 

gesture that signals a command when the gesture was nothing more than an abstract 

movement).  Any interpretation that imputed a particular intention to the choreographer 

or dance performer that simply was not there (as either perceived or as supplied by any 

form of reliable contextual evidence) could, for example, be wrong.  There can also be 

failures on the part of interpreters to see nuances that a better-trained or equipped 

observer could detect as part of the artistic properties of the dance performance. It is this 

ability to point to the dance, viewed in the context of its performances, and say what it 

does or does not mean by referring to those properties is what, in my view, makes dance 

particularly amenable to the Pragmatic method of analysis that holds that things in the 

world are available for testing and experimentation.
53

 

Paul Crowther is afraid of relying too heavily on what an artwork could mean to 

an interpreting culture unaware of all the properties the artwork contained by interpreters 

who are interested in social or politically motivated witch hunts rather than in a legitimate 

and deep attempt to perceive a work’s aesthetic properties.  What he calls “semiotic 

idealism” is this sort of myopic, self-serving misinterpretation in which artworks are open 

for abuse and reconstruction by radical interpretation.
54

 Crowther’s complaint is that 

social theorist interpreters have eliminated works of art as aesthetic objects in favor of 

considering artworks only as a “site for interpretation in terms of race, gender, sexuality 

                                                           
53

 For more on experimentation as a hallmark of Pragmatism see Rosenthal and Bourgeois, Pragmatism 

and Phenomenology, particularly the introduction and conclusion. 
54

 Paul Crowther, The Language of Twentieth Century Art, 1, as quoted by Challis, “Dancing Bodies,” 143.  
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and class” in which “meaning in dance is conferred only by its contexts, and social 

theorists become the ‘managers of meaning.’”
55

   

Crowther is certainly right to point out that the “Emperor has no clothes” danger, 

where there is no longer any art object but only our ideas of what is there that we impute 

to the “work,” does emerge when viewing artworks in terms that supply only some parts 

of social context and ignore the intentions of the artist as part of that context.  Perceiving 

a dance shown in performance as something that exists in the world within a given 

context of audience, critics, and appreciators, however, does not eliminate the need for 

critics and appreciators to supply reasonable evidence for any claims they make about 

what is in the dance as they perceive it in the context of performance.  For example, if a 

critic were to say that “the fans used as handheld props in Alvin Ailey’s Revelations 

convey both heat and the Southern practice of using fans in church” is the sort of 

statement that is subject to danceworld industry standards of critical interpretation and 

evaluation that would say yes, this is or was true of Southern churches or that no it is or 

was not.  Similarly, if the critic were to say “the need for these fans show that the 

participants are in the Hell created by the practice of Slavery” some evidence would have 

to be provided for this or it would simply be an implausible critical assessment. 

In other words, all views on what a dance is are answerable to the artistic 

properties that can be reasonably and demonstrably apprehended in the work in 

performance along with any contextual factors that affect how these properties are 

perceived and interpreted.  This means that we need not accept dance practitioners’ 

accounts of what they tried to do if they were not successful or interpretations of what is 

there in the piece that are not justified by what can be perceived by educated and 
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sensitive others. If the elongated line of a Balanchine ballerina’s leg raised smoothly and 

lightly in a high arch to the sky has the aesthetic property of “ethereal,” for example, 

when viewed by the governing aesthetic standards of Romantic ballet it would be up to 

the interpreter who saw only an ideal realized on that stage by White, European, overly 

thin and unhealthy female bodies to counter the identification of this property with the 

socio-political (arguably) property of “exclusionary” or “elitist” or “patronizing towards 

women.” And then a debate on what the dance shows could begin, with one possibility 

being that either one of these perceptions are mistaken.  Proper and supportable 

interpretation is simply part of what it means to be a good appreciator. 

It is in precisely this way that I imagine that realism comes into Pragmatism to 

save it from an artistic-properties-ignoring-or-abusing sort of semiotic idealism; through 

the creation of a dance performance that has had a great deal of rehearsal, demonstration 

and experimentation attending it, both offstage and on, so that unintended meanings can 

be identified and dealt with.
56

  “Look,” one can say, “When the Swan Queen moves her 

left arm in just this way, at this speed, with these feelings, to this music; the result is both 

poignant and graceful.” One can also note any cultural, historical and sociological 

references exhibited by the movements, insofar as such an interpretation is reasonable 

and the properties apprehended within them can be demonstrated, as part of a 

performance being conducted in a particular context at a particular time.   Thus one can 

preserve the pragmatic sense of “situated” artistic experience as long as that “situation” 

makes use of all the resources one has at one’s disposal, including history and artistic 

intentions, etc. for understanding the dance.  
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 For the well-known claim that C. S. Peirce’s philosophy incorporates insights of both realism and 

idealism see Rosenthal and Bourgeois, Pragmatism and Phenomenology, 43. 
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III. TO WHAT EXTENT IS DANCE AS ART “COMMUNICATIVE”? 

First I should clarify that all that I mean by “communicative” is what has just 

been discussed in the previous sections of this chapter: that a dance is the sort of thing 

that 1) has meaning, 2) can be at least minimally “understood” by an actual audience in 

something like the way that the artists involved intend for the audience to understand it 

(through cultural codes and through appreciative practices of critical interpretation in the 

danceworld).  This is a very loose definition of “communication” since it does not require 

that the content be graspable or translatable into words or that there be any well-defined 

or particular “message” that is being conveyed. On my view artistic dance is 

“communicative,” instead, in merely the way that an audience can either “get” something 

of the work in its intended meaning or fail to “get” it.  This “getting it,” however, might 

be as undefined as getting the feel or gist of the work. 

As I have claimed in the preceding section and will reiterate now: many dance 

artists in fact do make, perform and attend dance performances in order to “give” and 

“get” something meaningful from it in an artistic dance-particular way.  While there are 

some artists who deny or downplay the communicative significance of art in danceworld 

practice one of the things many audience members find valuable about a great deal of 

what is offered as artistic dance is that it can provide satisfying, dynamic moments in 

which the choreographer and dancers’ preparation, training, work, study and toil 

culminates in an offering that is grasped and apprehended by a community of 

appreciators.  Many artistic dance performances exist in which one can find a process (a 

succession of moments in one unified whole, as well as perceived, in abstraction, of 

being linked together independently) of transfer, of apprehension, of temporal and 
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experiential immediacy, that makes a live performance of art particularly potent for the 

people who seek out such an experience.
57

 The audience might be comprised entirely of 

dance experts (or it might not) and it might change from performance to performance and 

from night to night but many artistic dance performers and audience members share this 

in common: they have come together to have a shared experience of dance as art.
58

 When 

it does this successfully, I argue, it can be viewed as an experience where a kind of 

communication, in the sense of communal relation, transfer and understanding, has taken 

place.  This need not be viewed as the sort of communication that one sends to another 

via Morse code or other unidirectional transmission.  My point is simply that a minimal 

sense of communication as something that is given, something that is received, and 

something that is shared often transpires in the practice and performance of dance as art. 

As shown earlier, after the postmodern era one will find the occasional 

philosopher who holds that an audience is not an essential part of an artistic performance 

in any way; either as an actual participant or as someone for whom a work is directed.
59

 

Far more philosophers hold that one minimally essential criterion for an artistic 

performance to take place in performing arts like music, theatre and dance is that the 

artists do and make something that is either “directed towards” an audience or “intended 

                                                           
57

This is not unlike Charles S. Peirce’s correction of Humean British Empiricism in his famous article, 

“How To Make Our Ideas Clear,” in which he reflects that we do not hear music as a succession of 

individual notes but are able to perceive a unified theme.  See Peirce, CP 5.395. Fraleigh sees it this way: 

We are drawn to dance because it transports us beyond the literal world and into the body’s poetry.  

When I join the dancer in her dance, it is through my poetic experience of bodily being.  I join her 

in an unspoken celebration of the poetry of our embodiment as it is danced and silently affirmed 

between us. 

Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 74. 
58

 Philosophers of art who agree, in general, that art requires or anticipates an audience include Monroe 

Beardsley (“An Aesthetic Definition of Art”), Arthur Danto (“The Artworld” and The Transfiguration of 

the Commonplace), and Nelson Goodman (Languages of Art). 
59

 See, for example, Nick Zangwill in his book, Aesthetic Creation. 
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for artistic regard.”
60

  On this view, a dance performed for an empty house (as happens 

often in dress rehearsal) or one that was recorded without a live audience could still count 

as an artistic dance performance.   

If artistic dance is seen as, in many important instances, as one that can and does 

communicate in the broad sense of “communicate” that I have provided above, then it is 

important, in the art as “utterance” framework provided by Joseph Margolis and others 

for example, not merely that the dance be “uttered” or “danced” but that this takes place 

with the awareness that someone is hearing it.  Trained performers are often sensitive to 

the “feel” and response of the audience as the performer(s) perceive them and adjust their 

performances according to that feedback, which takes the form of both applause, lack of 

it, seat-shifting, coughing, sleeping, booing, etc. My thinking here parallels, with almost 

eerie similarity, David Osipovich’s claim in “What is a Theatrical Performance?” that: 

Whenever actors perform in front of a living audience in real time, the 

performance is conditioned by the interaction between actors and 

audience….An enthusiastic audience will energize the actors, whose 

timing and vivacity may improve as a result.  On the other hand, a bored 

house can often bring the actors down with it.  Seeing the same production 

on different nights may therefore involve having very different aesthetic 

experiences.
61
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 See, for example, Davies’ Art as Performance, 173; Paul Thom, For an Audience, 172; and James 

Hamilton, The Art of Theatre, 50-53, as interpreted by Davies, Art as Performance, 181.  I was unsure of 

Davies’ interpretation of Hamilton here but checked with Hamilton via private email communication on 

December 6, 2011, and he confirmed that Davies had his view right, saying:  

I think the fact that there is no fairly natural non-audience practice of theater making 

…suggests theater must be done for audiences, and prepared for being done for audiences.  

   Secondly, however, I think this is a dispositional property of theater. It must always have 

being-done-for-audiences as part of its aim, whenever it is done…. 

   But, since it is a dispositional property, theater need not always, in fact, be done in front 

of an audience. (The relevant analogy: sugar has the dispositional property of being water-

soluble, but it is not always dissolving in water.)  
61

 David Osipovich, “What is Theatrical Performance?,” 464. 
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This is relevant to the analysis of dance here because historically and even today in 

important ways dance has been and continues to be a theatre art.
62

 

Therefore I do not find, as David Davies’ does, that the artist’s way of 

manipulating an artistic medium (which for dance for Davies includes the intention that 

the performance be viewed with a particular kind of artistic regard but which does not 

require an audience) is the most important key to understanding the nature of dance as 

art.
63

  I agree with Davies that the way artists do what they do (which to my mind is not 

best described, as Davies does, as the articulation of a content since it could be the 

presentation of an inarticulate quality) is part of what we find valuable about dance as art, 

but I do not agree that this is enough to identify a dance event as an artistic one rather 

than any other sort of event where dance takes place that does not involve artistic 

performance.  Instead, on my view the fact that a dance performance is regarded by 

actual (not possible) appreciators and that they understand they are appreciating the piece 

as art is the key factor.  What is important, in short, is that communication between those 

who are making and doing the art and those who are part of this communicative 

enterprise through the sort of active appreciation (which includes interpretation) of being 

an audience does take place.  This is so for two reasons: 1) As shown above, artistic 

dance performances are often live theatre events that can be and often are affected in 

significant ways by the presence or absence of an actual audience; 2) If a person 

presented something in a ballet medium using ballet steps for social and non-artistic 

purposes only this, I claim, would be a performance but it would not be the sort of 
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 See Cohen, Dance as Theatre Art. 
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 See Davies’ Art as Performance and Philosophy of the Performing Arts, in particular at 14. Emphasis on 

“way” is mine. 
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performance that would qualify as an artistic dance under the concept of art that holds 

that the product of art is something that is offered as a candidate for artistic appreciation.  

The latter claim is illustrated by the following example:  Imagine that a dancer 

attends a party, let us say a backyard barbecue, where social dancing is taking place.  The 

dancer finds a clear space to participate and then, inspired by some beats in the music, 

perhaps, that are well-suited for the purpose, throws in a sequence from the classical 

ballet, Les Sylphides. Even if the dancer performed the exact steps, even if s/he imbued it 

with many of the qualities that s/he put into it, customarily, in performances for audiences 

in a theatre, I would say that this dancer’s awareness and the awareness of those around 

him or her that the sequence is not presented as art but as part of the function of social 

dancing (which includes having fun, blowing off steam, etc.) would disqualify it from 

both being an artistic dance performance and from being evaluated as part of the canon of 

artistic dance by a dance critic.  Context and concept of art, then, in actual application to 

the performance in question is, on my view, what artistic dance performance in one 

important strain of actual artistic danceworld is all about. 

If the above is true then I believe a prima facie case has been made to show that 

artistic dance, on one concept of art at least, is a kind of art that can and often does have a 

communicative function and effect. 

IV. AN EXPERIENTIAL ACCOUNT OF THE COMMUNICATIVE RELATION BETWEEN 

STUDIO AND AUDIENCE THAT CAN TAKE PLACE IN AN ARTISTIC DANCE 

PERFORMANCE  

 

 As the preceding sections have shown, on this account of dance as art dance is a 

cultural practice and the dances as known in performances that emerge from this practice 

are cultural products that can be perceived, interpreted and evaluated under a concept of 

art that includes the idea that part of what makes dance art rather than another kind of 
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cultural activity is that it takes place in a concert space that is intended for, and can be 

appreciated by, an actual audience.  This section will do three things: 1) Describe the 

nature of this audience experience in phenomenological terms; 2) Provide an account of 

the audience’s experiential perception as something that includes interpretation; and 3) 

Explain how the experience of dance as art can be conceived as a triadic interactive 

relation that requires effort and deliberative activity on both the artist and audience side.  

a. Phenomenological Description of the Experience of Dance as Art from the 

Audience Point of View 

 

Whatever the purposes a given individual performer or audience member may 

have for participating in a dance performance, none of them doubt that a dance 

performance is a thing that exists in the world, and not just in some internal, private space 

of the dance artist’s mind or brain.  Further, a dance performance is kind of real-world 

event that can be experienced.
64

  Saying that a dance performance is a part of real-world 

experience, however, creates no need to deny “that phenomenal consciousness, subjective 

experience with all its sensuous richness” also exists.
65

 That there is, indeed, something 

real to be seen in a dance performance that is not just an “effect” of some sort of 

subjective mental act is part of the “natural” or “commonsense” realism of American 

pragmatists and others.
66

  This perspective is something that pragmatism shares with 
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 I am thinking here of Hilary Putnam’s statement on page 20 of The Threefold Cord that “external things, 

like cabbages and kings, exist.”  
65

 Ibid.  Bracketed material mine. Here Putnam is taking aim at Daniel Dennett, who he accuses of seeming 

to deny the existence of subjective [“as lived by the ‘I’”] phenomenological experience, citing Dennett’s 

“The Absence of Phenomenology” in Tapscott and Gustafson, eds., Body, Mind and Method: Essays in 

Honor of Virgil Aldrich (Dordrecht: Reidel, 1979).   
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 See ibid., 10-11 and 50, where he lists Edmund Husserl, Ludwig Wittgenstein, John Austin as in 

agreement with William James’ idea that the common man or woman is right that his or her perceptions are 

of real objects.  See also ibid., 5, where Putnam describes John Dewey’s realism as that which is 

“concerned to show that we can retain something of the spirit of Aristotle’s defense of the commonsense 

world, against the excesses of both the metaphysicians and the sophists, without thereby committing 

ourselves to any variant of the metaphysical essentialism that Aristotle propounded.”  Here Putnam refers 
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Merleau-Pontyan phenomenology, which holds among other things that the dance 

performer engages the world through the “intentionality” of a living, experiencing agent, 

and the audience, presumably, can perceive that intentionality through their own lived 

experience of watching the dance.
67

  

Let us consider for a moment what the experience of artistic dance is often like 

for those of us who attend a live, artistic dance performance in a concert venue.  If you 

have attended such a performance, reflect on that experience for a moment.  You 

anticipate the performance as an event.  You buy tickets for a certain time and date.  You 

dress appropriately for the style of venue in which the performance will take place.  You 

consider whether to bring a companion or to go alone.  You may consult secondary 

material – perhaps a guide of some sort, a critical review or some director’s notes on the 

making of the performance. This secondary information will lead to an expectation of 

some kind as to what the evening will bring and a hope that the experience will be a 

valuable one.  It provides a backdrop for the experience that you will soon have but the 

components of this full experience are still unknown.  Now you take your seat in the 

audience.  The lights go down, the crowd hushes and the curtain rises.  Senses engaged 

during the performance may include sight (dancer, musician, sets, costumes, etc.), 

hearing (music, orchestration, pattering feet on stage) and smell (perfume, sweat, resin 

                                                                                                                                                                             
the reader to Dewey’s Experience and Nature.  Putnam also remarks that his own view on Aristotle is more 

in line with Martha Nussbaum’s less metaphysical account. Ibid., footnote 3. 
67

 For a brief synopsis of Merleau-Pontyan phenomenology that is reader-friendly for Analytic readers as it 

relates to dance performance and audience perception of it see Davies, Philosophy of the Performing Arts, 

191-192.  For a more thorough-going account see Maxine Sheets-Johnstone’s book, The Phenomenology of 

Dance and Merleau-Ponty’s “Eye and Mind” and The Phenomenology of Perception.  For more on the 

differences between Pragmatic and Merleau-Pontyan phenomenology see Rosenthal and Bourgeois, 

Pragmatism and Phenomenology: A Philosophic Encounter. 
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dust).  Other factors contributing to the totality of the experience of artistic dance might 

include reflexive affective responses and other somatic (bodily) awareness.
68

   

During the performance you may feel an emotional and physical excitement, a 

heart-pounding awareness that the performers are human, live and could make a mistake, 

sustain a life-threatening injury or enter a previously unknown domain that extends the 

boundaries for what human beings can experience and achieve.  “I was there,” you might 

be able to say, “for the unforgettable moment when Nureyev made his American debut in 

Don Quixote.”  You might be able to communicate conceptual elements of that 

performance in language (“he did a grand jeté that soared diagonally across the entire 

stage”) but less communicable in words would be the attendant feeling of that soaring, 

the sense of one’s heart or “spirit” rising with him through the air like the children in 

Peter Pan.   

Part of the wonder of this experience may be in the feeling that you are 

experiencing something beyond what you could experience as a participant of everyday 

life.  The “soaring” feeling in your body during Nureyev’s “flight,” for example, what 

some have called a “kinetic response,” is more than just detached aesthetic contemplation 

of visual input.
69

  It may have entered your body through sensory pathways but 

emotional, spiritual, psychological, hormonal, neurological and other responses are 

activated at the same time.  We perceive that experience with everything we have to 
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 See, e.g., Jenefer Robinson, “Startle,” and Jinhee Choi, “Fits and Startles: Cognitivism Revisited.”  

Robinson’s article demonstrates that a startle response can cause a behavioral response before the sound is 

recognized consciously.  Choi’s article explores the possibility (based on empirical findings) that emotive 

responses can occur prior to cognitive processing of the object of emotion. Richard Shusterman has a 

perspective on aesthetics that is based on how somatic function affects the experience of art which he has 

coined “somaesthetics.” For more on this see Richard Shusterman, “Somaesthetics: A Disciplinary 

Proposal.” 
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 See, for example, Dorothy Bird’s description of Martha Graham’s exercises designed to evoke a kinetic 

response in the audience in her book, Bird’s Eye View. 
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perceive it with, including our “minds.”  We don’t block off one sensory pathway or 

other perceptual pathway in order to experience art through the “aesthetic” senses (such 

as sight and hearing) only.
70

  

b. The Intrinsically Interpretive (and Qualitative) Nature of the Experiential 

Perception of Artistic Dance Performances 

 

In my view, we can and do understand dance (and the other arts) emotionally, 

qualitatively and cognitively in a way that can only be separated for critical analysis in a 

post-experience, reflective way.
71

  Since, as explained in Chapter 1, an artistic dance 

performance is not a static object of appreciation but is more accurately conceived as the 

continually changing (within the limits of the substrate) product of a minded, contingent 

and dynamic experiential artistic practice the resulting sign (as C.S. Peirce might say) or 

“projection” (as Susanne Langer might say) is then experienced both sequentially, as it is 

enfolding, and as a unified whole.
 72

 We perceive the meaning of the whole, integrated 

dance along with that of any individual steps.  

A performance is an experience, as John Dewey has noted, a perceptual (which 

includes interpretive and thoughtful) occurrence in space and time with a unity that is 
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 Classifying the “aesthetic senses” as sight and hearing stems from the sense of the “aesthetic” in Kant’s 

third critique of judgment (in his Critique of Judgment)  and Hegel’s Lectures on Fine Art and which were 

furthered in the 19
th

 century by George Santayana’s The Sense of Beauty.  Contemporary philosophers of 

art now suggest that the aesthetic senses should be expanded beyond sight and hearing to senses like taste, 
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Montero, “Proprioception as an Aesthetic Sense.” 
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“constituted by a … quality that pervades the entire experience...”
73

 This perception is a 

cognitive awareness that relies on sensation, touch, intuition, memory, empathy, emotion 

and reason all together against a background of “mind,” an “active and eager background 

[that] lies in wait and engages whatever comes its way so as to absorb it into its own 

being.
 74

 Mind as background is formed out of modifications of the self that have 

occurred in the process of prior interactions with environment.”
 75

  Thus past education, 

knowledge and experience are included in our mind’s understanding of present 

experience. Here “[m]ind is more than consciousness, because it is the abiding even 

though changing background of which consciousness is the foreground.”
76

  

Concept and analysis may contribute to this experience; indeed an educated 

awareness of manner, form and style (along with any contextual factors) can alter the 

responses that come from these other forms of perception.  The suggestion here is that 

concept should be considered as just one component of the experience of a dance 

performance; it is not the whole ball of wax.  Alan Goldman’s article, “The Experiential 

Account of Aesthetic Value,” lends support for the claim that understanding a work of  
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performing art is not reducible to separable elements.  He says: 

In listening to music, we do not hear separate notes or even just melodic 

lines; what holds the section of the Verdi piece together as we listen to it 

is a constant emotional tone and an understanding of its theme.  If we 

misunderstand, we will misperceive.
77

 

 

This analysis works well with the classical pragmatists’ concept of “mind” at work in this 

chapter, one that takes into consideration memory, attention, purpose, context (“with 

respect to situations, events, objects, persons and groups”) and concern for practical, 

intellectual and emotional matters.
78

    

The point here is that audience perception is never “mere” perception of the 

sensory organs alone.
79

 Visual and auditory input mean nothing without the interpretation 

mind provides.
80

  If the optic nerve to the brain were severed, for example, our eyes alone 

could not “see” the color red.  How we understand colors goes deeper.  People have 

powerful mental associations that go along with “seeing” color; some of which have 

psychological and physical effects. Visual artists are profoundly aware of these effects, 

choosing the type and intensity of their colors with great care.
81

  “Creative movement” 

classes are commonly offered to children as a precursor to ballet where they are asked to 

“dance” colors as they feel them.  This is not usually difficult for a group of five- and six-

year-old children.  They can and do feel qualities of movement in colors, since by age 
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five and six they have already incorporated cultural references and practices that depend 

on these color ascriptions. When a dancer emerges onstage bathed in blue light, then, 

perhaps moving languidly and unsmilingly to music played in a minor key, there are 

already qualities in the piece that are offered and understood within a cultural framework 

that would lead us into the qualitative experience of something cool and/or melancholy.  

The space being performed in, and the dancer’s mindbody, is already the site of a 

communicative connection between and shared by artist(s) and audience.   

c. The Studio-Audience Connection that Takes Place During an Artistic Dance 

Performance Can be Viewed as a Triadic Relation with a Semiotic Structure 

that Exists in the Real World 

 

As explained earlier, much of what counts as artistic dance performance can be 

construed as a kind of qualitative, experiential, and encultured artistic communication 

between dance practitioners and audience members.
82

  Communicative vehicles, in a 

broad sense, are the focus of the philosophy of language and the “signs,”  “signals” and 

“symbols” of semiotics, with art considered by many philosophers to be semiotic in this 

sense that it is one kind of thing that can convey meaning.
83

  If it is true that art can 

communicate meaning, then it follows that dance as art can do so as well.  This section 

will focus on the nature of the audience apprehension of an artistic sign or symbol, with 

the idea of what this is from the performer and choreographer’s side to be more fully 

fleshed out during the next chapter of this dissertation that covers artistic dance as a form 
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 More on how the nature of this communication as a type of expression will be delayed until this 

dissertation’s Chapters 4 and 5. 
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 See, for example, Peirce on Signs, edited by James Hoopes, or Peirce’s CP 8.328-332, Langer’s Feeling 
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of expression, properly understood, that involves improvisation, style and embodied 

mind. 

Susanne Langer was among the first to notice that using a semiotic idea of “sign” 

is useful for apprehending dance because it allows us to explain why our response to a 

dance performance is more complex and cognitive than most theories of “aesthetic sense” 

would allow.  Our response to all art, Langer claims (and here her thinking is consistent 

with Peirce, although she more often credits Ernst Cassirer for her inspiration), is a 

response not merely to what can be sensed in these works but to what can be 

apprehended in them in a sort of qualitative, thinking perception that she calls 

“feeling.”
84

 This response, Langer continues, involves an apprehension of the structural 

and qualitative significance of the work at issue.
85

  It also involves the ability to 

apprehend the work as a whole (which Langer attributes to our capacity of abstraction 

and, in general, to our ability to perceive a work’s gestalt).
86

  

In my view, Langer’s account becomes problematic when she removes the 

“reality” of the qualitative apprehension of dance (and of art in general) by saying that art 

contains no real feeling but only virtual, or representational, feeling.
87

 The entire work of 

artists, as Langer explains it, “is the making of forms which express the nature of feeling 
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 For more on what Langer means by “feeling” see Mind abr, 3 (“Feeling, in the broad sense of whatever is 
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[or what feeling is like].”
88

 We are able to apprehend the forms that dancers project, 

Langer, says, not because they inspire any real emotion or feeling but because we can 

recognize a dance performance as representing feeling and this feeling is private, and 

personal, and yet largely the same in all of us.
89

   

To the contrary, I say that the soaring feeling we get while watching a dancer’s 

jump is a “real” event in experience even if it turns out that the jump was not the jump we 

think we are seeing; if it turned out to have been created with invisible strings suspended 

from the ceiling.  Since the perceptions involved in the performance involve both the 

artist(s) and the audience the jump is thus a shared (although not identical) experience. 

As an audience member, whether through the strength of imagination and analogy, 

empathic response, or the sheer force of properly communicated artistic expression, the 

sense that you are experiencing something with the artist is part of the experience.
90

 

There need be no sharp line drawn (pace Langer and Arthur Danto) between the 

experience of “art” and of “real life.”
 91

 An experience of art, in my view, is not a mere 

shadow or copy or “transfiguration” of the real into something “virtual”; it affects us 

deeply – it can speed up the beating of our hearts or make us cry.
92

  It can make us think 

about the world differently or change how we behave going forward.
 93

 It can even, as 
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Heidegger has pointed out, reveal truth, by which I mean not just a true/false verifiable 

kind but a qualitative, experiential kind.
 94

 

For the sort of perception that takes place during an artistic dance performance – 

an experience that is a shared, transactional, relation between artistic dance practitioners 

and audience members – I suggest we consider, as a sort of theoretical analogue, C.S. 

Peirce’s theory of signs. Peirce termed this theory semeiotics (his spelling, which I will 

keep to distinguish it from linguistic semiotics), on the experience of music.  I begin by 

providing the background necessary to make an intelligible correlation between my 

account of dance as art and Peirce’s theory of signs. 

Much of Peirce’s semeiotic theory is an attempt to characterize experiential 

categories of “modes of being,” and as such his theory is phenomenological.
95

  These 

modes can be broken down into what he calls “firstness,” “secondness” and “thirdness.” 

Firstnesses are “qualities of feeling” which are “mere appearances.  The scarlet of your 

royal liveries, the quality itself...”
96

  It is “simply a quality of immediate 

consciousness.”
97

 Secondness is “the experience of effort” or of brute pushing against 

“resistance,” which Peirce notes is not just the feeling of effort but is the experience of 

the effortful doing as well, such as the pushing a door open with one’s shoulder.
98

 For 

Peirce this is what can give a feeling vividness, “a sense of commotion, an action and 

reaction, between our soul and the stimulus.”
99

 Thirdness, for Peirce, is distinguishable 
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from secondness because it involves “mentality” of one sort or another.
100

  It is a kind of 

representation in which “a sign stands for something to the idea which it produces, or 

modifies.  Or, it is a vehicle conveying into the mind something from without.  That for 

which it stands is called its object; that which it conveys, its meaning; and the idea to 

which it gives rise, its interpretant.”
101

 A thirdness relation, then, is how a Peircean might 

characterize the connection between studio and audience that takes place when what is 

offered in an artistic dance performance are symbols or representations that convey a 

content that must give rise to ideas (“interpretants”) in the interpreters, whether those be 

performers, audience members, or, as I claim is nearly always the case, both.   

Looked at in this way, one might say that the connection between the music that is 

produced (let us imagine a musician playing an instrument on stage), and its causal effect 

on what the hearer perceives (let us imagine an audience member listening to the music), 

is mediated throughout by mentality (which for Peirce is not any particular thought of the 

musician or audience member) in a triadic relation and that this relation is called a 

sign.
102

  The interpretant of this sign (that which results from it or what I have called the 

“response”) can then be a thought, action, experience, qualitative feeling or, in the case of 

a complex sign, some combination of all of these things.   

Borrowing from Peirce’s semeiotics in this way illustrates how one might view a 

dance performance as a triadic relationship in which experience can be at once lived, 

“felt” and a “real” event that is “in the world” and not just in our private minds.  Peirce 

used the sign relation to exemplify how we apprehend musical performance in order to 

illustrate the “emotional interpretant” aspect of his semeiotics and we can use this to 
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better understand dance performance as well.
 103

 First, Peirce says that the relation of a 

sign to its “dynamic” objects (the object in itself by virtue of its own internal nature) is a 

“qualisign” (a qualitative sign) like “the sentiment excited by a piece of music considered 

as representing what the composer intended.”
104

  Here, Peirce is clearly taking “a piece of 

music” to be a “dynamic object” (by which he means one that moves or changes, 

presumably) and that it has an “internal nature” that can be apprehended.  This fits with 

his theory that all mind is in the world.
105

  

Peirce’s theory of the semeiotics of musical response, then, is one that is funded 

by his pragmatic account of “reality” in which what is real is the observed result of an 

experiment or process that can be relied upon (to a greater or lesser degree) in the 

future.
106

 Thus a sign is real if it accounts for an observable and repeatable phenomenon 

(in this case how we actually apprehend a musical performance).  There is no Peircean 

reason why we can’t observe and report similar “real” apprehensions of signs at work in 

dance performances as well; dance performances have similar unities of quality, matter 

and mind.  This is how we can get to dance from a Peircean analysis of music. 

In Peirce’s unpublished papers on “Pragmaticism” (the precursor to what we now 

think of as Pragmatism) he discusses the semeiotic significance of music a bit more 

succinctly.  Here he begins by explaining that the meaning of an intellectual concept is 

understood through a number of interpretants (what he calls the “proper significate  
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effects” produced by it).  He says:  

There is almost always a feeling which we come to interpret as evidence 

that we comprehend the proper effect of the sign, although the foundation 

of truth in this is frequently very slight. This “emotional interpretant,” as I 

call it, may amount to much more than that feeling of recognition; and in 

some cases, it is the only proper significate effect that the sign produces.  

Thus, the performance of a piece of concerted [concert] music is a sign.  It 

conveys, and is intended to convey, the composer’s musical ideas; but 

these usually consist merely in a series of feelings. If a sign produces any 

further proper significate effect, it will do so through the mediation of the 

emotional interpretant, and such further effect will always involve an 

effort.  I call it the energetic interpretant.  The effort may be a muscular 

one, as it is in the case of the command to ground arms; but it is much 

more usually an exertion upon the Inner World, a mental effort.  It never 

can be the meaning of an intellectual concept, since it is a single act, 

[while] such a concept is of a general nature.  But what further kind of 

effect can there be?
107

  

 

The above says plainly that “musical ideas” are “a series of feelings,” a suggestion which 

formalists who do not believe that music is ever expressive of “real” emotion would 

probably deny.  It may be helpful to bear in mind, here, that in Peirce’s terminology 

“feeling” need not be “emotion” (in the sense that relates to a psychological state) and 

that for him thought is qualitative because it is part of a consciousness that includes the 

sort of sensory-cognitive combination that Peirce sometimes calls “love” or “interest.”
108

 

In his book, Peirce’s Theory of Signs, T.L. Short finds Peirce’s statement that 

music expresses the composer’s musical ideas, and that these can “consist merely in a 

series of feelings” to be misleading; Peirce “must have meant specifically musical 

feelings,” Short explains.
109

  Here I think Short is mistaken to ascribe to Peirce a view of 

mind and of art-making that follows some version of faculty psychology in which during 

the process and practice of art-making a composer can and does separate his or her 
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“artistic” feelings from those one has in “ordinary” life.
 110

  To the contrary, one of the 

major tenets of classical pragmatism (and of phenomenology) is that while this sort of 

critical separation may be possible in abstraction, and post-experience, this is not 

something that can or does happen during lived experience, whether that experience is 

one of art making or of art appreciating.
111

  For now suffice it to say that art making, for 

Peirce, is an experiential process that includes Thought (capitalized to show that it’s 

thought writ large) in an inextricable relation that makes a product (an artistic 

performance) from an experiential practice and process in which such thought is infused 

with, rather than merely connected to, quality and feeling.   

The above view fits exceptionally well with the examples of the communicative 

sort of dance-making process and practice provided in Chapter 1. When a dance 

performer moves in a qualitatively singular way that a choreographer can borrow for his 

or her artistic purposes this, I claim, is the dancer’s artistic, self-infused, thought shown 

through his or her trained dancer’s organism, one that includes body and mind together as 

a minded, feeling, thinking sort of body.  A body is not a tool or instrument that a dance 

artist controls with his or her brain, defined as located in his or her head, but is a 

complicated thinking system that is run through with mind, feeling and sensation 

together.  A dance performer is not a puppet, either of a choreographer or of his or her 

brain.  A dancing dancer who intends to dance for audience appreciation is 

simultaneously thinking and conveying something to someone else in artistic dance 
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performance in dance form just as a fluent speaker says something to someone else. In 

both cases the success of the effort depends, at least in part, on the extent to which they 

were apprehended and understood. It should also be mentioned here that Dewey, as do I, 

saw art as a triadic relation between the artist, the product of art and the audience.
112

 

V.  CONCLUSION 

To sum up this chapter, I see dance as art as a “transactional” series of interrelated and 

holistic connections between the choreographer, performer, work of art, audience and 

culture that take place during the experience of a dance work of art.
 113

 To review where 

our studio-based account of dance as art now stands at the end of Chapter 2: 1) Chapter 1 

demonstrated the extent to which an artistic dance performance is correctly viewed as 

instantiated by the work of both choreographers and performers; 2) This Chapter 2 has 

explained how the account in Chapter 1 only demonstrated one part of the story, the 

studio contribution, and has fleshed out why it is that the dance as instantiated by the 

dance artists in performance as shown in Chapter 1 is properly regarded, considered and 

evaluated as “art.” The answer, according to this chapter, has to do with what “art” means 

in our Western culture – and here I have chosen a fairly common philosophical definition 

of art in which “art” is viewed as a cultural practice that makes products that can be 

appreciated, experienced and compared with other products of its type according to the 

norms governing that type of art.  
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As part of this cultural practice, this chapter then went on to show how this real-

world practice includes the fact that dance artists do, in many important actual 

circumstances, intend for their work to be viewed by an audience with a certain kind of 

attentive regard and that it is the presupposition that an audience can understand 

something of the dance work of art in the way that the artists intended for them to 

understand it that underlies the art- and danceworld practice of critical evaluation.  

Further, this presupposition that artistic danceworks have meaning and that this meaning 

can be understood by appreciators is one, I claimed, that supports the claim that there is a 

large extent to which dance as art can be viewed as a communicative enterprise, which 

“communication” being construed as an interactive transaction that is not reducible to the 

conveyance of a “message” or the “articulation of a content” but is one in which 

something is shared and understood by dance artists and audience members together. 

Next I tried to reinforce this claim by reference to both our actual, real-world 

experiences of dance as art, which typically take place through live performances.  I then 

showed how this lived experience can be analyzed according to a Pragmatic, semiotic 

phenomenology that both leaves the dance performance as something that exists in the 

world (and not just in our subjective experience of it) and that includes a sort of 

perception that is at once minded, active and interpretive.  This interpretation could be 

done either at the level of attentive perception or at the deeper level of critical 

interpretation that involved a critic’s identification of the dance work of art’s relational 

properties and other artistic properties that would locate it as part of a particular canon 

and genre of dance works of art that are part of our culture. 
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In sum, by the end of this Chapter 2 this account of dance of art now includes the 

following claims: 

1) The practice of artistic dance that culminates in dances presented in, and 

partly constituted by, performances, involves a continual and ongoing process 

of making and remaking these performances (Chapter 1) 

 

a. Since performance is necessary for apprehending and experience a 

dance, and performances are contingent and transient upon the context 

and circumstances of individual performance events, there is no fixed 

“work” of art that characterizes the dance in all its art-relevant senses 

that is either reducible to a score or that remains stable for all time; 

 

b. These dances as apprehended and experienced in performance are 

what they are because of the ongoing contributions of dance artists, 

which include both choreographers and performers, viewed as “selves” 

that make both natural and developed contributions to their artistic 

practice; 

 

2) Live performance is the primary occasion by which most dancesacquire and 

convey their meaning as art on a concept of theatre art in which the products 

of this art are viewed as those that are both intended for and received by 

audience appreciators who perceive it interpretively and according to 

institutional conventions for low- and high-level critical evaluation; 

 

3) Both artistic dance making/performing and artistic dance appreciating have 

conventional aspects that are developed in and influenced by culture;
114

 

 

4) The artist-audience relation that takes place during many instances of artistic 

dance performance can be seen as a communicative one because in many 

cases dance works are directed at an audience, they can and often do include 

cultural codes, there is an institutional “concept of art” that informally guides 

the practice of attending to and understanding performances as artistic 

offerings, dance artists can and often do adjust nuances of their performances 

in light of audience “feedback,” and the communal atmosphere of a live 

performance facilitates shared experience and understanding;
115

 

 

5) The claim in 4), above, is strengthened by a Pragmatic, minded account of the 

phenomenological and qualitative, lived experience of dance as art that has 

semiotic features that can be interpretively perceived and understood in the 

real world. 
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 This does not negate the fact that it is also influenced by the artists’ natural endowments. 
115

 See, for example, Suzanne Farrell’s accounts of incorporating audience feedback into her performance 

in Holding Onto the Air. 
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Chapters 1 and 2 of this dissertation, then, together have provided the full outline of this 

dissertation’s thesis.  Point 1, above, is the one that will be developed the most in the 

remainder of this dissertation, fleshing out even more about what dance artists do, and the 

way that they do it, that contributes to the live artistic dance performance that provides 

the experience through which most of us encounter dances.  Fleshing out 1, however, will 

affect points 2-5, since all are dependent for what they are on what happens in 1. There is 

much that remains to be said on points 2-5 as well but since the primary motivation for 

this work is to provide a “studio-based account,” and since most of my artistic 

danceworld experience is on the studio rather than critical/appreciative side of the dance 

as art equation, I have chosen to focus more deeply in the rest of this work on the studio 

contribution to dance as art, developing the ideas of Chapter 1 more fully with an account 

of the artistic dance that is expressive and at least minimally communicative, on a 

construction of expressive as “providing an expression,” and with an account of how this 

expression takes place through improvisation, style and, possibly, the exercise of 

extended or embodied mind.  We turn now to how artistic dance performance might be 

viewed as expression. 
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CHAPTER 3: HOW MIGHT ARTISTIC DANCE PERFORMANCE  

BE CONCEIVED AS EXPRESSION? 

 

 In investigating one way that artistic dance performance might be conceived as 

expression this chapter will further explore the claim initiated in Chapter 1 that dance 

performers are frequently both culturally trained and naturally endowed artists who 

contribute in various minded, intuitive and deliberate ways to live performances that are 

apprehended and experienced by an audience. It will also present a sense of artistic dance 

performance conceived as “expression” that attempts to deepen the account provided in 

Chapter 2 of how a live artistic dance performance can be a process and product of dance 

artists who dance something meaningful.  Without going so far as to claim that nothing 

counts as artistic dance performance that is not a communicative expression of dance 

artists (leaving room for practices of artistic dance on other concepts of art than mine and 

that have purposes and functions that diverge from that of providing something to be 

regarded as a public offering for appreciation as explained in Chapter 2) this chapter will 

probe further the way in which what dance artists put into the public arena can be 

conceived as a kind of expression.  

This chapter will proceed in the following order. First, it will provide a history of 

what philosophers of art and dance scholars have usually meant when they say that 

artistic dance is “expressive” and by doing this trace both the development of the concept 

and show how it differs from the minimal sense of artistic dance performance as 

expression that I am putting forward, in which an “expression” is merely an intentional 

public offering for others to take up and understand in some way.
1
  Second, I will develop 

                                                           
1
 It should be restated here that this is an even weaker notion than the idea of artistic dance as 

communicative that I provided in Chapter 2. Here all that counts as expression is something that could be 

taken up by a potential audience – we are no longer focusing only on those dances that are intended for 
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my account of how I believe artistic dance performance can be conceived as a form of 

expression by: 1) positing that much of artistic dance performance can be viewed as the 

sort of intentional, minded action involving style and improvisation that shows that mind, 

and products of mind like artworks and lingual expressions, are in the world and not just 

in our heads; 2) revisiting and deepening the idea first introduced in Chapter 2 that 

artistic dance performances are similar to lingual expressions in their ability to be not 

only expressive but communicative; and 3) demonstrating how the argument against the 

idea that dance must be emotional self-expression does nothing to negate this view. 

I. HISTORY OF IDEA AS ARTISTIC DANCE AS EXPRESSIVE OR EXPRESSION 

 

This section will trace the history of the use of the term “expressive” and 

“expression” as they have been used in the history of Western dance scholarship.  My 

purpose here is to set forth what may already be in the reader’s mind as to what is usually 

meant by “expression” and then demonstrate how my minimal account of dance as 

expression diverges from this tradition.  In addition this initial historical exposition will 

be provided as background for understanding resistance to accounts of “artistic dance as 

expression.” During this exercise I encourage the reader to withhold judgment about the 

entire category of expression theories of art and dance, waiting to see just how minimal, 

and non-emotion laden, my sense of “expression” really is.  I also ask the reader to bear 

in mind that I mean the focus of this chapter to be only on the artistic dance performances 

that are expressions in my minimal sense and not to say that any dance performances that 

do not express are not art on any concept of art or are otherwise illegitimate or that they 

lack value in any way. 

                                                                                                                                                                             
actual audience regard in order to analyze (as we did in that chapter) how this relationship between artists 

and audience takes place (when it does) and how this contributes to and can be analyzed under, a host of 

concepts of art that include the context of appreciation and experience. 
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In the philosophy of art world, a theory of art has been called an “expression 

theory” if it defines art as the expression of feeling or emotion.
2
 How and in what form 

this expression takes place, and how this expression constitutes art, however, has varied 

greatly.  Leo Tolstoy, for example, placed the source of artistic expression in the feelings 

of the artist, by which he meant that the artist felt these precise feelings not that s/he 

invoked or imagined them artistically or transformed them in any way.  The artist then 

put these feelings into an artistic form that communicated these feelings to the audience 

or other perceiver of the work.
3
  

Benedetto Croce, on the other hand, considered art as an activity of the spirit of an 

artist that culminated in an “expression,” which for Croce was an objective sort of 

intuition based on “feeling” (impressions).
4
  The artistic “form” then was not external to 

the artist; indeed, for Croce it would seem that no perceiver is needed at all for art to 

exist.
5
 Although Croce did not specifically address artistic dance his work can be seen as 

a sort of precursor to Susanne Langer’s theory of art (and artistic dance), at least insofar 

as for Langer art is a form of feeling, although for her presentation of this form to an 

audience is important.
6
   

Croce can also be seen as a philosophical precursor to R. G. Collingwood, a 

philosopher and historian who held that the expression that he calls “art proper” is the 

                                                           
2
 For a succinct overview of these theories see Susan L. Feagin, “expression theory of art,” in The 

Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy, 257-258.  There has also been a great deal of work in the philosophy 

of music to sort out how and if music expresses emotion or is otherwise expressive.  If this were an entire 

dissertation on artistic expression I would certainly compare theories of expression in music with those on 

dance.  For one chapter on expression in dance as art, however, there is not enough space to do this justice.  

For an overview of the key issues and citations to some of these sources see What Is Music? edited by 

Philip Alperson.  See also Jerrold Levinson’s entry, “Music, aesthetics of” in E. Craig (editor), Routledge 

Encyclopedia of Philosophy.  
3
 See Tolstoy, What Is Art?, 49-52. 

4
 See Croce, Aesthetic as Science of Expression and General Linguistic, chapter I, chapter X.  

5
 Ibid., 89. 

6
 See Susanne Langer, Feeling and Form. 
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artist’s activity of expressing (by which he means clarifying or articulating) his or her 

emotions.
7
  David Davies’ theory of art as performance follows Collingwood at least 

insofar as both consider “art” to be an activity of the artist, although Davies explicitly 

holds that an art work is this activity or performance and not all Collingwood readers are 

willing to attribute this view to Collingwood.
8
 A point still contested among Collingwood 

interpreters is whether there is a separable art work (some communicative vehicle 

between artist and perceiver or audience) that results from the imaginative activity of 

expression that takes place in the artist’s consciousness or whether Collingwood means to 

say that the work is this activity.
9
  In either case, however, on Collingwood’s view art 

itself is an activity and that activity is primary to any resultant art object or performance.   

Both Croce and Collingwood, it should be pointed out here, equate expression 

with language as well as with art, both holding that the activity of expression in language 

and art can yield and impart a kind of knowledge.
10

 This broad Croce/Collingwood idea 

of art as expression is therefore an important precursor to my theory of artistic dance 

performance that is conceived as the language-like expression of dance artists that I 

                                                           
7
 See R. G. Collingwood, Principles of Art, chapter VI, particularly at 114. In Principles of Art 

Collingwood uses the term “art proper” to distinguish true art from what is often called art but is really “art 

falsely so called,” what he would say is entertainment or amusement or magic instead.  His is not a theory 

in which “art” refers to what most people think it is. Ibid., chapters VI and VII.  It should also be noted here 

that this process of artistic expression, for Collingwood, as in language, raises emotion from the “crude” or 

“psychic” level to the higher level of emotion that is understood.  See ibid., chapter XII. 
8
 See David Davies, Art as Performance.  See also David Davies, “Collingwood’s ‘Performance’ Theory of 

Art.” 
9
 For an interpretation of R. G. Collingwood in which Collingwood an Idealist who says art is a product of 

an activity but that activity is wholly in the mind see Richard Wollheim, Art and Its Objects and “On an 

Alleged Inconsistency in Collingwood’s Aesthetic.”  Also against the idealist interpretation of Collingwood 

but for non-identical reasons are Aaron Ridley and Carl Hausman, although John Dilworth supports 

Wollheim to some extent.  For full citations to the key writings by Ridley, Hausman and Dilworth on this 

see Davies, “Collingwood’s ‘Performance’ Theory of Art,” footnote 4.  Davies also observes that those 

Collingwood readers who rely on Book I of The Principles of Art find that there is a separable product of 

art that is the art work and those who rely on Book III find that the work and the activity are one and the 

same.  Ibid., 168. 
10

 See Croce, Aesthetic as Science of Expression and General Linguistic, conclusion, particularly at 117 and 

Collingwood, Principles of Art, chapter XI. 
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began to discuss in Chapter 2 and that I will continue later in this chapter.  Unlike Croce 

and Collingwood I do not focus on the knowledge this expression imparts but I have 

mentioned, particularly in the Introduction and in Chapter 2, that the Pragmatic kind of 

phenomenological experience (that includes feeling) upon which my thesis, in part, relies, 

takes place on an epistemic and experimental, rather than primarily existential, level.  As 

such, it does not preclude the idea that the experience of artistic dance as expression can 

be part of the process of gaining knowledge of the world.
11

 

Western dance scholarship has its own history of building upon this traditional 

expression theory in the philosophy of art and we turn now to a survey of these theories.  

I have sorted them according to type of expression, rather than chronologically, because 

in the dance world there is no strictly linear historical development from one type of 

expression theory to another.  Indeed, many of these theories, even conflicting ones, have 

been held concurrently in terms of historical place and time.  Below I have attempted to 

sort expression theories in artistic dance into the following three general categories: those 

based on a) the human source of the expression, b) the content of the expression, and c) 

the form of the expression.  At the conclusion of this exposition I will show how my 

theory of artistic dance performance as minimal expression is consistent with the main 

thrust of most of these theories, at least those that do not deny that other versions of 

expression in artistic dance other than what they have provided can and do exist. 

a.  Expression theories based on the human source of the expression  

 

Considering expression in artistic dance from the perspective of the human source 

of the expression takes us back through the artwork to its inception, to what the artists do 

                                                           
11

 See Sandra B. Rosenthal and Patrick L. Bourgeois, Pragmatism and Phenomenology: A Philosophic 

Encounter, 29-35.  
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to bring it into being.  To understand art as the expression of someone (rather than merely 

as something with a message) involves understanding the artistic process as organic, 

creative, or generative.  In the creation of a child, for example, a parent conceives and 

gives birth to an issue (or expression if you will) made of the parents’ blood, bone, cells 

(including DNA), etc. but that issue is still unique, something new, something the parent 

might not have predicted or “intended” (in the common sense of “intended” that means 

consciously) at the moment of conception.  Thus the issue or expression need not be 

“about” anything at all. Source-based expression theories, then, are consistent with my 

suggested theory of artistic dance expression as one that is heavily influenced by the 

dance artists’ work and intentional mind-bodied thought.
12

  

 

 

b. Expression theories based on the content of the expression 

 

Characterizations of expression in dance as art that focus on the content of the 

expression have made the claim that dance as art does or can express things that include 

the following: 1) emotion(s) and feeling(s), 2) artistic ideas or purposes, 3) socio-cultural 

identity, and/or 4) qualities associated with or conveyed by music.  Those dance theorists 

who hold that artistic dance expresses emotion(s) and feeling(s) do not always have the 

                                                           
12

As Fraleigh has pointed out, “the dancing body is highly intelligent and expresses intentional motion, not 

vague wanderings, groping toward dance.” Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 71.  Note that I mean 

“intentional” philosophically, as thought that is directed outwards, and Fraleigh, perhaps, does not, but 

either way her thought captures the idea that dance movement is thoughtful, is minded.  Those whose 

writings on dance have included language that list the source of expression in artistic dance as the dance 

performer include Isadora Duncan (see Selma Jean Cohen, Dance as Theatre Art, 119 and Ann Daly, 

“Isadora Duncan’s Dance Theory”) and Martha Graham (see Dance as Theatre Art, 139.)  Those who have 

characterized the source of expression in artistic dance as the chorographer include Chris Challis (see 

“Dancing Bodies,” 143 and 145) and Antony Tudor (see Jack Anderson’s interview with Antony Tudor in 

Cohen, ed., Dance as Theatre Art, 178). Finally, those dance scholars and practitioners who see dance as 

expressive of the human body in general include Michael Fokine and Sondra Horton Fraleigh (see Sondra 

Horton Fraleigh (see Dance and the Lived Body, 28, 47, 49 and 97). 
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identical phenomenon in mind.  Some hold that what is expressed is a way of feeling, 

while others hold that the expression is of a felt emotion or of a quality of emotion or of 

emotion in general.
13

 To flag this issue for future reference: My theory of expression in 

artistic dance does not claim that artistic dance must express any particular content or 

type of content.  My idea, to be fleshed out later in this chapter, is that dance expression 

is not based on any certain kind of content – any content at all will do; it can be 

determinate and precise or an indeterminate “feel.”  This is because “meaning,” on my 

view, is exceedingly broad.  As I have explained in Chapter 2, meaningful content might 

simply be nothing more than a “gist” or “feel” for something that is not expressible in 

words.  What this means is that all of the following, on my view, can be true and the fact 

that all of these options exist goes to show that, in fact, one option need not be primary in 

any given dance work of art. 

The idea that artistic dance expresses a felt emotion of the choreographer, the 

performer or both, is sometimes referred to as “subjectivism.”
14

  The idea that dance 

expression is not of a particular person but expresses emotion in general is usually called 

“expressionism.”
15 David Carr is a proponent of the idea that artistic dance works (and 

indeed all art works) are expressive precisely to the extent that all works purporting to be 

art must be held to embody or be inspired by some artistic idea or purpose.”
16

  Another 

primary content shown by artistic dance expression is, for some dance theorists, socio-

                                                           
13

 For the theory that expression in artistic dance is of a way of feeling see Mark Johnson, The Meaning of 

the Body, 238 who quotes psychologist Daniel Stern as saying that “the choreography is most often trying 

to express a way of feeling, not a specific content of feeling.” 
14

 See David Best, “Dance Before You Think,” 102, who identifies art educator Elliot Eisner as a proponent 

of this view.  
15

 Fraleigh believes that Tudor’s ballets exhibit a “psychological expressiveness” that would fall under the 

category of expressionism. Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 103. Tudor would probably agree, since he 

has insisted that dance expresses feelings through movement and not through any personal facial 

expressions. See Antony Tudor in Cohen, ed., Dance as Theatre Art, 178. 
16

 David Carr, “Thought and Action in the Art of Dance,” 333. 
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cultural identity.  For dance theorists like Valerie Briginshaw, for example, dance is a 

kind of “discourse” where socio-cultural “subjects” comprise the content of the dance 

expression.
 17

 Further, the subjects shown need not be the ones these same dancers would 

show off-stage but can be the ones they are portraying through a dance expression that 

represents another kind of subject. Thus a female dancer can still show a masculine 

subject, or a performer of white European ancestry could still show a Native American 

subject.
18

 Finally, some dance artistic practitioners have suggested that dance can or does 

express the feelings or affects associated with music as the content of its expression.
19

  

Alvin Ailey, for example, used the qualities of Southern gospel music to inform the self- 

and cultural expressivity of his work, Revelations (1960).  Martha Graham has also noted 

that the expressivity of a dancer’s body is altered by musical tone.
20

   

c. Expression theories that highlight the form of the expression 

 

Form-based theories of expression in artistic dance have focused on one of the 

following two things: 1) artistic dance expression as a lingual or language-like form of 

communication through “utterance” or through actions, signs, symbols and/or gestures 

that are “purposeful” or intentional in some way or 2) the extent to which an expression 

or expressivity is conveyed along with a representation.  In short, this is the sort of theory 

that my own theory of dance as artistic expression will borrow from most heavily.  It has 

the benefit, in my view, of showing how an artistic dance performance can be considered 

as one way to say something, even in a vague or minimal way, to an audience or to 

convey something to them that you want them to understand or experience in some way 
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 See Valerie Briginshaw, Dance, Space and Subjectivity, 6. 
18

 Ibid. 
19

 Alvin Ailey, Revelations, 97. See Martha Graham, Blood Memory, 75. 
20

 Martha Graham, Blood Memory, 75. 
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as meaningful, that does not rely on any specific comment and that allows this expression 

to be from the performer as well as the choreographer. 

 For ease of description I will call all of the theories of expression in artistic dance 

that focus on the language-like formal structure of artistic dance (whether its focus is on 

the work as a text or a performance or both) “semiotic” theories.  Some of these have 

held that artistic dance expression is not a language proper in the technical sense of 

having a certain grammar or syntax but that is lingual or language-like in that it is formal 

and symbolic.
21

 Joseph Margolis, as we have seen in Chapter 2, has held that dance is an 

expression (“utterance”) of a human person or self with culturally embedded and art-

relevant properties in it that can be perceived and understood as such by others.
22

 

 The idea that artistic dance is a kind of language was especially popular in the 

beginning of the 20
th

 century in the time before postmodern and conceptual forms of 

dance took hold. Many dance practitioners and critics who are not philosophers of 

language have said that “dance is a language” or refer to “the language of dance” but it is 

my sense that when they do this they are thinking about the ability of artistic dance to 

communicate, as well as its development into certain shared and understood codes and 

symbols, without thinking about whether or not linguists would call dance a proper 

language in terms of grammar, syntax etc.  German modern dance innovator Mary 

Wigman, for example, has equated dance with a sort of primal language that has greater 

communicative ability than what I have called the “proper language” of spoken or written 

                                                           
21

 These include Susanne Langer in Feeling and Form and Nelson Goodman in Languages of Art. 
22

 See, for example, Joseph Margolis’ What, After All, Is a Work of Art, particularly the chapter by that 

same name, Selves and Other Texts, “The Autographic Nature of the Dance”  and The Cultural Space of the 

Arts and the Infelicities of Reductionism.  Garry L. Hagberg has a similar view, also following 

Wittgenstein, in his book, Art as Language: Wittgenstein, Meaning, and Aesthetic Theory. 
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sentences.
 23

 Early and mid-20
th

-century ballet critic Yuri Slonimsky has also pointed out 

that at one point of time in the Soviet Union ballet was used primarily as a means for 

communicating a State-promulgated and sanctioned messages (those that highlight 

certain qualities of moral strength or purity or nobility, presumably that the State wanted 

its citizens to strive for or to possess).
24

  While some might find this limitation on the 

freedom of artistic dance-making abhorrent the point here is that the Soviet Union did 

find that story ballets were an effective vehicle for communicating such messages, 

demonstrating that some forms of artistic dance can, indeed, do this. 

Preliminary Conclusion to Historical Exposition of Expression Theories – How Does My 

Theory Fit In? 

 

 The reader will recall here that in Chapter 2 I claimed that the connection between 

dance artists and audience, using a Pragmatic account of the phenomenological 

experience of artistic dance performance, could be communicative in a relational, 

transactional way.  It should therefore be no surprise to learn that my theory of expression 

in artistic dance performance will turn out to include something of all the theories above 

in this way: I believe that expression in artistic dance performance is 1) source-based and 

intentional action on the part of both choreographers and performers, 2) something that 

has a content but that need not have any specific kind of content, 3) something that has 

structural components (see Chapters 1 and 2 and following the Croce/Collingwood idea 

introduced in the first part of this section) that can be understood and interpreted in at 

least some minimal form as meaningful.  In addition to these components I will now add 

(hearkening back to Chapter 2) that in my view 1)-3) are all in evidence during many live 

artistic dance performances and that it is during the performance event that meaningful, 
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 Mary Wigman in Selma Jean Cohen (ed.), Dance as Theatre Art, 149. 
24

 Yuri Slonimsky in Selma Jean Cohen (ed.), Dance as Theatre Art, 164-168. 
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communicative understanding between artists and audience can and often does take 

place.  We turn now to the specifics of my account of artistic dance performance as 

expression. 

II. A SPECIFIC ENUMERATION OF THE WAYS IN WHICH ARTISTIC DANCE 

PERFORMANCE CAN BE CONCEIVED AS A MINIMAL FORM OF EXPRESSION  

 

 Sondra Horton Fraleigh is the dance theorist who comes closest to holding my 

view of how artistic dance performance can be viewed as a form of expression.  I suspect 

that her years of experience as a contemporary dance performer and choreographer is 

what enables her to hold a “studio point of view” that sees and understands clearly the 

essential role of dance artists in making dance art what it is.
25

 She has also internalized, 

as I have, the full extent to which dance works become fully what they are in public  

performance.  Fraleigh says: 

As a defining constant [by which she means something that belongs to the 

essence of dance that does can change but that always remains], the term 

expression has a twofold meaning in dance.  First, expression in dance is 

the for-other saying of dance, a phenomenal feature of its structure... To 

express is an action verb.  To dance is also an action verb. The act of 

expressing in dance is synonymous with the movement medium of dance.  

Human movement is expressive action.  In other words, dance is 

transitive.  It is at once expression being done and expression being 

transferred.
26

 

 

On the above definition a dance choreographer or performer need not consciously keep 

the audience in mind in order to express through artistic dance.  Putting something into 

the world that can be perceived as art, and even more so when it is explicitly put into a 

                                                           
25

 The major difference between our views is in our focus of attention and the approach we take in 

exploring this focus.  Fraleigh, particularly in her most recent work, Dancing Identity: Metaphysics in 

Motion, uses phenomenology, field research in the form of dancers’ experience, and somatics (a discipline 

which has to do with deep feeling and knowledge systems  in the body) to explore what it is to dance.  She 

is interested in the lived existence or being of dance and dance movement and meaning and also in the 

intersubjective experience of all who experience dance.  My focus, instead, is on how dance performed for 

an audience (concert dance) relates to the ongoing discussion happening in the Analytic philosophy of art 

about the nature of artistic practice, works and appreciation.   
26

 Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 101-102. Bracketed material mine. See also, ibid., 22-23. 
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public venue and the public is invited to witness it, is what gives the expression a public 

character.  

 In short, my theory asserts the following: 

 

a) Artistic dance performance is similar to lingual expression in being 

culturally emergent, minded, intentional action directed (as per my 

theory of art as those products and processes that are offered for 

artistic contemplation) by a person or self towards an actual or 

potential audience [this will build on the claims set forth in Chapter 1] 

that makes use of both cultural and natural tools captured in the 

concepts of improvisation and style;  

 

b)  Conceived as expression artistic dance performance can be, and often 

is, communicative to an actual audience [this builds on Chapter 2]; and  

 

c) This view is consistent with the belief that artistic dance need not 

involve emotional or ego-laden self-expression.   

 

Part of what makes this expression an artistic one is that the conventions that govern 

much of dance as theatre art allow (and in some cases require) dance artists to convey 

(express) emotions and thoughts that are not their own; that may belong instead, for 

example, to either the character being portrayed or to the choreographer.  My view does 

hold, however, that in many salient cases it is impossible for dance performers to 

suppress everything in their movement, and in how their movements look, that convey 

natural or learned features of their human and artistic selves.  We turn now to address the 

three components of this view in turn. 

a. Artistic dance performance is similar to lingual expression in two ways: 1) 

being culturally emergent, minded, intentional action directed by a person or 

self towards an audience; 2) its use of improvisation and style 

 

I will begin this section by unpacking some of the terms used in the heading 

above.  First, by “lingual expression” I mean, as I did in Chapter 2, only that an artistic 

dance performance can include cultural codes that enable it to be understood, at least in a 
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minimal way, by those with whom it is shared.   By “culturally emergent” I mean 

precisely what Joseph Margolis means by this term – that it uses the learned tools and 

medium of cultural communication (like words in language or steps or movements or 

gesture in dance) in a way that stems or emerges from culture but that is not reducible to 

culture because it also includes thought and direction and the desire to move or to think 

or to convey something in a certain way to receivers that is inborn and natural and 

particular to the individual speaker, doer, maker and/or artist.
27

  Further, I claim that 

artistic dance performance is “intentional action,” by which I mean both the common-

language claim that it is action (minded movement) that the artist deliberately decides to 

take, and that it involves the kind of thought that is what philosophers call “intentional” – 

that it has a direction or subject and is not just free-floating thought sent out into the 

void.
28

 For Pragmatists, particularly John Dewey, this sort of intentional action is the 

primary way in which a person interacts with and knows the world.
29

  It is also how 

human beings construct the world(s) in which we live and how, I might add, dance artists 

and audiences continually construct and reconstruct the artistic dance world.
30

  Artistic 

doing, through dance performing, is one vital way, I claim, that dance artists help to make 

and construct the works of art for audience appreciation that comprise the artistic-dance-

world canon. 
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 See Margolis, What, After All, Is a Work of Art? and The Cultural Space of the Art and the Infelicities of 

Reductionism. See also Sandra B. Rosenthal and Patrick L. Bourgeois, Pragmatism and Phenomenology: A 

Philosophic Encounter, 21, where they explain that another key difference between Pragmatism and 

Continental phenomenology is that for the Pragmatist “meanings emerge from, but are not reducible to, 

existential conditions.” 
28

 See, for example, John R. Searle’s definition of intentional in Intentionality: An Essay in the Philosophy 

of Mind, 3. 
29

 See, for example, John Dewey, Experience and Nature and Art as Experience. 
30

 See Rosenthal and Bourgeois, Pragmatism and Phenomenology, 21, where they say that for Pragmatists 

the fundamental relation by which human beings know the world is through the intentional rather than 

causal relation. 
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To get deeper into the sort of culturally emergent intention that I claim is neither 

reducible entirely to culture nor reducible entirely to a dance performer’s physical nature 

(this again walks the Pragmatic, Peircean line between idealism and realism) I turn now 

to a discussion of two concepts that show how culture and nature combine in a dance 

artist’s intention that produces an artistic dance performance: improvisation and style.
31

 

 Intentional expression in artistic dance performance as evidenced by 

improvisation and style 

 

In general, improvisation (when using the term to denote a practice rather than a 

product of a practice) can be described as a kind of thinking-while-doing that in its most 

elemental form is part-and-parcel of dance making and performance.  Style can be seen 

as referring to both a dance artist’s way of dance-making and performing (which, as will 

be seen, is attributable to both training and instinct) and to the elements of a dance artist’s 

work that allows it to be categorized and identified as part of a genre or movement in 

artistic dance history.  I will mention here in passing that both the act of improvisation 

and the expression of style are consistent with emerging extended/embodied mind 

theories in the philosophy of mind.
 32

  The idea here is that style-based improvisation in 

dance performance and practice involves a sort of on-the-fly-thinking-while-doing in 

which the movement of the dancer’s body is run through by mindedness or thought that 

involves feedback from the dancer’s interaction with a performance environment that 

includes the perceivers of the dance.  This includes the idea that some of what is an 

activity of “consciousness” in artistic dance movement may not be part of the deliberative 

                                                           
31

 For more on how Peirce incorporates the insights of both idealism and realism see Rosenthal and 

Bourgeois, Pragmatism and Phenomenology, 42-44. 
32

 See, for example, Shaun Gallagher, How the Body Shapes the Mind; Alva Noë, Out of Our Heads: Why 

You Are Not Your Brain, and Other Lessons from the Biology of Consciousness; Mark Johnson, The 

Meaning of the Body: Aesthetics of Human Understanding; George Lakoff and Mark Johnson, Philosophy 

in the Flesh: The Embodied Mind and Its Challenge to Western Thought; and Andy Clark and David 

Chalmers, “The extended mind.”  
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mentality of which the agent is aware; it may instead be something that is part of our 

body’s natural and acquired plan for how to move that is shaped by years of artistic and 

cultural training and practice of interacting with the world.  This trained “movement 

personality” can be seen as both a part of the dance artist’s self and of his or her style 

from which improvisational expression can flow.   

Let us now address improvisation and style in turn in order to see how these are 

part of the intention involved in my account of artistic dance performance as expression. 

Improvisation is something that all dance artists do to a greater or lesser degree in the 

course of artistic dance practice and it therefore belongs to the studio part of the dance as 

art relation.  It is a kind of doing that is also a making, and as a word can refer, like the 

word “art” or “dance,” to both a an activity and a product of an activity.
33

  Here we will 

focus only on dance improvisation as part of the practice of artistic dance that takes place 

during every artistic dance performance.  The purpose of doing this is twofold: 1) To 

reiterate and strengthen my claim that what dance artists do both in the course of making 

and performing dance affects the resulting dance as it is and can be perceived by an 

audience;  2) To demonstrate that this “doing and making” has a spontaneous, thinking-

while-doing element that is both akin to lingual expression and that contradicts theories 

of dance of art that claim that a dance work of art is in essence a stable and enduring 

product or object that is either created pre-performance or that can be reducible to a 

repeatable score post-performance. 

John Dewey can be credited with the idea that the activity of art-making (and I 

would here add by extension dance-as-art making) is, like social discourse, a kind of 

                                                           
33

 Philip Alperson, “On Musical Improvisation,” 17. 
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improvisation.
34

  Here I should clarify that the concept of “art” Dewey is using here 

differs from mine – his idea is that art occurs in everyday life and that no kind of special 

appreciation or awareness of an artworks relational properties need attach to works of art 

– instead these just provide a heightened form of ordinary aesthetic experience.
35

  The 

improvisational analogy, however, still holds on my concept of art because both concepts 

acknowledge the frequent and necessary use of improvisational, thinking-on-the-fly skills 

and techniques that artists must employ in order to react to and interact with the moving 

contingencies, including those of other performers and audience, of both social 

interactions in life and in the interactions that occur in live performance.
36

  The 

improvisation inherent in much of artistic dance performance is also, on both accounts, 

an emergent activity consistent with the Pragmatic idea of “emergence” here provided by 

G. H. Mead: “The emergent when it appears is always found to follow from the past, but 

before it appears, it does not, by definition, follow from the past.”
37

 

As Phil Alperson has pointed out in his article, “On Musical Improvisation,” 

performing arts like dance and music require “the constant intervention of human 

agency” in order to make the work available to the public for appreciation.
38

  As stated 

time and time again in this dissertation the appreciable features of many dance works of 

art are to be found in their performances.  Both dance performers and choreographers are 

the human agents who bring these performances to the public to be appreciated and 

                                                           
34

 See R. Keith Sawyer, “Improvisation and the Creative Process: Dewey, Collingwood, and the Aesthetics 

of Spontaneity,” 149-150 and 155, citing Dewey’s claim in Art as Experience that social intercourse are 

works of art.   
35

 See, for example, the initial chapter of Dewey’s Art as Experience. 
36

 This is consistent with the account of jazz improvisation as utterance that Garry Hagberg provides in 

“The Aesthetics of Jazz Improvisation.”  
37

G.H. Mead, The Philosophy of the Present, ed. Arthur E. Murphy (University of Chicago Press, 1932), 2 

as quoted by R. Keith Sawyer, “Improvisation and the Creative Process,” 132.  Sawyer also says that 

“Mead was commenting on the contingency of improvisational interaction.” 
38

 Ibid., 18. 
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experienced.  They do this through a process that involves both deliberative thought and 

planning and the sort of on-the-fly thinking-while-doing that I claim is part of the 

language-like expression that I have identified with artistic  dance performances.
39

  I have 

been calling the mode of this act of on-the-fly-thinking-while-doing “improvisation.”
40

  

Like “expression” I am using this term only in its minimal sense. On this view, then, all 

the creative, thinking work involved in making, rehearsing and performing artistic dance 

(like that shown in Chapter 1) involves improvisation to a greater or lesser degree.
41

   

This account is consistent with Curtis L. Carter’s claim that improvisation in 

theatre dance often involves “improvisation as a process of spontaneous free movement 

to invent original movement indeed for use in set choreography.”
42

 My minimal account 

of improvisation, however, also includes the sort of improvisation that occurs on stage 

during the performance of such choreography; the kind that exists to adapt to and respond 

to the nuances and unexpected changes of performance environment (which includes any 

mood or tone or other feedback provided by the audience as shown in Chapter 2) and that 

is a result of the dance performer’s growth into his or her role as a performer of the piece.  

                                                           
39

 This idea of expression is, as I have shown in earlier chapters, borrowed from John Dewey, who R. Keith 

Sawyer credits with having a theory of art as improvisation.  See R. Keith Sawyer, “Improvisation and the 

Creative Process,” 151. Others have called the work of art not an “expression” but an “utterance;” see 

Joseph Margolis’ What, After All, Is a Work of Art? and Garry Hagberg’s article, “The Aesthetics of Jazz 

Improvisation,” in which he analyzes jazz improvisation in terms of linguistic utterance.  According to 

Gould and Keaton Hagberg’s view (and I think Margolis’ as well) is based on the later Wittgenstein’s  idea 

“that speech is itself a kind of improvisation, based on previously mastered language, but combined and 

expressed externally.” Gould and Keaton, “The Essential Role of Improvisation in Musical Performance,” 

147. 
40

 See Curtis L. Carter, “Improvisation in Dance,”182: “the improviser must create the artistic product as he 

or she performs it.”  This also calls to mind these lines from Theodore Roethke’s poem, from “The 

Waking,” 104, which applies well to the intuitive aspect of the improvisation that takes place during dance 

practice and performance: 

I learn by going where I have to go. 

We think by feeling. What is there to know? 
41

 This dissertation thus agrees with Carol S. Gould and Kenneth Keaton’s claim that “all musical 

performance, no matter how meticulously interpreted and no matter how specific the inscribed score, 

requires improvisation” as it extends to dance performance.  Carol S. Gould and Kenneth Keaton, “The 

Essential Role of Improvisation in Musical Performance,” 143 and in general. 
42

 Carter, “Improvisation in Dance,” 182. 
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This would include the broader sort of improvisation that Carter calls “the 

embellishments left to the individual artist where a set choreography exists.”
43

   

My account embraces these sorts of improvisational embellishments upon a 

choreographer’s plan as well as the kind that includes the process of adaptations to 

contingent circumstances and to “accidents” and unintended innovations that occur 

during the dance-making, rehearsal and performance process.  It is the change in what 

already exists, and the doing of this spontaneously and on the basis of both skilled 

fluency and intuition, that I am calling “improvisation.”  On this account, then, 

“improvisation” refers to the intentional creative act that results in a change in the 

properties (by which I just mean the appreciable features) of the live artistic dance 

performance.
44

 

There are more formal kinds of improvisation that exist in artistic dance practice, 

such as Steve Paxton’s “contact improvisation,” where the improvisation is the main 

theme of the work.
45

  When watching the improvisation as it takes place is the theme of 

the art work then the focus becomes what R. Keith Sawyer has termed “improvisational 

creativity;” a sort of ephemeral creative process which does not result in a permanent 

product.
46

 Choreographers also sometimes allow dance performers the more limited 

improvisational freedom to, say, do what s/he likes with two bars of music in the middle 

                                                           
43

 Ibid. 
44

 This view is consistent with David Davies’ idea that “both improvisation and rehearsal enter into the 

processes whereby particular performances come to have the manifest features that they do.”  David 

Davies, Philosophy of the Performing Arts, 150. 
45

 Carter calls this “improvisation for its own sake.” Ibid. For more on Steve Paxton’s contact improvisation 

and other kinds of improvisation as the primary focus of dance works see ibid., 186-188. 
46

 R. Keith Sawyer, “Improvisation and the Creative Process: Dewey, Collingwood, and the Aesthetics of 

Spontaneity,” 150. 
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of an otherwise choreographed dance.
47

  The sort of improvisation on which I am most 

interested, the kind that supports my claim that artistic dance performance is a sort of 

intentional action that is similar to lingual expression, is the kind that takes place even 

while making and performing a dance that does not focus on improvisation as a core 

component of the work. Instead, I am interested in exploring the way that improvisation 

exists in some sense in all meaningful artistic dance as expression – as an activity that 

comes from a self with a repertoire of movements and capabilities that are both 

instinctual and trained through that person’s experiences and cultural life in both artistic 

and non-artistic arenas.
48

  Further, the minimal kind of improvisation of which I am 

thinking does result in the product that I have been calling expression, a vehicle of the 

relation between artists and audience that unfolds as a live, artistic dance performance (as 

explained in Chapter 2), even if the details of this expression change to some degree from 

performance to performance.  

Let us now take a moment to revisit a few of the examples of dance performer and 

choreographer practice from Chapter 1 that illustrate the kind of skilled creating-while-

doing improvisation to which I am referring.  In my list of some of the typical 

responsibilities of an artistic dance performer I explained that a dance performer is both 

1) responsible for making sure that the choreographer’s “vision” for the piece is 

communicated to the audience and 2) may use his/her expressive, interpretive and/or 

other artistic abilities to supplement or go beyond the choreographer’s guidelines for the 

                                                           
47

 This happened to me all the time during summer performing arts camp performances where the 

choreographer(s) wanted a section that broke from his/her work stylistically and showed the quality of 

spontaneous freedom.  Sometimes the steps I made up would be used again in subsequent performances but 

I was also allowed to change them from performance to performance; to “freestyle” as they say in hip-hop 

dance.   
48

More on this account of self-expression that need not be an expression of emotion will be provided in 

Chapter 4. 
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piece.  I also explained in Chapter 1 how the choreographer is often responsible for: 1) 

deciding what steps or movements will be performed either ahead of time or on the fly as 

rehearsals get underway; 2) arranging the order of the steps or movements; and 3) 

inventing /creating new movements, steps, and styles as needed, or variations on existing 

movements, steps and style in the genre of artistic dance in which s/he has been trained or 

has been working. I did not discuss the concept of improvisation in depth at that time but 

I will say now that all of these functions can and often do involve improvisation.   

Curtis Carter has noted that in the history of the classical ballet tradition 

improvisation, in the previously discussed form of providing embellishments to the 

choreography, was more likely to be allowed to accommodate the talents of particularly 

gifted performers such as Fanny Elssler, Marie Tagilioni and Anna Pavlova.
49

 It is true 

that greater leeway has always been given to great dance performers to improvise than 

would, for example, be given to a member of the corps de ballet, particularly since part 

of the aesthetic of traditional corps dancing includes the appearance of movement as part 

of a synchronized and uniform whole.  But it is also the case that an individual member 

of the corps may find that she has forgotten part of the choreography, or that she is 

dealing with a broken pointe shoe shank, or the delayed entrance of a solo performer, and 

that she must improvise artistically appropriate “cover” movements for these problems to 

save the intended qualities and structure of the piece as a whole.  To do this requires both 

artistically trained and practical, commonsense thinking of both the deliberative and 

instinctual kid.  A footlight is unexpectedly in the way? Somehow the dancer gets around 

it in a way that both avoids tripping over it and that allows her to both hit the next step on 

the proper count and keep the audience from seeing the adjustment that she had to make. 
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 Carter, “Improvisation in Dance,” 183. 
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In short, improvisation of the kind described above is something that is done by 

dance choreographers and performers in both their studio practice of making and refining 

a dance that will be performed on stage and in performing and refining the stage 

performance of that dance.  Improvisation is also a creative doing-while-thinking that 

requires flexibility and adaptations to both the artistic and practical contingencies of 

rehearsal and performance.  Finally, it is the sort of work that relies on both the natural 

instinct and trained, skilled, innovative and problem-solving ability that belongs to dance 

artists (it is culturally emergent).  As such it demonstrates one way that artistic dance 

performance is, like lingual expression and like life itself, fluid, contingent, changing and 

developing.   

We turn now to style, which I am here characterizing as the predisposition and 

repertoire of natural and learned abilities that enable dance artists to improvise. When 

dance artists improvise, they are usually doing so in either a learned or instinctual style.  

Even if dance improvisation is done mechanically, without any quality of emotion or 

feeling, that, too, entails a style.  Style in dance as art I am here defining as an adverbial 

“way” of dancing, which may or may not include its own special repertoire of steps and 

movements, that gives certain recognizable features or qualities to a dance performance 

that tell the viewer something about its origin or method of creation.   

Adina Armelagos and Mary Sirridge explain that style involves a sort of “spatial 

imagination,” which they say is “the ability to conceive of movement to fill a given time-

space interval.”
50

 They then explain how a style choice, in general, will usually involve 

both “a spatial vocabulary” of particular steps, patterns and sequences and a distinctive 

type of “kinesthetic motivation,” which in general is the qualitative, body-involved feel 
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 Adina Armelagos and Mary Sirridge, “The Identity Crisis in Dance,” 131. 
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or gist of the work in a way that includes such features as “movement flow, the 

originating impulse, the stresses and transitions.”
51

 

The type of style that can be learned and taught to others includes styles 

developed within the following contexts: 

 a genre (ballet vs. tap vs. hip-hop vs. contemporary vs. character dancing, for 

example);  

 a school, company or teaching method of dance (such as Kirov, Denishawn or 

Bolshoi, for example); and 

  a particular choreographer or choreographic system (such as Cechetti, Graham or 

Taylor).  

 

Let us use “stylet” to refer to the style that results from the above list, where “t” is for 

“taught” but can also be viewed as those stylistic features learned in culture.
52

 Chapter 1 

introduced the idea that the features of what will be the artistic properties of the work as 

evidenced through its performance are developed organically by dance performers and 

choreographers in both the studio and on the stage during these performances and re-

performances.  It was also shown how the making of a dance does not lie merely in the 

making of a fixed order and arrangement of the steps (contra Nelson Goodman in 

Languages of Art), because the steps themselves may change a bit through improvisation 

but also that variations and singularities in the way these steps are performed, which 

includes both improvisational and stylistic features, change the nature of the appreciable 

features of the dance as performed.
53
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 Ibid. 
52

 This is broadly equivalent to Armelagos and Sirridge’s style1, although I have chosen not to use their 

definition since what they point to as important for style1 is that it be part of a “cohesive vocabulary and 

motivation choice” and I think that individual style can also have a cohesive vocabulary and motivation 

choice.  See Adina Armelagos and Mary Sirridge, “The Identity Crisis in Dance,” 131. In my view a more 

important distinction to make between the two kinds of style is that one kind is teachable and transferrable 

to multiple dancers and the other is not.  In my view this further stresses the ineliminable import of the 

individual dance performer’s contribution to the nature of dance as art. 
53

 Adina Armelagos and Mary Sirridge are in agreement with me on the idea that style plays an important 

role in determining the identity of the dance work of art.  Adina Armelagos and Mary Sirridge, “The 
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Chapter 1 also provided some examples of choreographic style; one that the 

members of that choreographer’s company of dancers trained in their stylet can and do 

exhibit in their dance performance.  By stylet I do not mean that all dancers can be taught 

all styles just that some dancers can be (and the ones that want to and can be taught a 

particular stylet, we can presume, are the ones chosen to be part of the company that 

exhibits that style). The reader should recall here that Cunningham favored dancers who 

prized multi-directional movement freedom, innovation and independence in spatial 

orientation over emotional expression, whereas Graham wanted dancers who could “pull 

the audience with them.” Ailey chose both African-American and Caucasian dancers for 

his company but both needed to be able to convey key qualities and components of the 

African-American experience to an audience to adequately perform the stylet required by 

the Alvin Ailey American Dance Theatre. And Balanchine allowed stylei only to the 

extent that the dancer’s individual style (such as Suzanne Farrell’s “off-balance style”) 

well-complemented his stylet of intense speed, lightness and fluidity of movement.   

As also shown in Chapter 1 individual dance performers (such as Suzanne Farrell, 

Carolyn Brown, Dorothy Bird and Judith Jamison) were sought not just for their ability to 

convey stylet but for the individual style that they bring to a performance as well. A dance 

performer’s individual style, however, is not something that can be taught because it is 

not something that can be duplicated in every aspect by others.
54

  Let us call this kind of 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Identity Crisis in Dance,” 129 and 133.  I disagree, however, with their claim that “style is the crucial link 

between the dancer and the dance as performed.” Sirridge and Armelagos, “The In’s and Out’s of Dance: 

Expression as an Aspect of Style,” 20, boldface emphasis mine, because as I said earlier I think 

improvisation plays a role as well. 
54

 This is consistent with the claim of Armelagos and Sirridge that “individual performers are of more than 

incidental importance [in dance as art].” Ibid., 130. Bracketed material mine. 
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style “stylei” where “i” stands for “individual.”
55

 This kind of style is one that is 

determined by the dancer’s nature, although it is one that is not in a state of “natural” 

innocence but has also been developed in the course of the artist’s life. It should be noted 

here that sometimes a dance performer with a high level of stylei is able to convert that 

style to stylet, as in the case of Martha Graham, who successfully translated her own 

movement and performance style (stylei) into a genre (stylet).  And yet, stylei is still 

distinguishable as a separate kind of style in all the ways that this style is not able to be 

analyzed and codified into a system that others can follow.  There are aspects of 

Graham’s stylei, for example, that remained hers alone (I here claim that no one has been 

able to duplicate the full, singular regality of Graham’s stance in profile); for this reason 

she is as remembered in the dance world for being an exceptional dance performer as 

well as for the choreography and school she developed. 

The reader will here recall the examples of four different styles of Dying Swan 

provided in Chapter 1, exemplified by four different dancers exhibiting differences in 

stylei with general similarity in stylet  (the same choreographic style in each case and a 

similar style of classical ballet training, for instance).  There I referred these qualitative 

differences in the artistic properties of the performance as attributable to “movement 

                                                           
55

 This is roughly equivalent to what Armelagos and Sirridge refer to as style2 insofar as both are individual, 

but I have chosen not to stress the “internal” nature of the performer’s side of the experience of individual 

style versus the “external” aspects of their performance that these authors claim the audience perceives but 

that the dancers do not.  Ibid., 131.  In my view dance performers can and do witness the external aspects of 

their performances as the audience perceives it through mirrors, director’s rehearsal notes and feedback, 

videotape, etc.  A further difference is that I do not know if I agree with Armelagos and Sirridge that 

individual style must occur within a more general type of style (see Mary Sirridge and Adina Armelagos, 

“The Role of ‘Natural Expressiveness’ in Explaining Dance,” 302) or that individual style “supervenes on 

and implements personally” the kind of style imparted by a genre or choreographer (see Sirridge and 

Armelagos, “The In’s and Out’s of Dance,” 19). 
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personality.”
56

 It is precisely this “movement personality,” this trained and instinctive 

way of moving presided over by the dance artist’s unique “self” that I am now calling 

stylei.
57

  Every dancer, I will now claim, that is part of the making and doing of a dance 

work of art that can be viewed as expression is thus also engaging in what I will call 

“self-expression, properly understood” because stylei has its room in the dance artist’s 

self.  Stylei then, I claim, exists to some degree in each and every dance performance that 

counts as a minimal form of artistic expression just as improvisation does.  

How precisely can a dance style be individual?  I suggest that individual style is 

partly attributable to the same things that make an individual self unique; it belongs to 

one person’s individual experience, history, special nature and repertoire of DNA-

specific capabilities, sensitivities and talents.
58

  If Rudolph Nureyev has a “style” that 

includes a large jump, a smile at the camera, and then a descent to the ground someone 

else may be able to imitate that particular move but it can only be another dancer with the 

ability to jump that high.  Even if it were performed by Nureyev’s identical twin the twin 

                                                           
56

 In addition Sirridge and Armelagos also point out, and I agree, that there is an extent to which what I 

have called a dancer’s “movement personality” (what they call “personal style”) is affected by the dancer’s 

temperament or what is generally construed of as a person’s “personality” in psychological terms, 

particularly in choice of the “movement idiom he prefers to adopt.” Sirridge and Armelagos, “The In’s and 

Out’s of Dance,” 20.  See also, ibid., 22. I have not focused on this in the dissertation because I do not think 

it is a crucial point and one that is encompassed by my account of dance as a kind of self-expression 

properly understood, where one’s “self” includes a psychological personality as well as a movement 

personality. 
57

 This would include what Joseph Margolis has called a dance performer’s “natural expressiveness” – that 

due to their body’s natural expressivity as modified by the second-nature cultural influence of training.  See 

Joseph Margolis, “The Autographic Nature of the Dance.” As an aside I will mention here for those who 

have followed the dispute between Sirridge, Armelagos and Margolis regarding the role of “natural 

expressiveness” in individual style that I think it is much ado about nothing.  All three acknowledge that 

dance performers do have an instinctive way of moving that affects the way their movement is trained; I 

think the precise mode of implementing this training and the extent to which this changes or affects or 

modifies a dancer’s personal style is less important than the idea they all share that dance as art is 

autographic and not allographic in Goodman’s sense – that performers do change the nature of dances and 

that how they do this is, in part, attributable to both trained and personal style. 
58

 For an interesting article on how personal style can work to mediate engagement with dance in general 

(not just dance as art) see Karen Bond, “Personal Style as a Mediator of Engagement in Dance: Watching 

Terpischore Rise,” Dance Research Journal 26, No. 1 (Spring, 1994): 15-26. 
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would have experiences as a separate individual (even sleeping on the left side of the 

baby crib instead of the right!) that would change his or her way of moving and existing 

in space.  He would have different thoughts from his twin, encounter and overcome other 

obstacles in the world, and develop different neural connections and pathways and 

“muscle memories.”  

Dance artists may attempt to imitate one another but doing so is rather like writers 

who try to imitate Ernest Hemingway in mimicking his bold, declarative style.  There is a 

way to do it but no one can create new work that is precisely like Hemingway’s, that can 

be identified as a work bearing his artistic signature.  When you’re dealing with dance 

movement capabilities that depend on individual bodies this is even more pronounced.  If 

a dancer with short, wide arms and legs, for example, tried an over-the-head fast 

extensional kick that knocked her off-balance in an effort to imitate Suzanne Farrell’s 

lanky off-balance stylei s/he would fail utterly to achieve this intentional action no matter 

how high his or her level of artistry.  What the dancer intended and what the audience 

perceived would not match.  

To sum up this section on improvisation and style, a dance artist’s way of moving, 

the way that s/he performs both prescribed and improvised steps, and the occasions on 

which s/he does this in both a routine and improvised way is attributable to the use of 

both stylet and stylei in the intentional action (here conceived as “expression”) of artistic 

dance performance.  Improvisation and style, then, refer to key components of what 

dance artists do (improvise) and the way that they do it (in a style) that affects the 

performance that the audience perceives in the sort of artistic dance performance that I 

have claimed can be conceived as a form of expression.   
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The next component of my theory of how, precisely, artistic dance performance 

can be conceived as expression is designed to remind the reader of the audience role in 

understanding dance as art that was laid out in Chapter 2.  Its purpose is to reinforce the 

idea that artistic dance performances conceived as expressions are often not just products 

of the people doing the expressing but can also depend on and be conditioned by an 

awareness that they are available for public uptake, appreciation and understanding. 

b. Brief Restatement of the Theory that Artistic Dance Performance as 

Expression Can Involve Communication of Meaning 

 

Chapter 2 began the discussion of the way that artistic dance performance can be 

communicative.  This section reminds the reader of this idea by placing it in the context 

of thinking, once again, of the ways artistic dance performance can be conceived as a 

kind of language-like (in a broad and not syntactic sense) expression that includes the 

awareness that the relation includes both someone who does the expressing and someone 

to whom the expression is addressed. An expression, in this sense, is public.  It can be 

taken up as something to understand, as something with meaning.  On this minimal 

account of expression, I stress once again, artistic dance performance need not express 

any particular emotional or ideational content.  It is expression only in the sense that the 

source is a human, thinking, self who is performing and acting intentionally that provides 

something in this doing that can be appreciated and taken up and understood by an 

audience viewing the presentation.  The dance artists, on this account, need not have 

“something to say” in a well-articulated, cognized way, in order to express – they can just 
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move and the “something” to be understood or grasped at the feeling level can be there in 

just the form and quality of the movement.59
  

 The reader will also recall that in Chapter 2 the argument that artistic dance 

performance need not be communicative was addressed.  There it was argued that artistic 

dance performances can be communicative in the sense that they are the sorts of events 

that can have meaning that can be understood and that can and do employ cultural codes.  

It was also shown that danceworld practice does often involve the expectation that it is 

the sort of event that can be critically evaluated in light of how it compares with other 

dance works of art.   

We turn now to the argument against artistic dance performance as emotional 

self-expression in an effort to show how the same sorts of postmodern dance practice and 

theories that denied that communication to an actual audience was an essential function 

of artistic dance also oppose those expression theories of dance as art that hold that 

artistic dance must involve an artist who intends to “say something” to a potential 

audience by making it available for public uptake.  Here I will once again stress that my 

account is not meant to touch those examples of dance works of art that operate under 

different concepts of art and thus contain different artistic and aesthetic values for 

dance.
60

 I am not attempting a closed and conclusive definition but have, instead, taken 

pains to explain that this theory is an account of something relevant to understanding the 

nature of one major sort of artistic dance.  If this is not understood then my theory 

                                                           
59

 “We are simple minded enough to believe that if we had something to say we would use words,” 

Cunningham and contemporary musician John Cage have said about their long-term collaboration and 

philosophy. Quoted in Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 71.  My point here is that artistic dance 

expression need not have the sort of content a spoken language does.  This is a narrow view of expression. 
60

One hypothetical example of this sort of non-communicative, non-expressive artistic dance might be one 

in which people come together to experience a dance “happening” together and there is no spectator, on a 

concept of art that holds that the artistic is one that provides a primary aesthetic experience of beauty or the 

sublime through a cultural medium like dance steps. 
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necessarily fails as overbroad and as not properly responsive to actual and possible 

artistic danceworld practice. 

c. This argument is consistent with the claim that artistic dance performances 

need not be emotional or ego-laden self-expression  

 

We turn now to the anti-self-expression arguments that are often levied against all 

theories of artistic dance that claim that performances are expressions of the artists 

involved.  “Formalist” is one term given by dance theorists to those artistic dance 

practitioners who deny the idea that artistic dance must have anything to do with 

emotional self-expression.  Formalists insist that dance just shows itself for what it is; a 

kind of art that shows human bodily movement in various ways.  Merce Cunningham and 

George Balanchine are two choreographers who are usually classified as formalists in this 

way.
61

   

Let us begin with Merce Cunningham. “I’m interested enough in dancing, so that 

I can ignore all the things that surround it,” Cunningham remarked in an interview.  “I 

have in a sense tried to avoid any concern with power and ego, self-expression and all 

that.”
62

  To encourage this “selflessness” in his dancers’ performance Cunningham gave 

his dancers conceptual exercises, such as coming up with one rhythm in the lower half of 

the body and another one in the upper half, so that the dancers were so focused on 

achieving the movements technically that any tendency towards emotional self-

expression could not take root.
 63

   

                                                           
61

 See Sandra Horton Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, xxi , 103 and 112-113.  Alwin Nikolais is a 

modern choreographer who attempted to remove emotional self-expression from his dancers’ 

performances.  For more on this see Selma Jean Cohen (ed.), Dance as Theatre Art, 195. 
62

 Merce Cunningham, The Dancer and the Dance, 162. 
63

 For a personal account of what this was like for the dancers see Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 135. 
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This is not to say, however, that there is no expressivity in Cunningham’s work, 

as Cunningham himself acknowledges.  The expressivity is simply what is conveyed by 

the movement quality itself; it does not resort to pathos or emotional appeals to the 

audience.  I don’t think that what I do is non-expressive,” Cunningham has said, “it’s just 

that I don’t try to inflict it on anybody, so each person may think in whatever way his 

feeling and experience take him [or her]. I always feel that movement itself is expressive, 

regardless of intentions of expressivity, beyond intention.”
 64

 

It is this phrase “beyond intention” that seems to contradict my earlier claims that 

artistic dance performance is “intentional action.”  But on my limited view of artistic 

dance performance as expression “intentional,” as I have stated earlier, need not mean 

“deliberate decision to be expressive” in the usual sense of “expressive” that means 

expressive of emotion or of an emotional quality.  A dance performer, on my view, is still 

performing, expressing, “intentionally” even if all s/he intends is to move in a way that 

has qualities and features and content that is directed outwards towards an appreciator or 

audience.  I think this is true even for Cunningham dance.  If it is not, however, this does 

not negate the more modest claim I have tried to stick to in this dissertation that a great 

deal of what counts as artistic dance performance does involve at least this minimal form 

of intention. 

We turn now to the other oft-cited anti-self-expression formalist – George 

Balanchine.  Balanchine has often been accused by dance practitioners of taking 

formalism so far that his dancers’ performances became machine-like, with “cookie-

                                                           
64

 Merce Cunningham, The Dancer and the Dance, 106.  Bracketed material mine. 
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cutter” results.
65

  Many dancers who worked closely with Balanchine, however, eschew 

the idea that his work either was or was intended to be non-expressive of a dancer’s self 

or individuality.  Balanchine protégé Darci Kistler, made a principal dancer of the New 

York City Ballet while still a teenager, recalls one occasion on which Balanchine became 

incensed to discover that she was imitating Natalia Markarova’s performance of the 

White Swan in Swan Lake. From that point on he would not even let Kistler watch other 

leading dancers from the wings for fear that her own athletic, dynamic, “devil inside” 

style would be corrupted or diluted.
66

 

It is also relevant to recognize here that in artistic danceworld practice one ideal 

of early postmodernism was to react against the aesthetic values of earlier moments in 

artistic dance history.  There was a period in dance history, for example, where Isadora 

Duncan and companies like Denishawn so over-exaggerated their gestures and facial 

expressions in order to ramp up audience emotional response that it seemed to many of 

the dance artists that followed to be a kind of distasteful sensual pandering and low-level 

emotional manipulation rather than a more cerebral kind of high art.
67

 This reactionary 

movement can be summed up in the “No Manifesto” of postmodern dance choreographer 

Yvonne Rainer, which was written to accompany her work, Trio A (1965): 

No to spectacle. 

No to virtuosity. 

No to transformations and magic and make-believe. 

No to the glamour and transcendency of the star image. 

No to the heroic. 

                                                           
65

 Often when I would take a non-Balanchine ballet class in New York City in the 1980s a teacher would 

remark to me that the School of American Ballet (“that cookie-cutter school”) had taken away my beautiful 

classical porte bras (balletic arm movements) and overly sharpened my naturally softer style. 
66

 See Gia Kourlas, “Last Dance,” and Alastair Macaulay, “A Long Goodbye from the Last of Balanchine’s 

Ballerinas,” in The New York Times.  It is Russian ballet dancer Rudolph Nureyev who remarked that 

Kistler danced like she had a “devil inside.”  See also Suzanne Farrell, Holding on to the Air, 56, for a 

corroborating account of Balanchine’s valuation of individual dancers’ expressive style. 
67

 For more on Duncan and Ruth St. Denis see Selma Jean Cohen, Dance as Theatre Art. 
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No to the anti-heroic. 

No to trash imagery. 

No to involvement of performer or spectator. 

No to style. 

No to camp. 

No to seduction of spectator by the wiles of the performer. 

No to eccentricity. 

No to moving or being moved.68 

 

Despite the stated aims of this manifesto I agree with Fraleigh when she denies that 

Rainer, or any contemporary dance choreographer, can successfully do away with 

expressivity altogether, noting that even “blankness itself (as in stillness, boredom, 

silence, waiting, white) holds expressive tension.”
69

   

 One issue here has to do with a certain malleability of meaning in the term 

“expression.”  If one takes “expression” and “expressivity” to be not just expression of 

personal or sentimental emotion or expressive of an over-dramatic or maudlin emotional 

state but of a far-broader, qualitatively feeling form then dance performance as art (on a 

concept of art that sees artworks as those, among other things, presented for artistic 

appreciation) can still be conceived as expression without doing most of the things that 

Rainer objects against in her “no” manifesto.    

 Another issue that the careful reader may already have noticed, however, is that 

“no to involvement of performer or spectator” on Rainer’s list is also a pointed hit against 

the Western concept of art, particularly of theater art, that I have been employing – my 

oft-repeated account of artworks as those presented for artistic appreciation.  On my 

concept of art the performer and spectator, as explained in depth in Chapter 2, are in 

                                                           
68

 For Rainer’s “No Manifesto” and a video clip of Trio A see URL= http://bodytracks.org/2009/06/yvonne-

rainer-trio-a/, accessed July 25, 2011. See also Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 119, quoting Rainer’s 

book, Work. Fraleigh also notes that Sally Banes has called this “a strategy of denial.” For more on the 

postmodern movement in artistic dance see Banes’ book, Terpsichore in Sneakers. 
69

 Fraleigh, Dance and the Lived Body, 121.  For more on this see ibid., 125; Sally Banes’ Terpsichore 

in Sneakers, 50, and 126, and David Carr, “Thought in Action,” 333. 

http://bodytracks.org/2009/06/yvonne-rainer-trio-a/
http://bodytracks.org/2009/06/yvonne-rainer-trio-a/
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many cases necessarily involved in a relation of meaning conveyance and sharing.  The 

reader will also note that Rainer’s list says “no to style” whereas on my account of style 

presented earlier in this chapter involved both individual and taught features that are both 

perceivable and that cannot be suppressed entirely.   

 Does this mean that Rainer’s Trio A contradicts my thesis?  Yes and no. Yes in 

the sense that if at some point in the future all artistic dance performances answered to all 

the points of Rainer’s list, including those allowing no actual or potential performer or 

audience involvement and showing no style, then dance as art would have become 

something that the vast majority of this dissertation does not touch.  This logical 

possibility remains, although I find it hard to believe that any dance like this could 

survive and thrive to the extent that it would kill off all the expressive andcommunicative 

kind of dance to which this dissertation has been a sort of philosophic ode.  Because this 

logical possibility exists I have been careful not to provide a closed definition of dance as 

art that forecloses forms of dance that go against my primary examples and my concept 

of art.  Further, for anyone who has valued dance as art in the way that I have suggested it 

often can be, and for anyone who has seen the range of individual and developed styles 

that can and do show when different dancers perform even identical choreographic 

patterns on stage, I think it is impossible to deny that my studio account of dance as art 

does answer, in the main, to a large part of what artistic dance as art has been and can be 

so far.  In short, the existence of dances and even performances that attempt to be and in 

some cases may be uncommunicative and unexpressive does nothing to contradict my 

thesis so long as it is understood that this is not an account of everything artistic dance is 

and can be. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

 

 This chapter has attempted to strengthen my account of dance as art by renewed 

focus on the studio side of the dance as art relation.  To recap the cumulative conclusions 

of this dissertation’s account of dance as art in light of this Chapter 3 on how artistic 

dance performance might be conceived as expression this dissertation’s thesis can now be 

framed as three major claims, under which there are numerous and multiplying sub-

claims: 

1) There are many artistic dances that are what they are as appreciated 

and experienced in live performance because of the intentional activity 

of dance artists’ selves that: 

a. takes place in both rehearsal and performance [Ch. 1] 

b. is intentional in the sense of being directed outwards into a public 

space [Ch. 3] 

c. involves a repertoire of styles that are both taught and individual 

[Ch. 3] 

d. makes use of minded on-the-fly improvisation [Ch. 3] 

i. this can be an embellishment of the choreographer’s plan  

[Ch. 3] 

ii. this can be a response to contingencies of live performance  

[Chs. 2 and 3] 

i. such as practical and situational contingencies of the 

performance context and space [Chs. 2 and 3] 

e. b.-d., above, supports the idea that artistic dance performance can 

be viewed as language-like expression [Ch. 3] 

 

2) Live performances provide the primary venue for artistic appreciation 

of dances [Chs. 2 and 3] 

a. Here an audience can and often does perceive, appreciate and 

evaluate dance as art on a concept of art that holds that art offers 

something for artistic appreciation [Ch. 2] 

i. Interpretation, both inherent and deep, takes place during this 

perception [Ch. 2] 

ii. This perception, like the artists’ performance, is culturally 

developed and emergent [Chs. 2 and 3] 

iii. Pragmatic account of phenomenological experience of artistic 

dance as art supports this claim [Ch. 2] 

b. Artistic danceworld practice shows that many dance artists do 

intend this artistic appreciation of their performances to take place 

[Ch. 2] 
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c. a. and b., above, thus show that artistic dance performance can and 

does involve communication at a minimal level [Chs. 2 and 3] 

i. This, too, provides support for the idea that artistic dance 

performance can be conceived as expression in a minimal 

sense [Ch. 3] 

 

3) Based on and in furtherance of 1) and 2), above, artistic dance 

performance can be viewed as expression on a minimal account of 

expression in which the expression: 

a. comes from a source (dance artists) [Ch. 3] 

b. need not have any particular content although as expression it does 

have content that can be understood as meaningful [Chs. 2 and 3] 

c. can be semiotic in form, containing cultural codes 

[Chs. 2 and 3] 

d. probably cannot be entirely self-less, although it need not be 

emotional or ego-laden [Chs. 1 and 3] 

 

To be clear, the above list is meant to characterize one studio-based account of dance as 

art that attempts to explain the kind of dance as art that can be conceived as expression 

and in some cases communicative expression when it is taken up in the public venue of 

live performance by appreciators who are attending to the performance.  With the idea 

that artistic dance performance can be coherently conceived as expression, as least on this 

account, we turn now towards an explication of the nature of this expression, particularly 

as it relates the concepts of representation and reality.  The next chapter, then, will build 

upon claim 3) in the list above. 
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CHAPTER 4: THE NATURE OF DANCE PERFORMANCE CONCEIVED AS 

EXPRESSION IN ITS RELATION TO REPRESENTATION AND REALITY 

 

To recap where this dissertation stands now: Chapters 2 and 3 have just 

demonstrated and reiterated that artistic dance performance can be conceived as 

expression in the following respects: 1) that in many cases it is a type of public offering 

that can, in principle, be understood, communicating with others in part through cultural 

codes and symbols that others can access; 2) that it can be, as well or in the alternative, an 

expression of the artists in the sense that it is born of, and often reveals, the artists’ 

training, development and natural talents and capacities through the use of 

improvisational artistry and style; 3) that qua an expression that is similar to a lingual 

expression it need not have any particular content, whether emotional or otherwise.  We 

turn now to a deeper exploration of what dance performance conceived as expression is 

and how it works, particularly in its relation to the concept of representation and those 

other concepts related to representation (such as reference, presentation and virtual 

symbolization). 

Part I of this Chapter will demonstrate the following about the nature and function 

of artistic dance performance as expression: first, that it can (but need not) function as 

imitation, mimesis or metaphor; second, that it can (but need not) “refer” to, “invoke,” be 

“about” or “present” the symbol of something outside of itself; third, that it can be 

conceived as an expression with a content that can be understood by others and yet still 

function as an “utterance” that does not represent anything; and finally, that this 

expression is always itself real and is not something that belongs to a realm of illusion.  

Once this is seen Part II of this chapter will show that there is no insuperable disjunction 

between an artistic dance performance’s being expressive (understood as expressing 
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something that need not be emotion) and being representational, either in the strong sense 

of imitation, the weak sense of reference, or in the “virtual” sense of it being something 

less than or at a remove from the real.  I will then attempt to show precisely how we 

should treat artistic dance performances conceived as expression in light of these claims. 

I. THE NATURE OF ARTISTIC DANCE PERFORMANCE AS EXPRESSION 

 

a. Artistic dance performance can (but need not) function as imitation, mimesis 

or metaphor (“representation in the strong sense”) 

 

In the Western philosophical tradition the term “representation,” when used in 

theories of art, has been used most frequently as synonymous with mimesis or mimēsis 

(Greek), which is usually translated into English as “imitation,” which in art means 

roughly that one thing is copied or modeled or presented by another thing.
1
 The 

philosophic roots of this concept reach back to Plato and Aristotle.  According to these 

philosophers, the function of the painter, sculptor or poet is to make an art object that 

imitates entities or events.  Plato is known for holding the idea that paintings and poetry 

imitate by copying natural, physical entities or events through a sort of illusion, although 

for Plato the things in the world are all images of varying degrees of accuracy since only 

the Forms are real.
2
 Aristotle’s version of mimesis takes place in the Poetics, where he 

says that the art of tragedy in theatre is to imitate not physical objects but action; the 

structure of incidents that comprise the plot of a play.
3
 In both cases a representation is 

something the success of which can be determined by how closely it imitates what it 

intends to copy. 

                                                           
1
 For two concise and useful discussions of this term see: 1) The Cambridge Dictionary of Philosophy at 

694, “representation in art,” which refers the reader to 497, “mimesis,” contributed by Nicholas P. 

Wolterstorff, and 2) Alan Goldman’s entry on “Representation” in the Encyclopedia of Aesthetics. 
2
 See Books 3 and 10 of Plato’s Republic.  See also Arthur C. Danto’s discussion of Plato’s metaphysics as 

they pertain to artworks in The Transfiguration of the Commonplace. 
3
 See Aristotle’s Poetics I, ch. VI, 1449b 20-31. 
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Under this sense of representation in art as imitation it is not that difficult to 

determine what it might mean for a dance work of art to represent something, even if we 

do not agree that this is a necessary function of artistic dance.
 4

  Here it seems plausible to 

claim that a dancer can and often does represent a character in a story or fairytale or other 

narrative event.  Thus a dancer, through his or her dance performance, might represent 

the adolescent child “Clara” in The Nutcracker even if s/he is an adult in non-art life.  

Similarly, s/he might represent a sad clown (Petrushka) or a doll (Coppélia) or, as seen in 

Chapter 1, a swan (Swan Lake) simply by mimicking the movements, gestures, features 

or other attributes of these characters.
 5

  Similarly, a dance performer or work could 

represent “the wind,” as I once represented the tornado that brought Dorothy’s house 

form Kansas to Oz in a school production of The Wizard of Oz by performing fluid, 

wind-like movements and wearing a silvery costume that was meant to evoke the image 

of storm clouds.   

A danced narrative might also represent a linguistic phrase or symbol through the 

use of gesture.
6
 Michel Fokine, an early 20

th
 century dancer and choreographer (for 

Diaghilev’s Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo and then for the American Ballet Theatre)  

 

                                                           
4
 For an alternative but fully compatible discussion of the types of representation that can take place in 

dance as art see Noël Carroll and Sally Banes’ “Dance, Imitation and Representation,” particularly at 21-

23.  There Carroll and Banes survey four types of representation in which, roughly, x can stand for y: 1) 

unconditional representation (triggered by codes that allow the audience to recognize the referent); 2) 

lexical representation (such as the use of gestures to stand for certain ideas); 3) conditional specific 

representation (where some specific background knowledge is needed to understand it as a representation); 

and 4) conditional specific representation (where the spectator is simply informed that x is supposed to 

stand for y and they therefore see it that way). 
5
 Note here that I am avoiding the distinction between “art” and “real life” and instead am observing a 

distinction between “art” and “non-art” life because in my view “art” is as real as “ordinary” life.  I deny 

any suggestion that art exists only in some sort of imaginary, fictional, “make believe,” ethereal, whimsical, 

and insubstantial world that is “other” from the “real” one.  Instead, my view is that art, art-making and art-

doing is an inseparable, real and essential part of the actual world. 
6
 For more on this see Susanne Langer’s, “Virtual Powers.” See also Carroll and Banes, “Dance, Imitation 

and Representation,” 22, where this would be described as “lexical representation.” 
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provided these examples of conventional ballet gestures which are still in use today:  

it is understood that when a dancer points one finger upwards and then 

touches his lips with it, he is entreating a kiss…If the girl to whom he 

makes this sign runs away from him, proudly raises her arms, points to 

herself, lowers her arms in front of her and then sweeps them to one side, 

it is intended to intimate that her would-be lover is rich while she is poor, 

and consequently would soon cast her away.
7
 

 

A dance as danced by an entire corps might also represent something – in 

Balanchine’s Union Jack, for example, a large number of dancers onstage together 

represented a patriotic marching band.  A dancer in conjunction with the dance might 

also, as in Martha Graham’s Lamentation (1930), represent emotions, such as loss and 

sadness.  A dance work (dancer and dance together in conjunction with viewing, 

audience in situated context) can also represent abstract ideas, such as certain qualities in 

general apart from their particulars; for example, the radiance of jewels, or “the 

experience of all black women everywhere.”
8
 

The idea of dance as a representational art has a long history.  It was articulated 

most explicitly in the 17
th

 and 18
th

 centuries, which is roughly the time when the concept 

of “dance as theatre art” – something very close to what I have been calling “dance as 

art” because it included the idea that artworks are to be appreciated by an audience – first 

became popular.  In the 17
th

 century dance writer Claude Ménestrier asserted in his work 

des Ballets anciens et modernes that ballet should represent the actions and passions of 

human beings.
9
 He also maintained that dance movement is capable of representing inner 

                                                           
7
 Selma Jean Cohen, quoting Fokine, in Dance as Theatre Art, 103. 

8
 Balanchine’s Jewels, in which “Diamonds” (performed by Susanne Farrell) and “Rubies” (performed by 

Merrill Ashley) were representative not of any feature of these gems but certain qualities like brilliance 

and/or fire. Alvin Ailey dedicated “Cry” to his mother and also said it “represented all black women 

everywhere.” 
9
 See Ménestrier’s des Ballets anciens et modernes, Selma Jean Cohen’s Dance as Theatre Art, 38-63. 
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feelings that can be shown in no other way.
10

 In the 18
th

 century dance writers and 

choreographers John Weaver, Jean-Georges Noverre and Abbé Charles Batteux held that 

dance as art is (and should  be – this is a normative view) either the imitation of action or 

the imitation of nature.
11

 The Romantics (in the second half of the 18
th

 century) changed 

the focus from the art work to the artist, holding that it is not the work that is an imitation 

of nature but the artist who in the act of creating a work of art, imitates God or Nature 

and brings a new object into creation.
12

 

 Imitation of “nature” soon came to include “human nature,” including the 

emotions.  By the early 20
th

 century the concept of representation in dance as art included 

the claim that dance represents the emotions.
13

 One example of highly theatrical dance 

that represented emotion in the early 20
th

 century was Ruth St. Denis and her Denishawn 

Company (founded with her husband, Ted Shawn).  Through the creation of an entire 

spectacle, including costumes, colored lights, sets, scenery, elaborate makeup and often 

exotic themes from Eastern cultures, many of the dances that the Denishawn Company 

created were designed to depict not any personal emotion or feeling but those of 

humankind in “the most noble thoughts of man.”
14

   

From there the idea of what subject dance could represent began to broaden.   

 

 

 

                                                           
10

 Ibid. 
11

 See Noël Carroll’s “Dance, Imitation and Representation,” 14-19.  Noverre qualified that dance should 

imitate “beautiful” nature. Cohen, Dance as Theatre Art, 42. 
12

 Wolterstorff, “mimesis,” 498. 
13

 See Michel Fokine in Selma Jean Cohen (ed.), Dance as Theatre Art, 102, where he says that “the whole 

body of the dancer should portray character and feeling…” but see also 103, where he says that emotional 

expressiveness is less important than the beauty of the poses.  See also Ruth St. Denis, ibid., 119-120. 
14

 Ruth St. Denis as quoted in Cohen (ed.), Dance as Theatre Art, 120. 
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Over time it came to include the ideas (among others) that dance as art can represent:  

1. The idea, concept, socio-cultural identity, actual experience or “blood 

memory” of the choreographer.  

 

Martha Graham, for example, always maintained that dance as art is a theatre 

art, which for her meant that “it is a means employed to bring the idea of one person 

[the choreographer] into focus for the many.”
15

  Chris Challis says that it is the dance 

performer, through his or her interpretive action, that represents the choreographer’s 

idea.
16

 Alvin Ailey agrees that his experience is represented in his dances.  In an 

interview about Revelations he says: 

These are dances and songs I feel very personally about—they are 

intimately connected with my memories of the Baptist Church when I 

was a child in Texas—baptismals by tree-shrouded lakes, in a lake 

where an ancient alligator was supposed to have lived—the holy-

rollers’ tambourines shrieking in the Texas night.
17

 

 

And yet, Ailey says that Revelations also universalizes this experience, tapping into 

the “blood memory” of all African-American people while also taking special care to 

extend the experience beyond African-Americans into that of all Americans, in the 

South and beyond.
18

  

2. The individual’s relation to the world around him or her. 

 

Doris Humphrey, with her partner, Charles Weidman, made dances that 

attempted to represent personal experience in connection with the larger world.
19

 

Weidman’s dances in this vein include And Daddy Was a Fireman (1943) and 

                                                           
15

 Martha Graham as quoted in Cohen (ed.), Dance as Theatre Art, 140. 
16

 Chris Challis, “Dancing Bodies,” 143. 
17

 Susan Manning, “Danced Spirituals,” 93, quoting Arthur Todd, “Roots of the Blues,” 24. 
18

 Manning, “Danced Spirituals,” 93, citing the 1986 film, An Evening with Alvin Ailey (Chicago: Home 

Vision). See also ibid., 94, citing Alvin Ailey’s autobiography, Revelations, 128.  This is one of the reasons 

that Ailey always took care to cast some white dancers in Revelations. 
19

 See Cohen (ed.), Dance as Theatre Art, 121-122. 
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Lynchtown (1936).
20

 Works choreographed by Humphrey and Weidman together that 

are “the comment of two American dancers on contemporary life” are New Dance 

(1935), which “represents the world as it should be, where each person has a clear 

and harmonious relationship to his fellow beings,” Theatre Piece (1935), in which life 

is shown as “a grim business of survival by competition,” and With My Red Fires 

(1935), which “deals with love between man and woman, and between two 

women.”
21

  

3. A definite emotion. 

 

As Selma Jean Cohen has pointed out, besides choreographing satires and 

other representations of the individual in connection with the world Humphrey and 

Weidman choreographed representations of definite emotions, often “starting with the 

emotion to be portrayed, then finding the movements that would best portray it.”
22

 

Dorothy Bird has also described in her autobiography how Martha Graham also 

trained her dancers to inhabit definite emotions like “grief” or “surprise” in order to 

see what kinds of natural body tensions and movements were connected to these 

feelings that could be used in her choreography.
23

  

4. The expressivity of the human body. 

 

In contrast to the expressive dancing of Isadora Duncan in the United States in 

the years following WWI in Continental Europe Rudolph von Laban (founder of 

Labanotation, one of the major forms of dance notation) started figuring out which 

human movements were expressive and how movements could be made more 

                                                           
20

 Ibid. 
21

 Doris Humphrey quoted by Cohen in Dance as Theatre Art, 144-145. More examples can be found at 

145 and following. 
22

 Cohen, Dance as Theatre Art, 121. 
23

 See Dorothy Bird, Bird’s Eye View, chapters 3-5. 
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expressive by their quality.
24

  Mary Wigman, one of the pioneers of the German 

Expressionist movement is one famous dancer/choreographer to have studied with 

Laban.
25

 For a short clip of one of Wigman’s pieces, Witchcraft (Hexentanz) (1914), 

see http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tp-Z07Yc5oQ.
26

  I have chosen this piece 

because it shows a sort of brute-like clawing that is expressive of the sort of primal, 

destructive evil we associate with one type of witchery and it does so very effectively.  

And yet, it is also a quality that all of us, as human beings, can encompass bodily 

when in certain desperate and aggressive emotional states. Wigman believed that 

expressivity of the human body was shown through what she considered to be the 

inherent representation of human nature that takes place in artistic dance.  Wigman 

said, “From the crudest reality to the sublimest abstraction, man [and woman] is 

personified in the dance.  All his [and her] struggles, griefs, joys are thus represented.  

Man himself [and woman herself] forms the general theme for a limitless and ever 

significant congeries of variations.”
27

   

5. Music.  

 

Some danceworld scholars, philosophers and dance practitioners have made 

the claim that dance can represent music.
28

 This idea is by no means a straightforward 

                                                           
24

 See Cohen, Dance as Theatre Art, 122. 
25

 For more on Wigman and the German expressionist movement in dance see Melissa Ragona’s article, 

“Ecstasy, Primitivism, Modernity: Isadora Duncan and Mary Wigman.” 
26

 Accessed via You Tube on March 14, 2011. 
27

 Mary Wigman, quoted in Cohen, Dance as Theatre Art, 151.  Bracketed material mine.  Dance scholar 

Karen Bond has pointed out to me that much more could be said here about the German expressionist 

movement in dance of which Wigman was a part but I fear that an exploration of this here would take us 

too far afield. 
28

 Cf. choreographers such as Mark Morris and George Balanchine (among others) have patently refused to 

attempt to represent music in their own work. Instead, they have created works with close, but non-

representational, relationships to music, often using music as the motivational animus for independent 

dance works that stand on their own.  See George Balanchine in Selma Jean Cohen (ed.), Dance as Theatre 

Art, at 190 (“his [Stravinsky’s] music provides the dancer’s floor.  It’s the reason for us to move.”) and 

Mark Morris in Selma Jean Cohen (ed.), Dance as Theatre Art, at 251 (“Just about every dance I do starts 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tp-Z07Yc5oQ
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one, since music is an art that on some definitions can itself be representational.
29

  In 

the case that an artistic dance represents representational music, for example, it may 

not be a simple matter to sort out whether the dance really represents the music or if it 

simply represents in dance form the same underlying things the music is supposedly 

representing.  A dance might represent Peter, in Peter and the Wolf, for example, 

rather than representing the musical representation of Peter.  

One example of an attempt by artistic dance to represent music is Ruth St. 

Denis’ effort to make dance the “visualization of music” by imitating the skeletal 

structure of musical works (as distinct from any qualitative emotional tones or 

effects).
 30

  Here St. Denis’ idea was not to “copy,” exactly, but to perform a parallel 

substitution in the sense of performing a translation of music into a dance-visual 

mode that would accompany it the way a sign-language interpreter might accompany 

a speech by an English speaker.  This can be viewed as representation, I claim, 

because it attempts to remain faithful to the original structure and be an alternative 

version of it without significant variation.  It also depends on the original to have any 

life or meaning.  

So much for the demonstration of how artistic dances conceived as expression can 

communicate something to a potential audience about the subject they are attempting to 

represent through imitation.  We turn now to how artistic dance performances viewed as 

                                                                                                                                                                             
directly from a piece of music.  Then I try to discover the little secrets in it and turn them into something 

that’s worth watching that happens at the same time as the music.”) 
29

 One definition of musical representation is “the depiction by music of concrete persons, things or 

events.” Jerrold Levinson, “Music, aesthetics of,” in E. Craig (Ed.), Routledge Encyclopedia of Philosophy 

(London: Routledge, 1998), retrieved March 16, 2011 from URL = 

http://www.rep.routledge.com.libproxy.temple.edu/article/M030SECT8.  For more on the concept of 

representation in music in general see Jenefer Robinson’s article, “Music as a Representational Art,” in 

What Is Music?: An Introduction to the Philosophy of Music edited by Philip Alperson. 
30

 Cohen, Dance as Theatre Art, 128. 

http://www.rep.routledge.com.libproxy.temple.edu/article/M030SECT8
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expression might represent in a weaker way – by simply being about something, or 

invoking something or calling something else to mind.
31

 

b. An artistic dance performance can refer to, invoke or be “about” something 

outside of itself (“representation in the weak sense,” “reference” or 

“presentation”) 

 

An artistic dance performance can refer to, invoke or be about something outside 

of itself. When it does so it is engaging in what I will call representation in the weak 

sense.
 32

 Even though theories of art in Western culture have now developed far beyond 

the idea that successful art is synonymous with successful imitation the idea that artworks 

are make-believe or presentations of something virtual rather than real, being only 

“about” something in “real” life, or otherwise referring to something or invoking or 

symbolizing something else from the realm of the real have lingered into the 20
th

 

century.
33

  Arthur Danto, for example, has held that even postmodern “conceptual” art 

that does not represent emotions or nature still expresses something “about” its content.
 34

  

                                                           
31

 There are philosophers who might hold that only representation as imitation truly counts as 

representation.  Joseph Margolis suggested as much to me on his comments on an earlier draft of this 

chapter. These philosophers can substitute “reference” for what I am calling “representation in the weak 

sense” without harm to my argument since my point here is to point out that these cases fall somewhere 

between what can be identified clearly as representational dances and what are typically called non-

representational dances and thus deserve their own category as such. 
32

 It should be noted here that there are theories of representation in art that have been used for painting that 

have not been used for dance.  These include theories of representation as resemblance, illusion, “seeing-

in,” and depiction, among others, but to explore these here would take this dissertation too far afield.  For a 

succinct nutshell account of on these theories, along with a detailed and fairly extensive bibliography, see 

Antonia Phillips and Richard Wollheim, “Representation,” in Grove Art Online. 
33

 For the idea that representational art is “make believe” see Kendall Walton’s theory in his book, Mimesis 

as Make-Believe, in which artistic representations bring the audience into a game or world of make-believe.  

Susanne Langer is the philosopher most known for holding the theory that all art is symbolic, or a “virtual” 

presentation (see her book, Feeling and Form) of the real.  Arthur Danto has stated that art is always 

“about” what it represents (see The Transfiguration of the Commonplace).  Finally, Nelson Goodman held 

the theory in Languages of Art and in Ways of Worldmaking that in order for an object to be art it must 

function symbolically (again placing object that are artworks at a remove from regular life).   
34

 See Chapter 6, “Works of Art and Mere Representations, of Danto’s The Transfiguration of the 

Commonplace, pp. 147-148 in particular. 
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If art is viewed in this way, I hold, then there are no purely non-representational 

artworks; none that are not at the very least “about” some artistic “idea.”
35

   

Some philosophers, like Susanne Langer, have chosen the term “presentational” 

to describe artistic dance performances that they feel do not “imitate” in the strong sense 

of representation that I described in the preceding section.
36

  In Feeling and Form Langer 

held that dance is a “presentation” of a virtual entity, which she then says is the form of 

feeling.
37

 She uses the term “presentation” to capture the fact that the dancers’ movement 

is itself actual even though it is also “virtual self-expression.”
38

 It is the virtual self-

expression, on Langer’s view, that is the artistic symbol of dance (and on her view 

something is not art unless it has an artistic symbol).  On this view dance artists make this 

symbol by transforming “real” experiences and feelings into symbolic forms that provide 

a “primary illusion” whose purpose is to show us a symbol of real life rather than be itself 

a kind of artistic real life.
39

  It does so, according to Langer, through the form of gesture, 

what Langer says “is the basic abstraction whereby the dance illusion is made and 

organized.”
40

  

                                                           
35

 Some dance scholars still consider dance a necessarily representational practice as well.  These include 

Chris Challis (see his “Dancing Bodies,” where he says that artistic dance represents a choreographer’s 

idea) and Valerie Briginshaw (see her book, Dance, Space and Subjectivity, 2d Edition, at 6, where she 

calls dance a “representational practice.”)    
36

 For a provocative discussion of presentational theories of art, including Langer’s, see Sonia Greger’s 

1969 article, “Presentational Theories of Art Need Unpacking.”  It might also be noted here that at times 

Balanchine seemed to have a view in which art was not representational but could present an artistic idea.  

From one interview, for example, from Cohen (editor)’s Dance as Theatre Art, 191: 

Q: Then you never put anything from your life into your ballets? 

BALANCHINE: Never. Mozart never put his miserable life into his beautiful, gay music.  He 

didn’t want to portray his life.  He had a beautiful idea of music—of the sound of it.  
37

 See Chapter 11, “Virtual Powers,” in Langer, Feeling and Form. 
38

 See ibid., 178. 
39

 See Langer, Chapter 4, “Semblance,” in Feeling and Form for more on what Langer says is the process 

of artistic symbol-making in general. 
40

 Ibid., 174. 
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I think this means that Langer views artistic dance performance as a gesturing 

towards the real through artifice, a practice that may not in all cases rise to the strong 

sense of representation as imitation or metaphor but that I claim is at least still weakly 

representational in the sense that it aims at providing a “semblance” of the form of 

feeling rather than something that can stand alone bare and naked for what it is.  It may 

not be “imitation” but it is still an extrapolation or abstraction or vehicle for presenting 

something more “real” than itself.  If the dance artists are successful in producing the 

“primary illusion” of dance symbols the audience will recognize the form, Langer claims, 

only because of its similarity to the form of actual feeling.
41

  If it were purely non-

representational, on my view, the audience would not need to recognize it from another 

domain in order to understand it; they could just appreciate it for whatever feelings it 

provided on its own.  

To be plain: I believe that whenever a dance theorist, critic or dance practitioner 

holds an implicit view that all dance as art symbolizes something else or is “about” 

something outside of itself, even going so far as to say that even contemporary dance is 

“about” the idea that dance need not be about something, then for these people there can 

be no such thing as purely non-representational dance, defined as dance that shows 

nothing but itself.  Some dance scholars have said, for example, that there are styles of 

dance that are “about” the qualitative nature of dance itself.  Chris Challis has said that 

“every [Paul] Taylor work is concerned with the nature of expressivity in dance for 

Taylor; it is the very core of his choreography.”
42

  Indeed, many of Taylor’s pieces are 

                                                           
41

 See ibid., chapters 4 and 11. 
42

 Challis, “Dancing Bodies,” 149.  Dance pieces by other choreographers cited by Challis that he says are 

examples of dances that show the inherent expressiveness of dance movement are Points in Space (Merce 
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marked by qualities of fluidity, grace and lightness; one of the major aesthetic qualities of 

many of his dances is the airy quality that exists without heaviness or jaggedness or 

clumsiness or sign of strain.  This video of a dress rehearsal of the Paul Taylor Dance 

Company’s Cascade (1999) and Brief Encounters (2009) should give the reader a sense 

of what I mean here: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1n8fVGZDiT0.
43

   

But is it entirely clear, one might ask, that these expressive Paul Taylor dances are 

about (or symbolize) the qualitative nature of dance as expressive?  Does it refer to 

something else?  I say it does not.  It adds nothing to say, with Challis (and Danto might 

echo this sentiment) that it is about itself or expressivity in general.  What is the purpose 

of adding this additional layer of reflexivity?  Indeed, in this case I see no reason to say 

here that Paul Taylor’s dances are about expressivity.  It seems sufficient to say that they 

reveal or show expressive qualities rather than representing them or presenting them in 

symbolic form.  The expressive qualities are right there.  On stage.  Not elsewhere with 

only their symbolic shadow to be perceived in the dance. 

c. Artistic dance performance as expression can function as an “utterance” with 

content that does not represent or symbolize anything in either the strong or 

weak sense 

 

The idea that a primary purpose of artistic dance is to represent or symbolize 

something else was greatly diminished by the post-modernism of the 1960s and 

following; many of the dance works in that period were, like Merce Cunningham’s, no 

longer an imitation of something else or “about” something else but simply exhibited to 

                                                                                                                                                                             
Cunningham, 1986), Shall We Dance (Fred Astaire, 1936) and Made in the U.S.A. (David Gordon, 1987).  

Ibid., 150. 
43

 These pieces were commissioned by Syracuse University for the Paul Taylor Dance Company 

performance with the Syracuse Symphony Orchestra on November 6 and 7, 2009. Video clip accessed 

March 15, 2011. 
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audiences for the experience they provided in themselves.
44

  Indeed, even though 

examples of representative artistic dance still existed, it was hard to find anyone who still 

held the view that representation could be the essence of artistic dance because there were 

now too many examples of artistic dance that exhibited dance without referring to or 

symbolizing or being about anything at all; instead, the purpose was just to explore dance 

movement and show the qualities of that.
45

 This idea is illustrated somewhat, perhaps, by 

Cunningham’s interview with Jacqueline Lesschaeve, in which he said: 

Yes, it’s difficult to talk about dance. It’s not so much intangible as 

evanescent.  I compare ideas on dance, and dance itself, to water.  Surely, 

describing a book is certainly easier than describing water.  Well, 

maybe…Everyone knows what water is or what dance is, but this very 

fluidity makes them intangible.  I’m not talking about the quality of the 

dance, but about its nature. 

 

J.L.  Still, isn’t music fluid? 

 

Yes, that’s true, but music at least has a literature, a notation.  If you want 

to read music you can take a score and get some idea of it.  Nothing like 

that in dance, until very recently.  Everything is in people’s memories.  

Also, and this is obvious, dancers work with their bodies, and each body is 

unique.  That is why you can’t describe a dance that hasn’t been seen, and 

the way of seeing it has everything to do with the dancers, and that’s the 

trap.  Personally, I find that marvelous.  How could one experience dance 

except through the dancer himself?
46

 

 

Here Cunningham is implicitly expressing a view that I think has a great deal of 

philosophic merit: that one can view artistic dance as providing a primary experience that 

                                                           
44

 For a film that does a wonderful job of showing the postmodern aesthetic of being without representing 

in Cunningham’s work see “CAGE/Cunningham,” a 1991 documentary on Cunningham and Cage’s 

collaboration directed by Elliot Caplan.  One of the things the film does is to point out the connection 

between Cunningham’s work and Buddhist philosophy, in which being and experiencing are primary 

without the intentional sort of thinking associated with representational thought and art. 
45

See Carroll and Banes’ “Dance, Imitation and Representation,” 19-21.  See also Wolterstorff, “Mimesis,” 

498, who says that with the advent of abstract painting and “absolute” instrumental music, “the mimetic 

theory is all but dead.” See also, however, Wolterstorff’s reference to general theories of representation in 

art provided in Nelson Goodman’s Languages of Art, Wolterstorff’s Works and Worlds of Art and Kendall 

Walton’s Mimesis as Make-Believe. 
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“has everything to do with the dancers” and that, like water, is just itself to be appreciated 

directly without the sort of artistic mediation or intervention that is suggested by Langer 

and Danto with their accounts of art-making as transfiguration and symbolization. Why 

cannot artistic dances sometimes simply be, choreographed in certain arrangements to 

interfere with it as little as possible and show some features rather than others? Dance 

movement is something; it need not imitate or be about something and when performed 

publicly it exists as artistic dance conceived as expression so long as the concept of art 

employed is merely that one has offered something for artistic appreciation and does not 

include a concept of art, like that of Langer’s, that holds that to be art something must be 

a “symbol” of the real.
47

 In fact, in the danceworld of the 21
st
 century, Noël Carroll and 

Sally Banes point out that the majority view among dance theorists is that there is no 

longer any reason why artistic dance performances must always “represent” (nature, a 

concept or idea, a definite emotion or experience, music, etc.) in order to be considered 

art, although it is true, this paper holds, that dance as art can and still does often represent 

these things.
48

   

At this point let us take a moment to connect the idea of artistic dance 

performance conceived as expression with which we have been working to the concept of 

representation in artistic dance that we have been discussing in a more explicit way so 

that the connection I wish to draw can clearly be seen.  On my account an expression, 

artistic or linguistic, as I have said in Chapter 3, need not have any particular content or 

subject – all that is required is that an utterer (or dance artist) make it in a form that can 

be understood in a public, cultural context.  What this means is that on my view 
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 See, for example, Langer’s book Feeling and Form. 
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 See Carroll and Banes’ “Dance, Imitation and Representation.” 
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whenever an artistic dance performance imitates, refers, or symbolizes something else it 

is able to do so because others, at least in principle, can understand or grasp or apprehend 

what it is that is being imitated or elicited.  If it fails to do this it fails as representational 

art.  To reiterate: on my minimal sense of expression all artistic dance performances that 

one can call “representational” in the strong or weak sense are those that are first artistic 

dance performances conceived as expressions.  They are all something with a content of 

various kinds that a public can take up.   

How, then, one might ask, can what I have called non-representational artistic 

dance performances also be first conceived as expressions?  Here my view is not, as 

discussed in Chapter 2, that all non-representational artistic dance performances must be 

expressions.  In fact, my view is that some of these, such as any artistic dance 

performance that exists under, let us say, a concept of art that provides that art is just in 

the nature of the experience it offers to the art-makers and need not have any designated 

role for an audience of appreciators, may be non-communicative in either actuality or in 

principle and therefore might not be correctly conceived as expressions.  My point here is 

merely that some of these are publicly shared, they are offered for appreciation by a real 

or potential audience, and that when this is the case these artistic dance performances can 

be conceived as non-representational expressions. 

d. Artistic dance performance as expression is itself real and is not a 

representational or symbolic shadow of the real 

 

Philosophers of art who hold that all artworks are “about” something often hold 

this view as a natural extension of the belief that all thinking is representational.  “What, 

really, is ‘the man himself’?” Arthur Danto has asked in The Transfiguration of the 

Commonplace. “I have argued a theory to the effect that we are systems of 
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representations, ways of seeing the world, representations incarnate.”
49

  So Danto, too, 

like John Dewey, like Joseph Margolis, like me, has made art (which we can extend to 

dance as art) a product of the human self.  But since Danto’s “self” is a “system of 

representations,” the product of that self for Danto is naturally representational in the 

weak sense – it is about how our selves see the world rather than an exhibition of and 

being in that self.  To the contrary, in Margolis’ construction of the self, where utterances 

are culturally symbolic, or “Intentional” (capital “I”), there need be no imitation or 

reference and yet everything uttered is fraught, weighted with and run through and 

through with cultural meaning in a hybrid of the natural and culturally emergent.
50

  

In my understanding of the self, in which I acknowledge the role of culture 

(particularly of “worlds” of meaning and in the training of the art practitioners and 

audiences), I believe there is greater space for particular, individual contribution and 

idiosyncratic chance variation (a distant echo of Peirce’s “tychism”) than Margolis might 

allow.   In my view the mind of the dance artist exists in a mindbody trained in the world 

and in dance but in a style and way that is as irreducibly singular and unique as that 

individual’s DNA.
51

 The reader will recall that Chapter 3 discussed this at length in 

connection with style and improvisation in artistic dance performance. 

Arguments that all art either imitates, stands for, is about or symbolizes something 

else are probably connected to philosophic theories that either 1) all ideas are 

representations (in the sense of reflections to our mind from the input of sensory stimuli) 

or that 2) all artistic ideas are representations in either the strong or weak sense (because 
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 Danto, The Transfiguration of the Commonplace, p. 204. 
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 See Margolis’ “What, After All, is a Work of Art” in his book by the same title and also his book, The 

Cultural Space of the Arts and the Infelicities of Reductionism. 
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 For more on Peirce’s account of tychism as chance see his essay entitled, “Evolutionary Love.” 
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that is what it means for something to be art in the first place – something from a “real” 

and “other” domain is being copied or shown through the vehicle of an artwork).
52

  I 

think both of these claims are false. When dance practitioners are doing and making 

artistic dance performances, particularly when conceived as expression, they are doing 

something within and relative to the dance world that is no different in kind from the sort 

of practice done in other worlds relative to those worlds.
53

  There are “ideas” involved in 

artistic dance performance conceived as expression but these can be ideas that travel 

straight through from dance artist to an actual or potential receiving audience as 

meaningful – they need not be first cast in “real” form and then transformed or 

transfigured into artistic dance.  Artistic dance performance conceived as expression can 

be dance speech; it can be an utterance made by a danceworld participant in and to the 

temporary or permanent inhabitants of the danceworld.  Taking it onto a theatre stage 

does not take a real-world utterance and transform or transfigure it into a world of 

illusion.  The dance language itself, and the world of competent speakers of dance, were 

already part of the real world.
54

  

This takes us deeper into thinking about what “dance ideas” (a phrase I am not 

using to denote determinate concepts) dance artists might convey in dance in non-

representational rather than representational ways.  Suppose, for example, a dance artist 

wanted to convey a gist or a sense or a leaning rather than say something propositional 
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 Susanne Langer (see Feeling and Form Part I, “The Art Symbol”), Nelson Goodman (see Languages of 

Art and Ways of Worldmaking ) and Arthur C. Danto (see The Transfiguration of the Commonplace) all 

hold this view.   
53

 This of a “dance world” that is just as “real” as the world of trash-collecting or any other world was 

inspired by Nelson Goodman’s Ways of Worldmaking, particularly chapter VI.  See also Mark Johnson’s 

The Meaning of the Body, at 10, in which he suggests that art was “a way of worldmaking” prior to the 17
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 Western philosophy switch in focus from the nature of art to “an almost exclusive concern with 

how the mind works in aesthetic judgment.” 
54

 The idea that dance-making and performance is a form of utterance follows Joseph Margolis’ view of art 

works as utterances in What, After All, Is a Work of Art.   
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about a gist or sense or leaning? Mark Johnson’s view, in his book, The Meaning of the 

Body, suggests that dance, like poetry, might be necessary in order to convey something 

unconveyable in propositional forms.
55

  This, too, seems to support the idea that dance 

utterances occur in a dance world. 

I think many utterances in artistic dance are more like what Langer would call 

“signals” or “signs” rather than “symbols,” provided that one understands that these 

signals and signs are those that are relative to the dance world rather than the world of 

chicken-plucking or tax collecting.
56

 Again, my point here is that the dance world is a full 

subset of reality that operates in a sphere with its own specialized and historically and 

culturally developed rules of action and communication.  It is simply not the case that this 

world is the world of symbol and illusion and the rest of life is lived in the “real” world 

of the sign and signal.  Art simply does not exist at a remove from the “real” world.  

There are a great many people (namely art practitioners, art scholars and critics) whose 

“ordinary” lives are almost entirely within the world of art, even though a good portion of 

their time is spent outside the studio or stage.  If “regular” non-art participants experience 

art only rarely and at appointed times, this is no different than non-art participants who 

experience fly-fishing or the worlds of astronomy or carpentry only rarely and at 

designated times.  That these fields are specialized and that “ordinary” (most) people 

encounter them only rarely does nothing to make them less “real.”  

Artistic dance performance conceived as expression simply does not require a 

reflected thought and then a translation or transformation of that thought into art before 

one can move and flow and elevate into the air.  Instead, artistic dance-making and doing 
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 Mark Johnson, The Meaning of the Body, 134. 
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 See Langer, Part I and chapter 11 of Feeling and Form. 
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is done fluently in the language of the genre of dance that the dance practitioner has 

already incorporated into his or her mindbody repertoire.  No translations from ordinary 

movement into dance movement need be performed – dance movement can be its own 

species and its own non-strictly lingual language and a person can be a person who 

dances as well as a dancer who is fluent in both the movement schools of non-artistic and 

artistic life.  Dance artists are, then, similar to bilingual (and in many cases multi-lingual) 

language speakers. 

Philosophical, anthropological and evolutionary arguments can (and have) been 

made that claim that art-making, doing and experiencing is a primary form of human 

activity.
57

  The easiest way to show this, perhaps, would have been to write a dissertation 

showing all the non-art forms of dance – dance as social and political action, dance as 

work, dance as religion, dance as therapy, et cetera – but I have chosen a more difficult 

route: to show how dance, even as art, is one real way that human beings work and live 

and express in the actual world.  I have been trying to do this by showing something of 

what, exactly, these art-focused human beings are doing.  So far I have avoided the gritty 

mundane but that could be done – one could show, for example, some of the dance 

practice and rehearsal drills, the bloody toes, the sweat, the pain, the extension and 

development of mindbody skills, the late-night fretting, the struggle, the strife, the 

overcoming of problems and obstacles, the making of something against difficult odds.  

This, perhaps, might make dance, and art, seem more real and less (to some) like a dream 

descending on the artist in the middle of the night, unbidden, unworked for or guided by 

the hidden hand of divine inspiration. 
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 See, for example, Ellen Dissanayake’s books, Homo Aestheticus, What Is Art For and Art and Intimacy, 

and Denis Dutton’s book, The Art Instinct. 
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It may now be clearer to the reader why Margolis had to change the type of 

“intentional” that referred to mental representations that occur inside the head and are 

directed outwards to a cultural Intentionality that exists not in the mind construed as 

inside us somewhere (brain perhaps) that is not accessible to the world but outside, in the 

world and in the perceivable utterances that he says comprise artworks and their artistic 

properties.
58

  Indeed, Margolis’ charge against Danto’s theory of art is that it makes 

artworks so ephemeral and bound to intentionality (small “i”) that they remove artworks 

from the material existents (what I have been calling “real”) of the world entirely.
59

  One 

can see how this discussion connects with the embodied or extended mind theory touched 

upon briefly in Chapter 3, in which any clear-cut dualism between “mind” and “body” 

and any strict dichotomy between “inner” and “outer” was rejected through the exemplar 

of how improvisational and embodied thinking takes place in artistic dance performance 

conceived as expression. 

II. ARTISTIC DANCE PERFORMANCE CAN BE BOTH EXPRESSIVE AND 

REPRESENTATIONAL 

 

One major and overriding focus of this dissertation has been to provide an 

extended account of artistic dance performance (which includes, of course, a particular 

kind of theory of art within it) as something that is an organic extension of the dance 

artists that, through composition and performance, repeated and on-the-fly practice, are 

engaged in a living, breathing and constructive experience-creating and exhibiting 

enterprise. We have seen in Part I of this chapter how this expression can represent, but 

that it need not represent.  Further, we have seen that the body of work and practice that 
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 For more on this view see Margolis, “What, After All, Is a Work of Art,” The Cultural Space of the Arts 

and the Infelicities of Reductionism and his article, “Farewell to Danto and Goodman,” particularly at 369 

and following. 
59

 See Margolis, “Farewell to Danto and Goodman,” 369-374. 
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comprises dance as art cannot be characterized or identified fully with its ability to 

represent.
60

  Finally, I have shown how in my view art, and dance as art, are vital, real-

world fields of endeavor that are no less “actual” than any other.  Art does not exist only 

to heighten or to add fun or to show us something about the real world or escape from the 

real world (although it can do all of these things) but exists also as both a real-world and 

human-created activity and phenomenon that can take a myriad of different forms.  Art-

making and doing are real and not peripheral human activities.   

For the philosophers of art, like those of Langer and Danto, who hold that the 

practice of making art is a sort of symbol-making nothing can be an artistic expression 

unless it has first been transfigured or transformed into an art symbol.  In The 

Transfiguration of the Commonplace Danto states, “For the concept of expression we are 

after applies only to things that first are representations …”
61

 My view, then, putting 

expression first, is an inversion of Danto’s view. On my view the artist puts something 

out there first.  S/he does what s/he does qua artist.  When it is there to be understood or 

appreciated it is an expression.  Sometimes this expression is representational in nature.  

Sometimes it imitates.  Sometimes it refers.  Sometimes it does not.  On Danto’s view 

artists look at the world and transfigure it or some idea “about” it into art.  What the 

appreciator perceives primarily is the artist’s comment on or representation of the world. 

It is only expression, we can presume, if it also shows the appreciator (through the art 

symbol, although how exactly it does this is unclear) an emotional quality.
62
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 A great more can and should be said about this that would provide an alternative to Langer’s Feeling and 

Form and that explored Nelson Goodman’s theory of worlds and the later Wittgenstein but this must wait 

for a later project. 
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 Danto, The Transfiguration of the Commonplace, 191. 
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I reject Danto’s attempt to subsume artistic expression under representation in the 

same way that I rejected the claim earlier in this chapter that all art (and accordingly all 

dance as art) is either representational or a presentation of an artistic symbol. As I have 

said before, I think an artistic dance performance can be a generative “expression” of 

artistic existence itself, a child of the artist containing the artist’s genetic code.  Children 

have an existence of their own and they can be understood and taken for what they are by 

their own lights; they are not merely representations or symbols of their parents even 

though they can also represent them.   

When artistic dance has the primary function of representation – as in a 

performance of a story ballet like The Sleeping Beauty, for example, where showing the 

character of Aurora and the fairies and arranging the plot sequence exactly as it appears 

in one of the original texts is privileged – we may think of this, on my view, as 

“representational expression.” This would be using the term to refer to its nature as 

representation in the strong sense.  Imagine, though, that another choreographer wants to 

present a version of The Sleeping Beauty that instead of representing the text instead 

wants to use the broad outlines of the story to convey the danced feeling of what it is like 

to recover lost opportunities and revive the past in general (not just as these feelings exist 

in The Sleeping Beauty).  Here we might still want to characterize this sort of work as 

“representational expression” even though here the representation may just be in the 

weak sense that it is “about something” other than itself.  

 But what about the cases where it is less clear if and how expression and 

representation are coexistent in an artistic dance performance?  Isadora Duncan is usually 

cited as the primary example of “pure self-expression” in artistic dance.  Most mean by 
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this that she simply felt her own emotions while dancing for an audience and that this is 

what she showed to an audience.  Duncan did, however, also use ideas of certain objects 

or props as symbols for the emotions she wanted to express.  This passage should 

illustrate what I mean here.  Duncan says: 

These flowers before me contain the dream of a dance, it could be named 

“The light falling on white flowers.” A dance that would be a subtle 

translation of the light and the whiteness.  So pure, so strong, that people 

would say: it is a soul we see moving, a soul that has reached the light and 

found the whiteness.  We are glad it should move so.  Through its human 

medium, the movement of all nature runs also through us, is transmitted to 

us from the dancer.  We feel the movement of light intermingled with the 

thought of whiteness.  It is a prayer, this dance; each movement reaches in 

long undulations to the heavens and becomes a part of the eternal rhythm 

of the spheres.
63

 
 

This becoming “a part of the eternal rhythm of the spheres” can be conceived of as 

metaphorical expression rather than a causal claim.  Showing the content of the “subtle 

translation of the light and the whiteness” of flowers invokes something not present (the 

flowers) so in this sense it makes use of weak representation as I have described it earlier 

as well.  It also seems that for Duncan the expressive way of doing this, the “dancing the 

whiteness” highlights that for Duncan this feeling the whiteness and dancing it was what 

was primary.  

In short, I think this example directly contradicts Danto’s discussion of metaphor 

in The Transfiguration of the Commonplace, in which he says that expression is always 

reducible to representation, because I believe that in artistic dance examples like 

Duncan’s, above, what comes first is the expression, not the representation.
 64

  Danto 

provides the example of a Rembrandt painting of his wife as Bathsheba that includes 

                                                           
63 Isadora Duncan, “The Dancer of the Future,” quoted in Selma Jean Cohen (ed.), Dance as 

Theatre Art, 125. 
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“folds and wrinkles and fallen breasts,” leaving them there without beautifying them 

because, Danto explains, “they are part of the woman he loves.  And that woman, with 

just those marks of life upon her, is Bathsheba, a woman of beauty enough to tempt a 

kind to murder for the possession of her.”
65

 Here Danto points out that “that is the 

metaphor of the work: to show that plain dumpy Amsterdam woman as the apple of a 

king’s eye has to be an expression of love …”
66

  

The above is a good example, I think, of how an artwork can be at once an 

expression and a representation but it is not clear to me that this explanation covers, as 

Danto says it does in his introduction, all of the arts including dance.
67

 In artistic dance 

practice that involves representation it is not clear that the concept of expression must be 

reduced to representation rather than the other way around once expression is conceived 

as something that need not have an emotional content.  Indeed, I think it is true that in 

dance all artistic representations are in some minimal sense expressions (at least in the 

sense that some particular represented content is intended to be conveyed) but it is not 

clear that the converse is true—that all artistic expressions, even those that involve 

metaphor, are first representations.  If, as shown in the Duncan example, dance artists 

intend to show the light falling on white flowers through dance then this is metaphor.  If 

the metaphor is part and parcel of the expression, the intentional expression of a dance 

artist who intends that light falling on white flowers be appreciated in it, then I claim that 

it is expression, not representation that is here leading the way. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

 

The conclusion of Chapter 3 of this dissertation collected together and 

enumerated the claims made by the entire body of this dissertation thus far so there is no 

need to redo that whole enterprise here (I’ll save a comprehensive summary for the final 

chapter) but it is appropriate to summarize the content of this Chapter 4 here so once 

again we can take stock of where we are and to what thesis this studio-based account of 

dance as art has been leading.  In short, this chapter has expanded point 3, which I have 

reprised here: 

3)  Artistic dance performance can be viewed as expression on a minimal 

account of expression in which the expression: 

a. comes from a source (dance artists) [Ch. 3] 

b. need not have any particular content although as expression it does 

have content that can be understood as meaningful [Chs. 2 and 3] 

c. can be semiotic in form, containing cultural codes 

[Chs. 2 and 3] 

d. probably cannot be entirely self-less, although it need not be 

emotional or ego-laden [Chs. 1 and 3] 
 

Now that this chapter has established artistic dance performance conceived as expression 

as something that is 1) a real-world activity that requires no “transfiguration” or 

“symbolization” although it may involve these things and 2) something that can exist 

either independently from or in conjunction with representation we can reconstruct point 

3) thus: 

3)  Artistic dance performance can be viewed as expression on a minimal 

account of expression in which the expression: 

a. comes from a source (dance artists) [Ch. 3] 

1. the work of these dance artists is real, as are their 

movements – they can be conceived as dance expressions 

relative to the danceworld, a real, existent world [Ch. 4] 

b. need not have any particular content although as expression it does 

have content that can be understood as meaningful [Chs. 2 and 3] 

1. this content can, but need not, include a subject that is 

represented by the expression [Ch. 4] 
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i. representation here can mean “imitation” 

(representation in the strong sense) [Ch. 4] 

ii. representation here can mean a work that is “about” or 

“refers to” something (representation in the weak sense) 

[Ch. 4] 

iii. this content can be purely non-representational – it can 

exist and be understood as meaningful in itself [Ch. 4] 

c. this content can contain cultural codes 

[Chs. 2 and 3] 

d. this content probably cannot be entirely free from marks of the 

“self,” although it need not be emotional or ego-laden [Chs. 1 and 

3] 

e. is not an act of symbolizing or transfiguring [Ch. 4]  

1. the “work” of the dance artists involved in creating and 

performing dance conceived as expression takes place in an 

existent danceworld [Ch. 4] 

2. the transmission of a dance expression can be unobstructed, 

clear and “uttered” without pre-reflection [Ch. 4] 

 

Reviewing this list it occurs to me that one thing still remains to be said about 

how artistic dance performance conceived as expression relates to the concepts of 

representation and reality and it can be captured by this question: “How are we to 

understand what we mean when we attribute a certain expressiveness to (say) a 

movement of the body, where the ‘feeling expressed’ is not attributed to the human being 

or dancer who is ‘expressing’ that feeling, even if not ‘representing’ it?”
68

 

 Now that we have the structure provided above this question is not difficult to 

answer.  Let us imagine a dance similar to the white flower example provided by Isadora 

Duncan that was explored in Part II of this chapter, above.  There Isadora suggested that 

the “whiteness” and “light” of the flower be danced while the dancer herself  “feel[s] the 

movement of light intermingled with the thought of whiteness.”
69

  This is certainly one 

way to dance – an analogy here is to Konstantin Stanislavsky’s “method” acting in which 
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the actor is encouraged to feel the precise emotion to be conveyed by the character s/he is 

portraying.  However, as part of the “real” work of dance artists a dancer can also train 

his or her mindbody to dance “as if” under the influence of a real feeling of the 

movement of light intermingled with the thought of whiteness without feeling whiteness 

and light his- or herself. 

This goes back to the discussion of cultural “codes” discussed in Chapter 2.  

There are ways that an audience/perceiver is trained to perceive and understand 

movements as expressive that we learn as part of our cultural development.  Part of the 

work of the dance artist who is trained in representational dance is to incorporate these 

codes into one’s dance movements so that as soon as s/he is instructed to “dance the 

movement of light” or “dance whiteness” s/he can do that without first having to think 

about how s/he would feel under the influence of light or whiteness and then showing 

that or without having to put him- or herself into an emotional state where these things 

are actually felt.
70

  The dancer could proceed in a translational or transfigurative way, 

initially, but in fact most trained dancers have a whole host of these sorts of qualities 

already imbued in the ways their mindbodies dance so that when instructed to “dance 

light” or “dance the color white” s/he can do so without such translation.  Indeed, training 

in dance artistry proceeds both ways: sometimes there is conscious thinking and 
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 It is this self, this dance artist’s self, that dissolves any seeming paradox between a kind of Deweyan idea 

of the natural human organism as an expressive one and the idea that artistic dance performance conceived 

as expression is something apart from this.  The dance artist, performing on a stage for an actual or 
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that uses his or her “natural” expressivity as part and parcel of his or her skilled, intentional, artistic 

expression that makes use of the capabilities acquired through artistic dance training and practice that have 

been acquired and ingested as part and parcel of his or her artistic self.  Once a dance artist is performing 

something designed to be actually or potentially received as part of the repertoire and canon of his or her 

genre of art there is no mere natural expressivity of the human organism anymore even though it is still 

present within the dancer’s mindbodied performance.  Neither is there any necessary disjunction between 

the expression and the person doing the expressing; the person doing the expressing is IN his or her artistic 

dance expression. 
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translating involved (imagine a case where a choreographer asked a dancer to “dance like 

a giant squid would if learning hip hop for the first time”) and sometimes there is not – 

just the thought of whiteness or light creates a quality in a dancer’s mindbody that puts 

the dance into a certain performative mode that shows these things.   

Let us think, once again, of the language analogy.  How does one learn a second 

language? One can learn, for example, that “cat” in English = “gato” in Spanish.  One can 

then think “cat,” consult an English-Spanish dictionary, and then say “gato.”  OR one can 

immerse oneself in Spanish, like dancers do when immersed in dance training in the 

dance world, taking a trip to Guatemala, for example, and thus forcing oneself to think in 

Spanish in order to avoid being saddled with a cumbersome, conversation-stopping 

dictionary. Here one might see a cat running around and hear the Guatemalans say 

“gato.” The next time one sees a cat “gato” may then spontaneously come to mind. This 

is the beginning of Spanish fluency – this is the point at which someone can say they are 

beginning to have the ability to truly “speak Spanish” rather than just have a dictionary-

based memory of words and their translations.  The same is true for trained dance artists.  

At some point they can just dance light or whiteness.
71

  No translation, or transfiguration, 

or Wordsworthian “emotion recollected in tranquility” is required.   

 To get back to the original question, then: “how are we to understand what we 

mean when we attribute a certain expressiveness to (say) a movement of the body, where 

the ‘feeling expressed’ is not attributed to the human being or dancer who is ‘expressing’ 

that feeling, even if not ‘representing’ it?” the question itself is a bit misleading as 

constructed.  It is misleading because artistic dance performance conceived as expression 
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is always in some sense, attributable to the particular artist dancing that expression.  The 

way of dancing light or whiteness may, as shown in Chapters 1 and 3, be attributable to 

the dance artists use of style and improvisation, some of which come from natural as well 

as learned sources.  And yet the idea of dancing “light” or “whiteness” does not belong 

entirely to that dancer and in fact may have been suggested, even in strict detail, by a 

choreographer and supplied by certain cultural codes that tell us “light” is something to 

be danced in the air rather than in a weighted way into the ground and “white” connotes 

purity rather than bloodthirstiness.  Here we can say that the feeling of expressivity in the 

way a dancer dances “light” or “whiteness” has a source not just in the dancer but in the 

choreographer and culture as well.  We might attribute the primary source of the 

expressivity to the dancer, or to the choreographer’s idea, to the culture or to all three and 

yet it is never the case that the dance performer is entirely absent.  If I am a skilled 

dancer, if I can “speak” dance, I can speak a whole range of emotions and concepts in a 

myriad of ways, some learned, some performed before, some new that I create on the fly 

from similar ways I have danced in the past.  Just as I am constructing these sentences 

now.  This is one important thing that an account of artistic dance conceived as 

expression can tell us about the practice and products of dance as art. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSION 
 

The thesis that I have been building throughout this dissertation is an account of 

dance as art from the studio point of view that shows that much of the practice and 

product of artistic dance can be conceived as dance-artist created and expressed for a 

public that is expected, at least in principle, to be able to understand it in something like 

the way that the artists intend for it to be understood.   The sort of artistic dance 

performance connected with this practice comes into being through the efforts of dance 

artists (which include both choreographers and performers) and it emerges, develops and 

changes as it is made.  These changes take place not just while the choreographer is 

contemplating the plan for the performance; it can continue to change through an 

experimental studio component, rehearsal and repeated public performances.  The 

organic and changing artistic dances, known primarily in live performance, are thus born 

of both deliberative, planning thought and minded bodily thought of which the dance 

artists may not be fully aware or attending to at any given moment.  Further, this activity 

can be shown to be, both in the examples provided in Chapter 1 and the analysis in 

Chapter 3, influenced by learned and natural styles of dance.  It also often involves the 

sort of on-the-fly thinking that I have called a kind of improvisation.  Natural style that is 

developed in a certain way according to a dance artists’ own lights and talents I have 

called both stylei and “movement personality.” Learned styles are those, like that of the 

Cechetti method in classical ballet or the Horton technique in modern dance, that are the 

part of a dance artist’s movement repertoire that I have called stylet, to reflect the fact that 

this sort of style can be taught. 

In Chapter 3 I showed how the dance artists’ use of style and improvisation can 

involve both embellishments upon the choreographer’s plan and, in many cases, their 
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reactions to the contingencies of audience mood and performance space that are often 

accommodated by performers in a way that is mindful of preserving the overall artistic 

intention of the piece.  There are also those situations where a choreographer and/or 

director specifically allow the dance performer to add improvisational elements to the 

dance at certain times – allowing “two bars of music to do what you wish as you feel this 

performance needs” for example.   Finally, I have compared this activity and thought to 

that found in speaking a language fluently, providing further support for my claim in 

Chapter 4 that when a dancer speaks in his or her dance language to an actual or potential 

perceiver/appreciator this can be conceived as a kind of expression. 

 The studio-side of what I have called the dance-as-art equation is just that – one 

side of an equation.  The extra focus on dance practice has been meant to supplement the 

Analytic philosophical accounts of dance as art that have focused far more heavily on the 

critical appreciation aspect of what it means for something to be art rather than on the 

practice side.  It has also been meant to show that when these appreciative perspectives 

involve an implicit account, as many (like Langer’s and like Danto’s do, for example) of 

the artistic process, it is important to make sure that at least for dance this does not 

characterize the process in a way that does not ring true when compared with many 

significant cases, such as those I provided in Chapter 1, of how artistic dance 

performances come into being that can be perceived and apprehended and critically 

evaluated by an audience. 

 So why include my Chapter 2 at all? Why, in a studio-based account of dance as 

art, did I choose to deviate, albeit briefly, from my artistic-process and artistic-practice 

based approach in order to include the appreciation side that I have said was the most 
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common perspective from which to discuss art in the Analytic philosophy of art?  I did 

this to show that studio-based accounts of dance as art need not be inconsistent with 

appreciative, audience-interpretation-side accounts.  This is one of the reasons that I 

chose a broadly Pragmatic methodology for this dissertation, one that I have thought is 

particularly well-suited for providing just this relational link not just between art makers 

and art appreciators and experiencers in dance but between studio-based accounts of 

practice and experience and Analytic philosophy of dance as art altogether.   

The reason that I have chosen Pragmatism, I have explained, instead of Merleau-

Pontyan phenomenology for showing that this link can exist, and even be strong, is that 

the focus of Pragmatism is to understand and explain the phenomenon under 

consideration, using lived experience as credible and valuable evidence.
1
 The purpose of 

Merleau-Pontyan phenomenology, instead, on one interpretation of it, has the much 

broader focus of describing the nature of experience and of existence itself.
2
  If I have 

this right then Merleau-Pontyan phenomenology can link dance artists and audience 

members together through analysis of their experience as it pertains to a description of 

the nature of their existence.  Pragmatism, however, focuses on the relationship as a 

situated, growing, changing, emerging and continuous practice that intends to highlight 

the practice and process of the doing, making and undergoing that I say characterizes 

what is one important thing to know about artistic dance.  It also satisfies the Analytic 

desire for “proof” and “explanation” because it can point to an artistic dance performance 

as something that exists in the world as a reference-point for explanation, perception and 

                                                           
1
 See Sandra B. Rosenthal and Patrick L. Bourgeois, Pragmatism and Phenomenology: A Philosophic 

Encounter, 44 and 176-177.   
2
 As Rosenthal and Bourgeois also point out, however, even though Merleau-Ponty focuses on description 

this does not mean he would be opposed to explanation provided that it is one that is rooted in description 

of lived experience.  Ibid., 190-191. 
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appreciation.  It allows the Analytic philosophers a way to access the “artwork,” what I 

have been calling the dance as performed (as they like to do), by demonstrating how the 

artistic dance performance has artistic properties in it that can be evaluated for what can 

be appreciated in them and to pinpoint what these are in a way that uses the lived 

experience of dance artists and audience members but is not itself about understanding 

that experience alone.  It also allows Merleau-Pontyan philosophers and dance studies 

scholars to see how their accounts of the lived experience of dance can be consistent with 

both a Pragmatic account of artistic dance and an Analytic one.   

This shift is subtle and it is a matter primarily of focus and of method.   There is a 

continuum, as I see it, from Merleau-Pontyan philosophy as an existence-based account 

of experience on the left, to Pragmatic phenomenology as explanatory evidence of the 

phenomenon of artistic dance as art in the middle, to Analytic philosophy of art that 

focuses primarily on the product of this practice and what the appreciator can perceive 

and understand in it on the right.
3
 

 Chapters 1-3, then, have provided accounts of dance artists as evidence for what 

can be perceived in the live performances that I have claimed are the primary venue for 

artistic appreciation.  But Chapter 2 was needed to convince the Analytic philosophers of 

art that want to identify dances by the appreciable properties that they can still do this 

while understanding more about how these dances, seen primarily in performances, are 

created and performed.  I also used the evidence of the lived experience of danceworld 

practitioners and audiences, bringing these in as part of the Pragmatic phenomenological 

method, to show that dance artists often do offer their work for artistic appreciation and 
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 For another, but complementary account, of how Pragmatism sits at the intersection between Continental 

and Analytic philosophy see Joseph Margolis’ book, Pragmatism’s Advantage. 
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that audiences can and often do perceive, appreciate and evaluate dance as art on a 

concept of art that understands artworks as something offered for precisely this purpose.  

To deepen this account a bit I also tried to show, in Chapter 2, how theories of Pragmatic 

interpretation can be brought to bear on this lived experience and process of audience-

side appreciation, again in an effort to show that nothing in this primarily studio-based 

account of dance as art need contradict appreciative, interpretive accounts so long as 

those accounts see artistic perception as itself self-based and culturally emergent activity.   

 In addition, I wanted to emphasize how treating what dance artists do as in large 

part culturally derived (from training in a stylet for example) helps artistic dance 

performances to be understood and appreciated by audiences.  Part of this culturally 

derived practice and performance, I claimed in Chapter 2 and partially in Chapter 3, can 

be seen as meaningful and communicative in a semiotic way that involves the use of 

certain codes, gestures, signs and symbols that are capable of being taken up and 

understood by those who are part of the culture that uses those codes, gestures, signs and 

symbols.  Thus appreciators of artistic dance can themselves also be seen as culturally 

developed and emergent selves that are capable of such appreciation.  Finally, Chapters 2 

and 3 claimed that when what is offered in artistic dance performance enables this sort of 

appreciation to take place (at either a higher or lower level) that this means that we can 

say that the artistic dance performance is communicative enough to be considered a kind 

of expression of the dance artists in the minimal sense of expression that I have proposed. 

In other words, I tried to show in Chapter 2 that in the end it is this component of 

a dance work of art, audience appreciation, which is part of what can confirm whether or 

not the work is successful in realizing the dance artists’ intentions for examples of artistic 
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dance performance that can be conceived as expressions.  My point throughout has been 

that there is a dance as evidenced in live performance that can and does exist in the world 

beyond the dance artists’ heads; that their minded activity, and products of their minded 

activity, can be in the dance and thus in the world for public appreciation.  Artistic dance 

performances can thus provide evidence of all of the following and more: 1) the product 

of artists’ mindbodied thought; 2) the process of the dance artists’ thinking-while-doing; 

3) historical and cultural meanings of these structures and doings; 4) the appreciating 

audience’s understanding of what the dance means, which is informed in part by their 

assumptions about what the artists intended.  What saves this dissertation from the 

untenable position that we must take everything dance artists say about their work as a 

full explanation of the dances they have helped to make and perform is that what they say 

about their work is subject to confirmation by what can be perceived and appreciated in 

their performances by the audience.  Actual or potential audience experience confirms or 

denies the truth of what the dance artists believe to be the case from their studio 

perspective.  It is precisely this evidential component, this proof, that makes Pragmatism 

able to communicate with the often scientific Analytic methodological approach. 

On my view dance artists are not the sole authorities on dance as art but neither 

are the evaluators.  Instead I believe that somewhere in the connection between the two, 

in the experience of the making, doing and perceiving, lies the best and most reliable 

truth of the nature of a large portion of what we count as artistic dance.  Dance as art can 

be, I claim, in both this connection and the result of this connection.  It can be conceived 

as both the result of a relation and as an ongoing negotiation.  It is public.  It is real.  It 

has features that can be pointed to and discussed in common.  It is not always the sole 
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property of the artists involved.  If it were there would be no need for a stage – a studio 

would suffice and the sort of dance performed would not be art but would be a social, 

psychophysical and spiritual practice (like yoga, perhaps) that needed neither audience 

nor concert space.  Neither is it the sole province of the appreciators; if it were created by 

appreciators artistic dance could exist without making and doing artists – the appreciators 

could invent whatever narrative they wanted about anything they wanted to count as a 

dance without constraint.  

This studio-based account, as I have said before, also enables philosophers of 

artistic dance to avoid drawing conclusions that rely upon erroneous assumptions about 

artistic dance process or practice.  The most egregious of the theories that attribute artistic 

dance to the wrong causes are the following: 1) the idea discussed in the Introduction and 

Chapter 1 that artistic dances are enacted through an execution of the type of dance 

notation or score that would be equivalent to a musical score; 2) the idea that this score is 

created only by the choreographer; 3) the idea discussed in Chapters 3 and 4 that dance 

artists operate in a “virtual” world and their work is without exception representative of 

the “real” one; and 4) the idea discussed in Chapter 4 that the only product of artistic 

dance performance that counts as “expression” is the expression of a particular emotion 

or of emotion in general. 

A richer understanding of artistic dance in all the ways it is and can be, enhanced 

by the studio point of view and supported with the Pragmatic idea that one way the world 

can be understood is according to the interactions and relations between its components, 

instead shows that a significant part of dance-making and performing can be viewed as an 

organic, collaborative, situated and encultured process that changes and develops in a 
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self-organizing fashion.  Dance artists plan, but not in a notated score (the scores that 

exist are usually made after a performance for preservation and re-enactment purposes) 

but they also rely on a prior training, skill, talent, intuition might be called, to borrow a 

phrase from Emerson but use it in an entirely different way, “self-reliance.” The trained 

intuition of the dance artist is a second nature but it is truly and inseparably part of that 

dancer’s self.  Once learned it cannot, without violence, be unlearned.  It is part of his or 

her repertoire of ways s/he can move in an expression that is capable of being understood, 

if not ever perfectly or completely, by the audience.   

Similarly, an audience member, particularly a frequent and repeated audience 

member for dance, has incorporated cultural and experiential training into his or her 

capacity to appreciate the work and make the perceptual discriminations needed to see 

and feel what there is in the performance for him or her to experience. This giving of 

one’s thoughtful dance movement by living, breathing, feeling dance- and life-trained 

people and artists to the audience, and this receiving of it by the living, breathing, feeling 

dance- and life-trained audience, is what I have called the artistic dance performance 

conceived as expression that constitutes a large enough portion of what we count as 

artistic dance that it deserves to be recognized and understood as such by philosophy.  

Artistic dance is not best understood as a choreographer-made text that stands eternally 

still for analysis or as an illusory shadow of the real. Instead, I have tried to show how 

artistic dance is human-created and human-appreciated.  How it is intentional and 

thought-based.  How it lives, breathes, moves, develops and changes, like human 

language and like human selves, in mindbodied practice, thinking, making and doing.   
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